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iv 

Plaintiff SMS.AC, INC. ("Plaintiff' or "SMS") hereby respectfully submits the following Ex 

Paste Application for consideration in expediting the discovery to discovery the identities of Doe 

Defendants. 

This application is based on the attached Memorandum of Points and Authorities, the attached 

declaration of Michael W. Battin, the attached declaration of Brian Woosley, the records on file herein, 

and on such evidence as may be presented at hearing. 

DATED: September 9, 2015 	 NAVIGATO & BATTIN, LLP 

By: s/Michael W. Battin 
Michael W. Battin 
Attorneys for Plaintiff SMS.AC, INC. 
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Daniel J. Navigato, Esq. (SBN 164233) 
Michael W. Battin, Esq. (SBN 183870) 
Travis M. Bray, Esq. (SBN 235763) 
Stephanie J. Sciarani, Esq. (SBN 279760) 
NAVIGATO & BATTIN, LLP 
755 West A Street, Suite 150 
San Diego, California 92101 
Tel. (619) 233-5365 
Fax (619) 233-3268 

Attorneys for Plaintiff SMS.AC, INC. 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO — CENTRAL DIVISION 

UNLIMITED CIVIL 

CASE NO.: 37-2015-00025687-CU-DF-CTL 
Judge: Hon. Eddie C. Sturgeon 
Dept.: C-67 

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF SMS.AC, INC.'S EX PARTE 
MOTION FOR EXPEDITED DISCOVERY 
OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE AN ORDER 
SHORTENING TIME 

[IMAGED] 

Hearing: 
Date: September 22, 2015 
Time: 8:30 a.m. 
Dept: C-67 

Plaintiff SMS.AC, INC. ("Plaintiff" or "SMS") hereby respectfully submits the following 

Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of its Ex Parte Motion for Expedited Discovery or in 

the alternative Order Shortening Time ("Motion"). 

///// 

///// 
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SMS.AC, INC., a Delaware corporation 

V. 

JOHN DOE and DOES 1 to 100, 

Defendants. 



I. 	INTRODUCTION  

SMS, owner and operator of Fanbox.com ., has been the target of a series of highly defamatory 

posts on various internet websites. SMS brought the instant litigation against various Doe Defendants 

for posting statements under anonymous names. Plaintiff has been diligent in attempting to ascertain th e  

identity of the Doe Defendants, but has been unsuccessful, making the instant Motion necessary. 

Plaintiff brings this matter on an ex parte basis as only Doe Defendants are named making service of a 

noticed motion impossible. Through this Motion, Plaintiff seeks leave of the court to serve limited 

discovery on multiple non-party websites solely to determine the true identities of Doe Defendants. 

II. 	FACTUAL BACKGROUND  

SMS is a mobile data and communications company headquartered in San Diego, California. 

Since 2004, SMS has done business under the tradename "FanBox", and currently operates the website 

fanbox.com  which enables people to buy, sell, and promote digital content through web and mobile 

technologies. (Declaration of Brian Woosley in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Expedited Discovery 

or in the Alternative an Order Shortening Time ("Woosley Dec."), filed concurrently herewith, li3.) 

SMS has established a positive reputation of being an innovative, customer and employee-friendly 

company in the global digital marketplace. (Id. at 14.) 

As with most successful companies, SMS over the years has encountered a few disgruntled ex-

employees and consumers, some of which have targeted SMS with defamatory statements and posts on 

various websites, such as: 

From www.wordpress.com  

• "Fanbox email scam is back with its new mailers titled: 'Your daily earnings report.' This 

email provides fake earning reports..." (Declaration of Michael W. Battin in Support of Plaintiffs 

Motion for Expedited Discovery or in the Alternative an Order Shortening Time ("Battin Dec."), filed 

concurrently herewith, Exhibit A, pg. 1.) 

• "However this is nothing but another way of Fanbox spanuners to attract and lure gullible 

people." (Id.) 

11111 

11111 
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"Fanbox tricks people into giving up their email addresses, passwords and cell phone 

numbers by offering earning opportunities. After taking all details from users, they spam them 

relentlessly along with everyone in the contact list as well." (/d.at pg. 2.) 

• "The great fanbox scam." (Id. at pg. 5.) 

From www.blogspot.com   

• "In short, Fanbox is an elaborate SCAM designed to defraud people by selling them a 6- 

figure income from home dream [sic]. It's also known for generating epidemic proportions of spam, 

compromising personal & fmancial details of victims, and tricking unsuspecting people into paying a 

service fee for an unsolicited, deceptive line of credit." (Battin Dec., Exhibit B, pg. I.) 

• "Fanbox is SPAM. They will phish your password and SPAM your friends." (Id. at pg. 

3.) 

• "So far no evidence has been found of any real fanbox.com  member receiving any actual 

real payments in the form of check/cheque [sic] or by any other means from the fanbox.com  website." 

(Id. at pg. 21.) 

From www.glassdoor.com  

• "Lawsuits left and right, company never ended up paying half of their employees, and 

terrible upper management." (Battin Dec., Exhibit C, at pg. 1.) 

• "Highly unethical company with really shoddy business practices. Immoral and illegal 

activities." (Id.) 

• "Definite unsavory practices." (Id.) 

• "...extremely unprofessional working environment, unethical business practices, no 

work/life balance, cult-like devotion required of all employees..." (Id. at pg. 3.) 

• "Place was just weirded out like a cult." (Id. pg. 4.) 

These statements, which impute criminal, immoral, and dishonest conduct, have damaged SMS's 

reputation and are causing SMS to lose customers, employees, and revenue. (Woosley Dec., 16.) 

Furthermore, the statements have been published either anonymously or under the veil of non-

identifying user names, preventing SMS from identifying the persons responsible. (See Battin Dec., 

Exhibits A-C.) Through this lawsuit, SMS seeks to identify the individuals responsible for these 
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defamatory posts and hold them accountable for their improper actions. 

ARGUMENT  

A. AUTHORITY FOR EXPEDITED DISCOVERY SOUGHT 

When the identity of a doe defendant is indeterminable at the time a Complaint is filed, the 

plaintiff "should be given an opportunity through discovery to identify the unknown defendants, unless 

it is clear that discovery would not uncover the identities, or that the complaint would be dismissed on 

other grounds." (Gillepsie v. Civiletti 629 F.2d 637, 642 (9 th  Cir. 1980).) California courts have upheld 

subpoenas issued to non-party ISPs for the purpose of identifying Doe Defendants upon the showing of 

a "prima facie" case. (See Krinsky v. Doe 6 (2008) 159 Cal.App.4th 1154, 1171 [72 Cal.Rptr.3d 2311 

[defamation action].) "Prima facie evidence is that which will support a ruling in favor of its proponent 

if no controverting evidence is presented. It may be slight evidence which creates a reasonable 

inference of fact sought to be established but need not eliminate all contrary inferences." (Id. at 1171, fn. 

14, quoting Evans v. Paye (1995) 32 Cal.App.4th 265 [37 Cal.Rptr.2d 915].) 

B. SMS CAN ESTABLISH A PRIMA FACIE CASE FOR LIBEL 

"The elements of a defamation claim are (1) a publication that is (2) false, (3) defamatory, (4) 

unprivileged, and (5) has a natural tendency to injure or causes special damage." (Wong v. Tai Jing 

(2010) 117 Cal.Rptr.3d 747, [117 Cal.Rptr.3d 747], citing Taus v. Loftus (2007) 40 Ca1.4th 683, 720 [54 

Cal.Rptr.3d 755].) As seen below, Doe Defendants' statements give rise to a claim for libel. 

1. 	Publication 

To be actionable, a defamatory statement must be published, that is, "communicated to a third 

party who understands both the defamatory meaning and applicability to plaintiff." (Neary v. Regents of 

University of California (1986) 185 Cal.App.3d 1136, 1147 [230 Cal.Rptr. 281].) However, a plaintiff 

need not be named directly in the statement, so long as it is reasonably understood that a reference to the 

plaintiff was intended. (Carlisle v. Fawcett Publication, Inc. (1962) 201 Cal.App.2d 733, 741 [20 

Cal.Rptr. 405].) Here, all of the statements at issue were communicated to third parties by way of being 

published on various websites, including, www.wordpress.com , www.blouspot.com, and 

www.plassdooncom. (See Battin Dec., Exhibits A-C.) Further, each statement either refers to SMS (or 

its fictitious business name FanBox) directly or the intended reference can be easily identified in the 
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context of the posts. (Id.) Accordingly, the publication requirement is met. 

2. 	Falsity 

Typically, statements of opinions are constitutionally protected. However, "where an expression 

of opinion implies a false assertion of fact, the opinion can constitute actionable defamation." (Milkovic 

v. Lorain Journal Co. (1990) 487 U.S. 1, 18-19.) To make the determination of whether a statement is 

an opinion on an assertion of fact, the court looks to "whether a reasonable fact finder could conclude 

the published statement declares or implies a provably false assertion of fact." (McGarry, supra, 154 

Cal.App.4th at 113.) 

Here, the subject posts contain assertions of fact even though sometimes couched as an opinion. 

Throughout the posts, the individuals make statements of fact, going into detail describing what SMS 

allegedly does (e.g., they "provide fake earning reports," "phish your password and SPAM your friends,' 

"compromise[] personal and financial detail," etc.). (See Baffin Dec., Exhibits A-C.) The majority of 

these posts are written by users claiming to have used fanbox.com  and/or ex-employees, therefore 

implying that they have firsthand knowledge of such alleged practices. (See e.g., Id.) A reasonable 

reader would certainly understand these posts to be asserting facts, not merely opinions. 

The subject matter contained in the various posts are also false. SMS does not engage in 

"unethical practices"; "generating epidemic proportions of spam"; "tricking unsuspecting people into 

paying a service fee for an unsolicited, deceptive line of credit"; "phish[ing] your password and 

SPAM[ing] your friends"; or in any of the other untruthful, criminal acts the posts assert. (Woosley 

Dec., ¶5.) Rather, SMS is a legitimate, lawful business which operates as a marketplace, enabling 

people to buy, sell and promote digital content (e.g., songs, videos, blogs, etc.) through web and mobile 

technologies. (Woosley Dec., 113.) Content is then promoted on the company's social network and sold 

through the company's mobile billing infrastructure. (Id.) Content providers, as well as FanBox 

community members, promote the content themselves and earn revenue from content sales by sending 

emails through FanBox to their contacts encouraging them to join FanBox and support content they hay 

posted. (Id.) There is nothing fraudulent, deceitful or illegal about this practice. Furthermore, SMS 

does not require a "cult-like devotion" of its employees and has never failed to "pay[] half of their 

employees." (Id. at, 115.) Quite the contrary, SMS strives to build open, positive relationships with its 
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employees, both at work and outside of work, as a core part of its company culture. (Id.) 

3. Defamatory 

"Libel is a false and unprivileged publication by writing, printing, picture, effigy, or other fixed 

representation to the eye, which exposes any person to hatred, contempt, ridicule, or obloquy, or which 

causes him to be shunned or avoided, or which has a tendency to injure him in his occupation." (Civ. 

Code §45.) "A statement can also be libelous per se if it contains a charge by implication from the 

language employed by the speaker and a listener could understand the defamatory meaning without the 

necessity of knowing extrinsic explanatory matter." (McGarry v. University of San Diego (2007) 154 

Cal.App.4th 97, 112 [64 Cal.Rptr.3d 467][emphasis added].) Under California law, publications that 

accuse plaintiff of dishonest, immoral, or criminal conduct are libelous per se. (See Kramer v. Ferguson 

(1964) 230 Cal.App.2d 237, 242 [21 Cal.Rptr. 61] [publication imputing dishonesty found libel on its 

face]; DiGiorgio Fruit Corp. v. American Federation of Labor and Congress of Indus. Organizations 

(1963) 215 Cal.App.2d 560 [30 Cal.Rptr. 350][false statements that employer mistreated its employees 

were libelous per se]; Moranville v. Aletto (1957) 153 Cal.App.2d 667 [315 P.2d 91]; See also Ray v. 

Citizen-News Co. (1936) 14 Cal.App.2d 6 [57 P.2d 527].) 

The statements at issue here are clearly libel per se. Each and every statement made by the Doe 

Defendants either imputes dishonest, immoral, or criminal conduct, including statements regarding 

FanBox "phishing" users' passwords, compromising personal and financial details of its members, 

violating anti-spamming laws, and/or accusing SMS of having illegitimate business practices and not 

paying their employees. (See Battin Dec., Exhibits A-C.) As such, the third element is easily satisfied. 

4. Unprivileged 

"The First amendment to the United States Constitution provides that 'Congress shall make no 

law ... abridging the freedom of speech....' This fundamental right to free speech is 'among the 

fimdamental personal rights and liberties which are protected by the Fourteenth Amendment from 

invasion by state action." (Balboa Island Village Inn, Inc. v Lemen (2007) 40 Ca1.4th 1141, 1147 [57 

Cal.Rptr.3d 320], citing Lovell v. Griffin (1938) 303 U.S. 444, 450.) But the right to free speech is not 

absolute: 

///// 
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When vigorous criticism descends into defamation ... constitutional protection is no 
longer available. '[lit is well understood that the right to free speech is not absolute at all 
times and under all circumstances. There are certain well-defined and narrowly limited 
classes of speech, the prevention and punishment of which has never been thought to 
raise any Constitutional problem. These include the lewd and obscene, the profane, the 
libelous, and the insulting or 'fighting' words - those which by their very utterance inflict 
injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace ...."' 

(Krinsky, supra, 159 Cal.App.4th at 1164 [emphasis added], quoting Chaplinsky v. State of New 

Hampshire (1942) 315 U.S. 568, 571-572.) 

In sum, "[w]hen there is a factual and legal basis for believing libel may have occurred, the 

writer's message will not be protected by the First Amendment." (Id. at 1171, citing Beauharnais v. 

People of State ofill. (1952) 343 U.S. 250, 266). In the present case, as demonstrated herein, the 

statements made by the Doe Defendants are not protected speech because a factual and legal basis exists 

for believing that libel occurred, and thus First Amendment protection is not afforded to the Doe 

Defendants. 

5. 	Tendency to Injure 

"While a corporation has no reputation in the personal sense ... it has a business reputation, and 

language which casts aspersions upon its business character is actionable." (DiGiorgio Fruit Corp., 215 

Cal.App.2d at 571 [citations omitted].) The posts charge SMS with committing immoral conduct, 

including improper, unethical, and/or illegal business practices. (See Battin Dec., Exhibits A-C.) The 

statements at issue have already injured SMS's business reputation and continue to injure its reputation 

on a daily basis. SMS has had difficulty persuading new members to join, retaining existing members, 

and recruiting potential employees to work at SMS. (Woosley Dec., 116.) 

C. SMS CAN ESTABLISH A PRIMA FACIE CASE FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT 

Up until February 2013, all SMS employees were required to sign a "Nondisclosure, 

Confidentiality, and Innovations Assignment Agreement" ("Agreement"). (Woosley Dec., 117.) Pursuant 

to the Agreement, employees are "not to make any statements that disparage the Company or its 

respective affiliates, employees, officers, directors, products, or services." (Woosley Dec., Exhibit D.) I 

is believed that many of the Doe Defendants are ex-employees who worked at SMS during the time 

period this Agreement was in effect and thus bound by its terms. (Id. 117.) However, despite entering 
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into such an Agreement, several ex-employees have posted defamatory statements concerning SMS. 

For example, in the posts made on www.alassdoor.com ,  posters state: "I worked at Fanbox full-time 

(More than a yearn "I worked at Fanbox full-time (Less than a yearn and "I worked at Fanbox." 

(Woosley Dec., Exhibit.) These ex-employees have violated the Agreement by posting comments such 

as "...terrible upper management"; "Unprofessional working environment"; "Constantly changing 

metrics on quality assessment of work done often with no notice..."; and "...no work/life balance, cult-

like devotion required of all employees [sic], no benefits, uncompetitive pay, zero training." (Battin 

Dec., Exhibit C.) In publishing the above referenced posts, these Doe Defendants have breached their 

Agreements by disparaging SMS. As a result of these breaches, SMS has experienced significant 

damage to its business operations and reputation. 

D. WITHOUT THE EXPEDITED DISCOVERY REQUESTED, PLAINTIFF'S CLAIMS 

CANNOT GO FORWARD 

Plaintiff has unsuccessfiffly conducted a diligent search in an attempt to discover the true 

identities of the Doe Defendants. However despite such efforts, has been unable to ascertain the Doe 

Defendants identities. Therefore, the only way Plaintiff can identify the persons responsible for the 

defamatory posts is through the expedited discovery sought. Plaintiff is unaware of any other means of 

obtaining the identity of Doe Defendants. Quite simply, if Plaintiffs Motion is denied, its case will not 

be able to move forward and Doe Defendants will have free reign to continue making defamatory 

statements 

E. THE DISCOVERY SOUGHT IS LIMITED 

The discovery Plaintiff seeks through this Motion is limited. Plaintiff merely seeks an order 

from this Court allowing it to propound subpoenas on the websites identified for the limited and sole 

purpose of discovering the Doe Defendants' true identities. Once Plaintiff obtains this information, it 

will only use such information derived from the subpoenas to prosecute the claims made in its 

Complaint against the identified defendants. Furthermore, the subpoenaed websites are able to notify 

their users that this information is being sought, and each Doe Defendant will have the opportunity to 

raise any objections before this Court prior to the return date of the subpoena. 

///// 
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IV. 	CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff respectfully requests the Court to grant its Motion for 

Expedited Discovery or in the Alternative an Order Shortening Time. 

DATED: September 4, 2015 	 NAVIGATO & BATTIN, LLP 

By: s/Michael W. Battin  
Michael W. Battin 
Attorneys for Plaintiff SMS.AC, 
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SMS.AC, INC., a Delaware corporation 
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V. 

JOHN DOE and DOES 1 to 100, 

Defendants. 
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Daniel J. Navigato, Esq. (SBN 164233) 
Michael W. Battin, Esq. (SBN 183870) 
Travis M. Bray, Esq. (SBN 235763) 
Stephanie J. Sciarani, Esq. (SBN 279760) 
NAVIGATO & BAFFIN, LLP 
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Attorneys for Plaintiff SMS.AC, INC. 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO — CENTRAL DIVISION 

UNLIMITED CIVIL 

CASE NO.: 37-2015-00025687-CU-DF-CTL 
Judge: Hon. Eddie C. Sturgeon 
Dept.: C-67 

DECLARATION OF MICHAEL W. BATTN 
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S EX PARTE 
MOTION FOR EXPEDITED DISCOVERY 
OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE AN ORDER 
SHORTENING TIME 

[IMAGED] 

Hearing : 
Date: September 22, 2015 
Time: 8:30 a.m. 
Dept: C-67 

I, Michael W. Battin, declare as follows: 

1. 	I am an attorney at law duly authorized to practice before this Court. I am a partner 

attorney at Navigato & Battin, LLP, attorneys for Plaintiff SMS,AC, INC. ("SMS" or "Plaintiff") in the 

above-entitled case. If called upon to testify, I could and would competently testify to the facts 

contained in this Declaration. 
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the posts as Doe Defendants. The only way for Plaintiff to obtain the true identities of those responsible 

for the posts is to serve subpoenas on the website hosts. Accordingly, Plaintiff files the instant ex parte 

application seeking permission to serve subpoenas on the website hosts. This motion is proper for ex 

parte determination as defendants' identities are unknown, making it impossible for Plaintiff to serve a 

noticed motion on of any of the defendants. Unless this Court allows for expedited discovery, this case 

cannot move forward — as Plaintiff cannot serve its Complaint until defendants' identities are known. 

3. Due to the circumstances, i.e., only Doe Defendants have been named at this time, I did 

not provide any notice of this ex parte appearance. 

4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and accurate copy of a print-outs that I printed 

from the website www.wordoress.com . 

5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and accurate copy of a prints-outs that I printed 

from the website www.blogspot.com . 

6. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and accurate copy of a print-outs that I printed 

from the website wwvv.glassdoor.com . 

I declare under penalty of penury under the laws f California that the foregoing is true and 

correct, and that this declaration was executed this  3  day of September, 2015. 

Michael W. Battin 
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Fanbox Is Back Again! I I Scribble Anything - Along the C 
	

ors of Life 

Fanbox Is Back Again! 

iscribbleanything 
April 17, 2014  

Fanbox spam scam as reported by Moneylife earlier, is back with mailers with 
fake earning reports and tips to earn online. Beware, as the mailer may have 
names of our contacts to lure ,you... 

- 	 -77; 

db11,1 tattlityl maraftwa 	 - • 

Ti, MA 

On March 2a ',CAI ewnied 	oarurfate-3,L=ECRatml 
AII-11nte esnaps 5342 58 

Got quoidanoi 6.ftlt:C17:2`.1.Aleadilr_g Z.Yigt2.0C-S11111r1 

Fanbox email scam is back with its new mailers titled; 'Your daily earnings 
report'. This email provides fake earning reports notifying that, "On 4 February 
2013, you earned $9.11 and your all time earnings are $78.09." This email also 
provides links and tips to earn double profits daily by providing more details 
and completing Fanbox profile. 

The Fanbox email also explains how its users earned and how they can earn more 
by boosting their profile, sharing their videos, photos, selling services, blogging 
and advertising. It claims that its users can earn, when anyone view users' blogs, 
videos, photos and advertisements shared on Fanbox profile. However this is 
nothing but another way of Fanbox spammers to attract and lure gullible people. 

For past few months several Moneylife readers shared with us how they have 
been victimised by Fanbox spam mails. People tend to believe these mails 
because it mentions names of somebody from their contact list and it notifies, 
"Originally, you are invited by Mr ABC to the FanBox beta product launch of 
IPL(I'll pay later.)" 

• 

r•r.ASIWW..!.0  

VOW FanBox eam 	$342 58 time 630 94 or' Mar 28) 
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As Moneylife reported, Fanbox spam 
scam: Don't fall prey to the 
earnings mailer 

Featuring The World's First Spam-free Email Bo: 
The World's Largest Free Email Box 

(http://www.moneylife.in/article/fanbox-spam-scam-dont-fall-prey-to-the-
earnings-mailer/31649.html),  Fanbox tricks people into giving up their email 
addresses, passwords and cell phone numbers by offering earning opportunities. 
After taking all details from users, they spam them relentlessly along with 
everyone in the contact list as well. 

Earlier too, Fanbox sent emails claiming that recipient has won some money and 
that a processing fee needs to be paid to claim it. It asks for a 'processing fee', for 
an account that may not even exist, by linking a user's bank account online to 
Fanbox account, so that they can collect their "earnings". Fanbox charges users 
for a promised payout in the future. Users pay either manually or online. 

Last year Moneylife warned people about, Fanbox mail scam: Watch out for 
automatic debit from your bank, PayPal account 
(http://www.moneylife.iniarticle/fanbox-mail-scam-watch-out-for-automatic-
debit-from-your-bank-paypal-account/33528.html) .  It becomes more dangerous 
when some users give their PayPal account or credit card details to increase 
security of their Fanbox account. Once users share their details with Fanbox, they 
automatically start deducting money from user accounts that are linked with 
PayPal or credit cards. One such person toldMoneylife, "They (Fanbox) are 
debiting money from my account in regular intervals automatically. Till now 
they have charged $28". Another person saw as much as $100 being debited to 
Fanbox from his credit card. 

"On February 4 you earned $9.11, All-time earnings: $78.09 
Success and Opportunities  
Areas of Success: You earned $9.11 from all your activities on Fanbox yesterday. 
Opportunities: If your New User Boost was activated, you could have earned $51.71 or 0 
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more yesterday ($1,551 per month) from your posts — like Power User Mr XYZ earned 
yesterday. Reactivate your New User Boost now! Got questions? See what others are 
saying or chat with an expert 

How did I make money?  
Originally, you were invited by Mr ABC to the Fanbox beta product launch of IPL. 
How does IPL (I'll Pay Later) work?  

1. Earn by advertising your product, service or blog now; but pay later. 
2. Don't have a product, service or blog? Participate in the profits from other people's 

sales now; but pay later. This is called "Boosting" 

Of your FanBox earnings yesterday, you earned: 100% from Boosting 

(Boosting is when you fund other's Ads and earn money when those Ads receive clicks). 
100% profile completeness earns you double profits! 
How else can learn money on Fanbox?  

O Blogging — post anything. You earn when people read your free blogs new: complete 
your profile and earn double from your blogs! 

O Selling — sell your services, stuff or even your blogs (2 min video). 

1. Advertising — earn by launching simple ads for your or anyone else's blogs, services 
or stuff and now, advertisers earn double profits when they complete their profile. 

2. Sharing photos — don't miss an opportunity to take and share photos — you earn when 
people view them. 

3. Sharing videos —earn from sharing your favorite YouTube and Virile° videos on 
Fanbox. 

4. Sharing mobile photos — take photos with the new Fanbox mobile app. 

When do I get my money?  

1. MATURATION — with your earnings from any month: 
2. 30 days after the month, you can spend it on products and services within FanBox 
3. 60 days after the month, you can use it to accelerate your earnings with FanBox ads 

and boosting 
4. 90 days after the month, you can cash it out via PayPal or check, or use it to pay your 

IPL processing fees 

What should I do next? 

O Most important: Double your daily profits by completing your FanBox profile 
(current status: 0% complete). It only takes 1 minute! 

• 	You should also: 

1. Accelerate your earnings with your $923.86 in Available IPL funds 
2. It's time to do something fresh: post something now! 
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3. Visit your homepage to see what others are doing to achieve success 
4. Chat with a volunteer expert — get all your questions answered 

Quick Links (links removed) 

1. Review your FanBox balance and earnings 
2. View your "I'll Pay Later" details including your limit, available and utilized 

amounts 
3. See the top performers on the Leaderboard, or hear how FanBoxers are changing their 

lives 
4. Discover the movement's purpose and history 
5. Got questions? Watch quick videos in the Learning Center, or ask an expert 

anything." 

Moneylife has frequently warned that "If it looks too good to be true, it usually 
is." This is clearly another in the same category. In future, if you get any spam or 
suspicious looking email claiming you have won something, or have something 
unclaimed and providing easy earning opportunity by doing nothing, it is best 
advised to filter and delete it right away. Moreover, never link your bank account 
or credit/debit card online to any third party, even if the site is credible. As for 
Fanbox, it is best you stay away from it, no matter what their claims are. 

source: http://wzow.moneylife.in/articleganbox-luring-people-by-proving-online-earning-
opportunity/36339.html  
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10:52 PM (21 hours ago) 

to me 

from: 
FanBox Account Protection Team fbNOREPLY@myfaribox.com  
to: 
xxxxxxxxaxxx@gmail.corn 
date: 
Wed, Nov 28, 2012 at 10:52 PM 
subject: 
Penalty courtesy notice 
mailed-by: 
myfanbox.conn 
signed-by: 
myfanbox.com  

Hi xxxxx)oorx)oonc.xxxxx 

As of Nov. 6, 2012, y12, you had utilized $1,260.88 of your "I'll Pay Later" funds, and have earned 
$1,478.25 since you started utilizing LPL. 

As we've communicated in earlier emails, your October processing fee remains due. You'll want to 
pay your processing fee immediately to protect your account and money. 

Please note that if your processing fee has not been paid by Dec. 6, 2012, a penalty will be added to 
your processing fee. 

Amount due if paid before Dec. 6, 2012: $29.29 
Amount due if paid on or after Dec. 6,2012: $48.58 

Did you know? 

You can protect your earnings and avoid manual payments by setting up Automatic Account 
Protection. It's a free service! 

Quick links: 
Pay your processing fee now 
Review your FanBox Bank balance and earnings 
View your "I'll Pay Later" details including your limit, available and utilized amounts and how 
your processing fee is calculated 
Take a minute to get Automatic Account Protection and never make another manual payment 
Got questions? 
Watch quick videos in the Learning Center 
Ask your Success Coach anything — including how your earnings mature 
Got billing questions? Ask the FanBox Billing Department (billing questions only) 
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Regards, 
The FanBox Account Protection Team 

Here is an earlier letter sent on November 28, at 9:38 PM. 

FanBox daily earnings statement 

9:38 PM (22 hours ago) 

to me 

from: 
FanBox daily earnings statement fbNOREFLY@myfanbox.com  
to: 
xxxxxxx.xxxx>a@gmail.com  
date: 
Wed, Nov 28, 2012 at 9:38 PM 
subject: 
Your FanBox earnings: $1,478.25 all-time ($23.60 on Nov 10) 
mailed-by: 
myfanbox.com  
signed-by: 
myfanbox.com  

On November 10 you earned $23.60 (Your FanBox homepage) 
All-time earnings: $1,478.25 
Got questions? See what others are saying or chat with an expert 
HOW DID I MAKE MONEY? 
Originally, you were invited by BXXX RXXXX to the FanBox beta product launch of IPL. 
How does IPL (I'll Pay Later) work? 
1.Earn by advertisingyour product, service or blog now; but pay later. 
2. Don't have a product, service or blog? Participate in the profits from other people's sales now; 
but pay later. This is called "Boosting" 
Of your FanBox earnings yesterday, you earned: 
100% from Boosting (3 min video) 
(Boosting is when you fund other's Ads and earn money when those Ads receive clicks). 100% 
profile completeness earns you double profits! 
HOW ELSE CANT EARN MONEY ON FANBOX? 
Blogging — post anything. You earn when people read your free blogs (3 min video). New: 
Complete your profile and earn double from your blogs! 
Selling — sell your services, stuff or even your blogs (3 min video). 
Advertising — earn by launching simple ads for your or anyone else's blogs, services or stuff (4 min 
video). And now, advertisers earn double profits when they complete their profile. 
WHEN DO I GET MY MONEY? 
MATURATION — with your earnings from any month: 
30 days after the month, you can spend it on products and services within FanBox 
60 days after the month, you can use it to accelerate your earnings with FanBox ads and boosting 
90 days after the month, you can cash it out via PayPal or check 
WHAT SHOULD I DO NEXT? 
Most important: 
Double your daily profits by completing your FanBox profile (current status: 0% complete). It only 
takes 1 minute! 
You should also: 
Accelerate your earnings with your $607.98 in Available IPL funds 
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It's time to do something fresh: post something now! 
Visit your homepage to see what others are doing to achieve success 
Chat with a volunteer expert - get all your questions answered 
QUICK LINKS: 
Review your FanBox balance and earnings 
View your "1'11 Pay Later" details including your limit, available and utilized amounts 
See the top performers on the Leaderboard, or hear how FanBoxers are changing their lives 
Discover the movement's purpose and history 
Got questions? 
Watch quick videos in the Learning Center, or ask an expert anything 
Got billing questions? Ask the Account Protection Team 

My only advice is NEVER to GET GREEDY! 

This entry was posted on Thursday, November 29th, 2012 at 8:22 pm and is filed under Dangerous Internet, Scams, Spam. You can 
follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed. Both comments and pings are currently closed. 
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What is Fanbox? 

In short, Fanbox is an elaborate SCAM designed to defraud people by selling them a 
6-figure income from home dream. It's also known for generating epidemic 
proportions of spam, compromising personal & financial details of victims, and 
tricking unsuspecting people into paying a service fee for an unsolicited, deceptive line 
of credit. 

Here's how it works:  

• First, users are baited by fake income reports of existing members who 
have allegedly generated hundreds of thousands of dollars just by 
performing activities like: sharing multimedia content already available on 
the intemet, and often selling pirated eBooks and software to each other. 

• How and why should these activities generate money, in the first place, is 
kept a top secret. So, upon joining the site, users find themselves toiling 
day and night just hying to figure out the right way of doing those 
activities instead of actually making money doing them! 

• Then, there comes the Fanbox Kool-Aid which constantly conditions users 
to believe that Fanbox is working towards a great cause of uplifting 
humanity and that the cutting-edge Fanbox technologies will reward 
everyone- sooner or later. 

• Finally, frustrated users are presented with a plethora of paid 
features/services that promise to bring the buyer's account under some 
special algorithms and quickly enable them to make top dollars - which, of 
course, is as deceptive as it sounds. 

It's remarkable that Fanbox derives its income solely from its paying members, yet at 
the same time promises to pay back each one of them (or to let them 'earn') an amount 
larger than they'll ever spend on the company's deceptive paid services. Not just that, 
non-paying members and even non-members as well are promised an ever increasing 
sum of money, if they do Things the right way. Now, that's as ridiculous as it can get. 
What's even more ridiculous is that the users are led to believe that Fanbox has 
developed some cutting-edge, highly propriety technologies that are serving to fulfill its 
mathematically impossible promise. 

In reality, this is how Fanbox manages it all and comes out with profits: A small 
percentage of users -- who serve as a bait -- are actually paid while the larger 
percentage have either lost their money to Fanbox, or have been put in convoluted 
loops waiting for years to cash out their supposed earnings, or are just trying to figure 
out how to do things the right way since a long time. 

Another interesting thing to take note of is Fanbox's Terms of Service Agreement to 
which new users have to agree in order to be able to use the site and generate earnings. 
Here's an excerpt: 

http://fanboxscamreview.blogspot.com/2014/04/what-is-fanbox.html  1/2 
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WARNING: Please use FanBox for entertainment purposes only. In 
particular, your use of FanBox may never materialize or result in any 
direct or implied benefit. Any content, Earnings, time, payments, and 
relationships associated with your use of FarzBax may be subject to 
modification or termination. 

Now, what's that supposed to mean? It simply means you cannot sue Fanbox for any 
kind of monetary loss. But what you can certainly do is to report your loss to 
authorities in your country. 

Want to know more about Fanbox or need help with getting out of the trap? Head to 
the FAQ page or ask in the comments section. 

Upcoming Post History of Fanbox and the people behind this scam. 
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Look a Virus! 
Computer & Internet Security Tips 

Friday, May 30, 2008 

How to Stop Receiving Fanbox Spam 

A lot of email users experience problem with fanbox and question 

it spam messages. I have been receiving fanbox and question it 

messages for several months now. I started to receive these 

messages from my friends but later on, I have been receiving 

fanbox messages from people I do not know, 

I already decided that these fan box question it ernails are 

actually sparn messages that I need to ge 

t rid of. Unfortunately, I still receive fan box and question it 

messages regardless that I have already marked them as spam. 

What is fanbox? 
Fanbox is the rebranded sms.ac but I would like to adopt 

gadgetpanel.com's description of fanbox, "Fanbox is SPAM. They 

will phish your password and SPAM your friends." Take note of 

the word phishing. How to stop spam from fanbox? 

How to Stop Receiving Fanbox Spam 

Mark the fanbox email you receive as spam. 
- ihis may not totally stop tanbox from sending you with 

spam messages but this can blacklist the sender. Once 

marked as spam, fanbox mails may no longer go directly 
to your inbox but to your spam or junk mails, 

To clif;a1;10.• fonbox s c.".3b 	 "opt out" 	fro;11 I. ti 

foribox 

Click "Never" and "Save". I will try to do this when I receive liry 

next fanbox spar() mail and see if this wi0 work 

http://lookavi  rus.blogspoLcom/2008/05/how-to-stop-receivi ng-fanbox-spam.htm I 1/18 
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Update August 18: 

I have not been receiving fanbox spam mails for quite a while 

now until this week, A new wave of fanbox fan messages are 

arriving in my spam folder. The message comes from 

NOREPLY©fanboxnotes.com  with the subject msg me on yahoo 

wants to be your loyal fan" and the email even has my own name 

on it! 

Here is what the message contains: 

Msg me on yahoo wants to be your loyal fan! 

Automatically sign in to view msg me on yahoo's profile and/or 

photo, and accept or reject her fan request. 

You can change the frequency of this type of notification. Visit 

our Terms of Service or Privacy Policy. 

FanBox - 255 G Street #723, San Diego, CA 92101, USA 

Spam protection 

Computer users can do something about the prevalence of spam 

and viruses by taking advantage of spam blockers. It is even 

recommended that big companies that are in need of email spam 
filtering make use of anti spam appliance. A spam appliance is a 

hardware device that is used together with a spam filter software 

for instant messaging and email filtering and spam solutions. 

Labels: 

72 comments: 

:.? said... 

Hi Rhodilee. They are indeed annoying. Good thing though, 

I noticed that all fanbox and question it messages now go 

to the spam folder automatically. It seems the web-based 

e-mail had categorically noted them as spam. 
, 

Rhodilee said... 

Hi Janet, it is great to have you visit my site. I still have a 

problem with these spam messages, they still arrive as 

"legitimate" mails in my yahoo mail. I noticed though that I 

have not been receiving these fan box and question it 

emails in my gmail. 

• This is another proof that gmail is more reliable than yahoo 

mail when it comes to screening spam :-) 

Skylord said... 

Powered by ' 
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HOW DO I GET RID OF FANBOD ALLTOGETHER? NOT 

LISTED IN MY PROGRAMS--NOT IN CONTROL PANEL---ITS 

CRAP--AND NEEDS TO GO--SLOWS DOWN THE COMPUTER 

AND SPAM EVERYWHERE----PEOPLE WANTING SEX-- 

DISCUSTING----THEY MAKE IT SO YOU CAN'T GET RID OF 

IT 

said ... 

[.,.j How to Stop Receiving Fanbox Spam [...] 

shelly b said... 

STOP SENDING MSFANBOX EMAILS PLEASE PLEASE 

PLEASEI  IllIllIlIl  'NO  MOREP  1111111 III  111 

said... 

SkyLord, 

The instructions from tech crunch that I posted above 

seemed to work but I have not done it for these second 

wave of fan box spams that receive in my mall box. 

Perhaps you can just mark the message as spam so your 

email service provider can identify such message as spam 

and filter them out. 

dippydog said... 

i just opened one of the "loyal fan" invites and clicked on 

change. there is an option there to close the account. they 

say to allow them 24 hours to update there system so we 

will see what happens 

Judy said... 

hey there, 

I just canceled my fanbox acc't completely, i went to 

account, and just cancelled, so when i tried going back to 

one of the emails that contained "automatically sign-in" i 

clicked on it, and it said "page could not be found" so i 

guess it did work 

Bob said... 

Just send them a Trojan Virus/E-Mail Worm and they will 

deiete your e-mail address. Take an oid junker of a P.C. Say 
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one that is a few years old running Windows 98. Make sure 

you do not update the software from Microsoft's automatic 

update. Now hop on the Internet and visit some sites in the 

shady areas of the world requesting financial hand- 

outs,. ..say Nigeria or Russia. Let their computers go to work 

and hijack your hard drive. Trust me, 	 it's worth it. 

Then just wait for a stupid unwanted e-mail from trashbox 

and barn! Just reply back using your newly infected P.C. 

and the internet worm goes to work for you! Trust 

me,... they are desperate enough to take the bait. The key 

is to respond to ALL of their junk e-mails. Their firewall 

maps out to have more holes in it than a block of swiss-

cheese! 

Enjoy your vindication!! 

sale said... 

please delette my account and stop to send me emails 10x 

Mark said... 

Hi guys, 

I used to work at Fanbox and I actually wrote the opt out 

procedure that techcrunch wrote about. The ceo of the 

company is a complete scumbag which is why you continue 

to get his sparn .  messages. To the writer of the article: the 

email team wrote a program that will log in to your yahoo 

account and whitelist fanbox email addresses. That is why 

even though you mark them as spam they still arrive in ' 

your inbox. You need to remove them from your whitelist. 

If you opted out of the emails and are now receiving them 

again, they must have started removing people from the 

blacklist. This could only happen because they ran out of 

new people to spam and had to go back to their old people. 

I assure you that I felt horrible for the messages being 

sent, and so do most of the employees that work there. 

Although, most employees only stick around for about 3 

months. The company treats its employees little better 	- 

than its users, I could go on and on about how illegitimate 

their business is, but Michael Pousti would probably come 

after me. Seriously, he is a contender for the world's 

biggest douche. He thinks he's the next Bill Gates, and to 

his credit he is a smart and sly guy, but despite his dreams 

he will never lead a big successful company because at the 

end of the day he is deceitful and doesn't understand that 

you have to command people's respect for them to want to 

use your product and come back. 
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Melanie said... 

Friends and family are telling that they are receiving 

messages from me like this one: 

"Subject: Melanie is sending you a Martini on FanBox. 

Using the application SuperPing: 

Melanie is trying to send you a Martini. Come and get it -- 

and send one to your friends] Launch Application on 

FanBox" 

I do have a yahoo account, as well as facebook and 

myspace. This message seems to be facebook based. 

How can I stop this and ensure that no more sparn is sent 

to people I know on my behalf? It is landing in their inbox 

rather than their span' box. Is it generated from my yahoo 

address book? 

THIS IS EMBARRASSING!!! Please help!!! Thank you. 

Skylord said... 

I just had to delete my account--stoped it immediately--it 

was all porn and spam anyway--no loss. 

Judy said... 

Melanie, 

Delete your acc't compeletely, it's just plain SPAN! 

Read my previous post on how i got rid of it.. .now i don't 

get anymore stuff from fanbox AT ALL! 
c91 	I 

Miles said.... 

I deleted my account from fanbox a long time ago and I 

stopped getting spam. I have no idea how I got an account 

with them in the first place. Anyways I didn't get spam 

from them in months. All of a sudden they spam me again. 

I reported it as spam but it keeps coming back into my 

in box, 

It's so annoying. 

Steve said... 

In Yahoo Mail, block the faxboxriotes.com  domain so that 

the messages don't make it to your mailbox period. 
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Helen said .. 

Do not use my e-mail for SPAM requests to Fanbox. Thank 

You! Helen 

said... 

[...] Stop Receiving Fanbox Spam [a.] 

Abigail said... 

I have been receiving messages from FanBox and for about 

a year I just didn't think much about it. I just thought it 

was one of those sites that I signed up for. The odd thing is 

that I never remembered signing up for it. Thanks for your 

help everyone. Now I know what I have to do to get rid of 

it. :D 

Esmeralda said... 

How do you delete your account on FanBox,I have been 

getting to many spam from FanBox,please help me!!!! 

Marvin said... 

I got into this mess because they made it seem like my 

mom sent me the email saying check this out you get like 

10 GB online for pc back up files I thought I could trust it 

because they made it seem as if my mom sent me it. 

nativepac said... 

I don't like getting emails from fan box. So pleace stop 

sending them email to me. i don't even know my email 

address on there any was. So pleace stop sending them. 

thanks  laterz  

YO DUDE said... 

if you want permanently to get rid then just upload a nasty 

plc. then create a bogus nemail at yahoo and join again just 

to complain about the pic. 

berillio said... 

I am not (yet) getting masses of spam ok, few suggest it, 

and few mails a day. What bothers me is that after I 

uploaded my pic on my profile, I Started gatting a lot of 

interest for ghanian "ladies" - none of them with a cam 
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(how strange that), who actually have never bothered to 

even look at my profile, as they kept asking age and 

location which are in . my profile. The point is, I cannot see 

my email address ANYWHRE on fanbox, so how do they get 

my YM id? is there one little "app" which fish out the yahoo 

id out of my fanbox profile? 

Tracey said... 

i want to stop recieving anything from this site 

Tracey said... 

i shouls say everything 

Lara said... 

i was wondering what was up with all these "strangers" lewd 

and discusting email titles. I never bothered to open any of 

them, and I am getting an idea of the WHO of my friends 

joined up and thanks to them, these guys now have my 

email....GRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR 

Alexander said... 

Just checked my emails a bit ago and I too have been 

*chosen* to receive a message from Fanbox. Seems 

someone I used to chat with on Yahoo was manipulated 

(phishing far as I can tell) into giving out their Yahoo ID 

and password information and everyone on their contact list 

was soon emailed afterwards. 

I wasn't sure what Fanbox was when r first got the message 

so I clicked on one of the links provided in the email to 

learn more. In hindsight that was a mistake on my part. 

I'm thinking (after the fact) that clicking that link notified 

the site my email address is active. 

A quick search on Google came up with more information 

about FanBox and their nefarious practices. One site I 

looked at had some good information and advice. You might 

wish to search for and/or visit ... 

http://wi.vw.consumerfraudreporting.org/FanboxScarn2.php  

What I've done with regard to this unwanted intrusion of 

my PC is to ... 

A.) Block all incoming mail from the fanbox.corn, 

fanboxapps.corri and sms.ac domains. It was a simple stup 
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to enter those domains into my email filter options to have 

them blocked. 

B.) I've forwarded the Fanbox mail to spam©uce.gov  in 

hopes they will look at it and take some sort of action. 

C.) The last thing I did was to go into my Internet options 

and deleted all stored temporary internet files and cookies 

from my PC. 

All I can do at this point is to be vigilant and hope I've done 

enough to discourage Fanbox from maintaining an interest 

in my email address. 

Trish said.., 

thanks for the info re: fanbox, time to catch these thiefs 

and put them in a box for a while.. 

Harry said... 

well thankyou peoples i just got two or three emails from 

fanbox then so I deleted my cookies..shut down my 

computer.. restarted my computer...and reclicked one of 

the links. ..followed your instructions. ..and my account has 

apparently been deleted 	i haven't heard anymore from 

the bastards yet.., but only time will tell...thankyou again 

for good info and being on the top of google...lol...btw i 

think i know which of my friends signed up for this bullshit 

and i have punished him by spamming and eleting him 

from my contacts. ...what else could i do? 

Harry said... 

I clicked on the initial link (my mistake, I know), but I DID 

NOT enter my password. I just closed the window. 

Next thing I know there's this email saying an account has 

been created for me. Am I doomed to received hundreds of 

emails from them at this point??? 

I really have not touched anything from them since. All I 

did was click that initial link and that's it... 

' 

Radar said... 

I've been trying to block tilfanboxnotes.com  for a couple of 

weeks. 

When I try to block it on Yahoo, I get the following 

message: 

Blocked Addresses 
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Unfortunately, there was a problem: 

Please enter a valid e-mail address. 

sobhy said... 

dear sir , good day i would like to have the email and the 

password for the fanbox as i have always problems wz the 

pw and the -mail address so her is my e-mail 

sobhyahmed2003©yahoo.com  and i hope that u can help 

me to open for me the fanbox again 

thank LI 

sobhyahmed 

said... 

Hmmmm well I am not sure who these people are but I 

received an email saying I had a note from love letters or 

something like that. I never click links through my 

email. ..however I searched for the site With my browser. I 

found it the first thing you notice is how good the site looks 

and so I tried the button that lets you in without having to 

sign in. I was presented with a page full of peoples pictures. 

I clicked on one and the and the virtual desktop opens, 

however my hard drive was going crazy at this point and I 

decided to close down my browser. I did a check on the site 

to see its worth cash at www.yourwebsitevalue.com  and by 

the way your site is worth $9,063 but could be worth 

$18;318. Fanbox is worth $26,322 but could be worth 

$86,549 which means they get a lot of visitors but as the 

report at yourwebsitevalue.com  says I quote "It seems that 

this website has a lot of traffic, but not alot of web 

recognition. This probably means that it get a lot of direct 

traffic (bookmarks). This can be good, It may also indicate 

that all traffic is paid for. In such a case, we would estimate 

this website real worth to be no more than $26,322". I am 

not sure how long this site has been operating but going of 

the stats they are getting a hell of a lot of hits, Not sure 

what these people are up to? 

said... 

[...] Stop Receiving Fanbox Spam [...] 

 

deborah knobiauch said... 

i want to have fanbox deleted from my desk top how do i 

delete it i dent use it and i want it off pleaze delete it ok 

and i dont like fan box i dont want it please delete i tried 

and i cant thanks for doing it for me 
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Mariline said... 

I DO NOT WANT NO MORE EMAIL FROM YOU 

THANK YOU 

Harry said.., 

in response to the people who seem to beleive that this 

poor blogger is making the emails: 

He is not sending the emails!, he is helping you! DO NOT 

SPAM HIS AWESOME BLOC; WITH YOUR STUPID 

COMMENTS! if you want to tell the fanbox people that they 

suck balls then do it in a forum 	not here.... 

BTW:Hi to the other person called harry..1o1 

said... 

Mariline 

You are receiving emails from this blog because you 

subscribed to it, to stop receiving emails just click the blue 

link text at the bottom of the page: (You are subscribed to 

this entry. Manage your subscriptions).And follow the 

prompt to cancel. 

said... 

Harry, 

Thanks for your comment. I guess, some people get so 

annoyed with the fanbox email they just want to blurt out 

how they feel through this blog but yeah people I am not 

the one who sends you the fanbox emails :-) 

Stefos, 

I already tried to check out whether Mariline is indeed 

subscribed to this blog but I can't find the email she used 

in her comment so I guess she is asking FANBOX not to 

send her email but in case there are subscribers of this blog 

who want to unsubscribe, you can unsubscribe anytime by ' 

following Stefos' advice. The "blue link text" can be found at 

the bottom of the email. 

Happy New Year everyone, I hope fanbox will resolve to 

stop sending the fanbox email by 2009 hehehhe. 
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said... 

Hi Harry 

the point here is most people who use the Internet don't 

really know what they are doing.... the thing is Mariline 

must be subscribed and she must be receiving emails from 

this blog as she commented here. Anyway apart from this 

listen you newbies 	If you get a email from someone you 

do not know and do not trust then do not click on any links 

in the email. Do not join anything unless you have checked 

it out first. Come on people it is easy how did you find this 

blog?? check first before signing up for anyone or website. 

Make sure if you ever sign up for anything you use an email 

that is something like a yahoo or live,msn something you 

can forget and not worry about later. N 

said... 

sorry added note I pressed the enter button by mistake... 

you see even people who have had computers most of there 

lives make mistakes. 

Not Harry but Rhodilee 

Anyway what I am trying to say ...Spam is like the letters 

you get through the post at home—offering stupid loans 

...how many of you take that up ???? think of the Spam 

that comes through your email as the -same!! Jesus its not 

hard science.. .Email is no different from your letterbox well 

accept it is usually free! !when you get a letter from 

someone you do not know offering this and that.. what do 

you do with it??? you bin it!!! same with emails.„ 

1 	 - 

Bruce said... 

For fanbox spam on a free yahoo email just add a filter. You 

can use up to 15 filters on a free account. Sign in, click 

help, click edit my account, re-enter password, on the right 

under options click mail, under management click filters, 

click add, no filter name needed, type fanbox in remaining 

4 windows(From header: To/Cc header: Subject: Body:), in 

the drop box select move to trash and you will never see a 

fanbox email again, riot even in your spam. 

- 	.•:- 

Diane Morse said,.. 

I received my first email from my niece, age 12. She 

probably enjoyed getting the ernails. I've warned her Morn 

that it's a virus 
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Marrianne said... 

I have a friend from high school that I recently added to MY 

friends list on Facebook, and he's constantly sending me 

'prayers" from there, but now I'm getting others from 

people I don't know. I received one this morning, and 

looked for the "opt out" link, and there wasn't one! Have 

they now discontinued to put that link on smalls sent out? I 

tried going to their website and seeing if they had that link, 

and ended up with 25+ web pages popping up one right 

after the other and ended up having to shut down my 

computer as fast as possible and rebooting! I've done as 

suggested and put the domain in my blocked area, I truly 

hope it works! 

simon amaah said... 

plz i need your account 

evilCozPoetry said... 

Here is something that might be fun to try. 

make a new fake e-mail acct with yahoo or hotmail. 

add these addy's to your contacts list. 

siteadmin@corp.fanbox.com  

support@corp.fanbox.com  

nocsupervisor@networksolutions.com ; iana@iana.org ; 

aupabuse@arin.net ; spam@uce.gov ; mpousti@corp.sms.ac; 

mikepousti.com@domainsbyproxy.com ; dca@dca.ca.gov ; 

sysadmins@sms.ac; sysadmins@corp.sms.ac; 

sysadmins@corp.sms.ac 

with a little investigation you can probably find a few more 

to add to that... 

And then go in to fanbox, 

open an acct there, 

and choose to let them unlock you new fake acct and 

harvest all your contacts, 

which are relly them and theirs and gov orgs. 

So they'll be sparnrning themselves! 

Oh and the formating in this box really sucks 
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have fun! 

daisy said... 

Hello all i need is to get this fanbox deleted from my 

computer, i dont like the groups i want out thanks Daisy 

. said... 

Evilcozpoetry, 

You sure those emails you mentioned are spammers' 

emails? 

evilCozPoetry said... 

siteadmin@corp.fanbox.com ; (obviously them) 

support@corp.fanbox.com ; (obviously them) 

nocsupervisor@networksolutions.com ; (their regitar, might 

as well include them on the fun! Maybe they'll stop serving 

them?) 

iana@iana.org ; (internet asigned numbers authorty, I'm 

sure they won't like getting spam from fanbox via 

permissions from your newly created fake e-mail addy) 

raupabuse@arin.net ; (american registry for Internet 

numbers, they probably won't like it to much either?) 

spam@uce.gov; (The U.S. F.T.C., where you should forward 

all of your spam to. By having them on your contacts list 

you can bypase having to forward it to them and let fanbox 

send it to them directly... Maybe give them a nick-name in 

your contacts list, like Uncle Sam) 

mpousti@corp.sms.ac; (the president michael pousti) 

mikepousti.com@domainsbyproxy.com ; (another for the 

prez of the dreaded fanbox.com ) 

dca@dca.ca.gov ; (department of consumer affairs in calif.) 

sysadmins@sms.ac; (sms.ac is the same as fanbox.com ) 

sysadmins@corp.sms.ac; (same as above) 

So, no, they are not all the spammers. But if you notice I 

said: "which are really them and theirs and government 

organizations" 

Unfortunatly this forum disables spell check (among other 

things) so it read reify instead of really. 

It would be nice if the owner of this site went in and 

corrected the anomalies that make it a pain in the ass to 

post in. 
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. Have fun making fanbox/sms.ac sparn themselves( 

debbie said.., 

i do not want anymore fanbox spam or noreply mail back on 

my yahoo emails. this site is trying to take over my yahoo 

home page. make them leave me and my yahoo email 

alone. 

thank you debbie 

said... 

Debbie, 

If the fanbox removal method mentioned in the post doesnt 

work,the best thing you can do is to make yahoo aware of 

those fanbox spam messages you receive and you can to 

this by marking the fanbox message as spam. 

- 

[...] By all accounts Fanbox is a phishing scam, so steer well 

clear of their links. If you want to opt out of their spammy 

emails follow these instructions. [...] 

EDUARD said... 

I will be forced to close my yahoo account just because I 

keep reciving those fanbox stuffs. I create a spam guard to 

delete all those ind of email but just stop some of them. 

said... 

I use facebook but till I not get any message of this kind 

and if I will get any message of this kind I will ignore that. 

valarie hall said... 

I would like my acccount deleted and have all my cell phone 

charges off my cell phone plz 

Daithanh hoang said... 

please. do'nt send any massage in my cell - phone.. ..I really 

do'nt like it... .therefore 1 hope you guy understand what do 

I want.. ..please I haven't understand what did you say.. ..so 

I hope when you get this message.. I don't want any 

message from you... thankyou 

Helen Clark sald 
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I don't want to receive any more fan mail don't know some 

of the people on this site. 

Sha said... 

Hi, 

STOP SENDING ME FANBOX E.MAILS PLEASE, PLEASE.NO  

MORE. 

erickamonroy said... 

pleas stop taking money from my prepaid account im not 

intersted in any faxbox messages so don't be taking any 

more money.thank you 

erickamonroy 

magda said... 

Please I dont want to recive any more emails about fanbox 

spam, please...all my friends are complaining and this is 

really annoying to recive few emails like this everyday! 

saeed said... 

hi guys...fanbox is a bad spamer system , after i enter my 

password of my mail , my mail is not accessible 

anymore!!!!! 	•(( this system steal my password , please be 

careful for enter your passwords and report this as a BAD!!! 

spam 

said... 

We take the opportunity of this blog post to inform internet 

users about our effort to create a steady and fair 

environment for Facebook users. As you may already know 

Facebook Accounts are SUSPENDED with geometrical 

progress. We started a petition against this policy and we 

ask to unite your voice with ours to create the proper 

attention and rectify this issue with Facebook admins. 

Current editors at various newspapers want to see that 

there is a Certain interest before they create articles to their 

websites and/or magazines. To all readers and to blog 

owner we ask to support our petition here • 

http://FacebookDisabled.me  (redirects to petitionspot) - 

Twitter : http://twitter.com/facebookpetitio  . Thank you !! 

• said... 

Please I dont want to recive any more amens about fanbox 
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spam, please ..all my friends are complaining and this is 

really annoying to recieve few emails like this everyday! 

said... 

Please I dont want to receive any more emails about fanbox 

spam, please...all my friends are complaining and this is 

really annoying to receive few emails like this everyday! 

Henry Wong said..: 

do not use the "opt out" option! 1. it doesn't work and 2. its 

primarily there to let them know your email account is 

active, therefore you receive more spam. best thing to do is 

to block their email address(es) on your end 

Travis said... 

Call this phone number and let them know. This is the 

fanbox corporate office phone number. For every email I get 

I'm calling them 10 times. They have to pay for these 

phone calls. Everyone just call them and complain on their 

voicemail. 

Phone: 1-877-736-7629 

" 

terzsmokus said... 

saeed 

why in hell do you EVER give your mail password to anyone 

except your mail providernol 

This is so worrisome. When you think that you are joining 

something good, you now have to undo all the damage that 

have been, help 

--., said... 

Please Joe., I don't wish to be a part of this.. Would you do 

something to stop them from messaging me? I haven't 

been consciously "using" IPL I Have been Reading their 

messages,. thinking they must be Crazy to just "shell out" 

$ without a catch.. I want no part of this activity. 

Thanx. Barbara 

Hi barbaralepore, 

So far, you have earned $472.31 since you started utilizing 
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IPL. Watch the video to learn about IPL. 

Your March IPL processing fee remains due. You'll want to 

pay your processing fee immediately to protect your 

account and money. 

Please note that if your processing fee has not been paid by 

May. 9, 2013, a penalty will be added to your processing 

fee. 

Amount due if paid before May. 9, 2013: $15.37 

Amount due if paid on or after May. 9,2013: $20.74 

Did you know? 

You can protect your earnings and avoid manual payments 

by setting up Automatic Account Protection . It's a free 

service! 

Quick links: 

Pay your processing fee now 

Review your FanBox Bank balance and earnings 

View your "I'll Pay Later" details including your limit, 

available and utilized amounts and how your processing fee 

is calculated 

Take a minute to get Automatic Account Protection and 

never make another manual payment 

Got questions? 

Watch quick videos in the Learning Center 

Ask your Success Coach anything — including how your 

earnings mature 

Got billing questions? Ask the FanBox Billing Department 

(billing questions only) 

Regards, 

The FanBox Account Protection Team 

This email was sent to barbaralepore@hotmail.com  and 

may contain special notices or offers. Y6u can prevent 

future emails here. 

FanBox - 113 West G Street, STE 510, San Diego, CA 

92101, USA 

Anna Holt said... 

You sent me an email in regards to a debt supposedly I 

owe. I don't even know anything about your company. I've 

never signed up for anything with your company,and you 

will not be receiving any payment from me for your 

company. There are a lot of people out there with the same 

last name and first thing this IS NOT MY BILL ! what it 

whoever you're trying to contact it is not me. IF YOU 

CONTINUE TO CONTACT ME IN REGARDS TO THIS I WILL 

THEN TURN YOU OVER TO THE BETTER BUSINESS 

BUREAU IN MICHIGAN AND HAVE YOU INVESTIGATED 

AND HAVE Y011 PROSECUTED TO THE FULL. EXTENT OF 

THE LAW. I'M TIRED OF PEOPLE CONTACTING ME FOR 

OTHER PEOPLE'S BILLS THAT HAVE THE SAME NAME AS 
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DO. DO YOUR WORK DO YOUR JOB FIND THE RIGHT 

PERSON IT'S NOT ME. 

said... 

Thankfulness to my father who told me regarding this web 

site, 

this webpage is actually amazing. 

Subscribe to: 

design by suckmylolly.com  
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How to cashout. Is fanbox.com  scam, spam, fraud or not? Do 
they pay for blogs? Questions, Answers. 

How to cashouticash out on fanbox? 
Is fanbox.com  a really paying site? 
How to get cash from fanbox? 
Is fanbox scam, fraud or do they pay real money for blogs? 
Does fanbox pay cash and send you checks/cheques? 
How can I get money from fanbox? 
How do I get my money from this site? 

All these questions and more are posted by people who are members/users of the fanbox.com  
web site and all they want is to get the money that they think they earned by having a blog 
or several blogs on fanbox.com  that they write on. These blogs are a part of their fanbox.com  account and 
a part of the fanbox web site and according to the fanbox promises that they prominently have published 
right on their home page the fanbox wifi pay these bloggers for the time that other people spend 
on visiting their blogs. 

I have found a lot of complains all over the Internet from different people that talk about 
fanbox being a spam engine that sends people lots of emails trying to make them sign up 
for a fanbox.com  account. Apparently those emalls don't give a clear explanation about 
how they got the email address of the person receiving it nor do they have a clear statement 
about how to stop those emailings. 
The email addresses of those recipients made it on the fanbox.com  email list when the 
unsuspecting newusers of the fanbox trustfully provided fanbox with the information necessary 
to access their personal email address book and everyone of ;heir Mends and their brother 
became a prospect for the fanbox.com  email campaign. 

So far no evidence has been found of any real tanbox.com  member receiving any actual real payments 
In the form of check/cheque or by any other means from the fanbox.com  website. The customer service 
representative in downtown San Diego, CaliforNa readily explains that yes, all you have to do to start 
earning money on the fanbox.com  website is start a blog, add some content to it and you are on your way 
to your first check from the fanbox. From the day you accumulate $25 on your account for the visits 
to your biog you're Just 75 days away from your tirst cashout request and the check should arrive 
to your real mall box shortly after that. 

On the fanbox.com  web site however, I have not found any member that would say yes, I have received 
the checks/cheques for my biogs and would show a clear way to the successful procedure of requesting a 
check. 
Lots of members have well over $25 in fanbox money In their accounts and the blogger leader board 
on the fanbox.com  homepage shows earnings as high as $5000 and more while the slte itself Is well older 
than 75 days with the paying blogging platform being In place for at least one year according to the words 
of the customer service representative of the company. 

The confused fanbox.com  members questions about those unreceived promised payments are posted 
all over the fanbox web site in their everyday communications through the friends walls, friends news 
feeds, 
forums, pictures comments, comments on the forum posts or anywhere where It's possible to do so. 

None of those posts received a helpful answer on the cash-out procedure from the fellow members/ users 
of the site or the fanbox suppOrt/ customer service department. The forum or help desk doesn't get much 
attention from anyone who works for the fanbox and should have the right information. 
A few answers posted on the forum/ help desk by the moderators or fanbox employees am not at all useful 
to say the least, they consist vague meaningless statements repealed In slightly different ways with the 
same lack of real Information with the addition of links to the same answerMss forum/ help desk that they 
are posted on. Some of those finks lead nowhere, they are simply broken. 
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So the questions about how to get money/ cash earned for blogs, how to request a check/ cheek, how to 	• letters (2) 
cashout on fanbox still have not been answered. 	 • la! (1) 

• love (2) 

The fanbox.com  Is a social network site that receives well over 1,5 million views/visits a month with the 	
• lunch (1) 

- CA, 	 marriage (1) 
absolute malodty of users located In the Mid. East and is owned by the company located in San Diego, 	 • man (2) 

The membership Is free as well as an option of having more than one blog on the site with the potential 	 • members (1) 

to earn money. 	 • messages (2) 

Other options that require a payment include various apps (applications) on the site and/or advertising 	 • misrepresentation (I) 
a user's blog for more exposure to other members on the fantrox.com  web site. 	 • mobileguard (1) 
Other names associated with the same company are sms.corn, funbox.com , mobileguard.com .  • money (2) 
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. nutrition (1) 

In this post: fan bar. ha box. fanbox. !unbar, mobIegvanl. mobile guard. 'mem funbox.com  rrobllegueatC,m bleeliets. oath. Oath 	
• offer (2)

, PaYrbanl. 

co ds, members. were, ads. seg. applications, doable, nssamh questiccs, femme, problem, trust, misleading, rrilrepreaentatbn , 	 • omegas (1) 

• pH CD 

Nee 

pay out. payoul. payrnerds. earnings, Wooing. tiogs, posttsgs. =nay, scam span. fraud. Internal, vet. v.eb sta. 	netwark. 	netv.ork. 

Cuslant senlba leader Want San Begs, California. Wale East Wog platIOne. Milian. teem membership. free, Internal, Cyber apace. vet 	 • oolong tea (1) 

organic (1) 

poadymgineanl t(2()i)  
at 11:42 PM 	(i3 	pi" 	n, +1 Recommend this o Gocgle 

•
Labels: blegghg. blogs, cash, cheats, earrings. fanbox, fraud, funbox, Internet members, mIsrepresentagon, mobtleguard, 

• payments (1) 
money, payments, payout, scam, ens, social netmorIL seam, web 

• payout (1) 

•• pepper(1) 152 comments: 
• personality (2) 

• photo shoot (1) 
.2 When May 4,2012,12A200 AM 

Hi Guys, 	
• photography (1) 

• plants (1) 

. potato (I) I am very Impressed with your Mews but there Is an problem to as of you Wno don't rely that Fanbox pays. 
I am in the top hundred earners around the world from Fabox. 	 • probiogc (1) 

I have already earned $6000 from Fanbox. I have proof oft 	 • problem (1) 
There Is an advice to all of please don't rely on those who don't believe that Fanbox pays. They are 	• questions (2) 
spreading their failures stories because they have not caliber, quality and confidence. They are the • raw food (1) 
biggest loser of the world. 
So why do you believe on losers and why are you following them? 	 • reasons (1) 

Just believe on younfelf and prove it that fanbox pays. 	 • red (1) 
Losers achieve only that which successor left. 	 • red tea (1) 
Just check out my profile and my earnings 	

• relationship (1) 
htt0Proflielanbox.com/proflietnewcustomprofile.aspx?u=007Jeetu113351%20065  

• Rihanna (1) 

Regards, 	 • road (1) 
Lady Gaga.. 	 • Ruml Neely (1) 

Reply 	 • scam (2) 

• sms (1) 
Replies 	 • snack (1) 

• social network (1) 
Anonymous Sep 24,2012,7:37:00 PM 

• song (1) 
HI I remember you but can you cash It out?? You can earn all day and night BUT can you 
grab the money—it all about getting your hopes up to making money.-Good Luck.NO 	

• spam (1) 

Cashouts for you my friend...good luck 	 • style (1) 

• summer (1) 

• sun (1) 
• Anonymous Nov 16,2012.0:45:00 AM 

FUCK U LADY GAGA 	

• supplements (1) 

• • tater (1) 

• tea (1) 

• Thomas Doze! (1) 

jam 

Anony1710418 Jan 27.2013,1:00:00 AM 	 • traveling (1) 

Saturn, eneh deh masak kite ngga ngapa=ngapain tau-tau dapet dull. Logikanya die depot 	 • tuber (1) 
dadmana dokunya. Bikin Wog , ngundang temen dan sebagaInya mungltin layak dapet duit • vegetables (1) 
lapi dia boyar dad uang apa? jangan-jangan seteiah ngeblog premium berbulan-bulan kite  
dapet tagihan yang sebesar earn yang kite dapet ah combat. Ini rasanya usaha nyari 	

• veggies (1) 

pengikut buat nyaingln facebook. tapi gak masuk akallah. kalo mim Idta hams tutup point dan 	 • video (1) 

call lipat bell barang seharga 4
clan flu masuk aka] mask' menguras harts clan blkin sengsara. Ada bayaran ado 	

• virus (1) -5 	harga normal karena duitnya mau dibagi-begi bust upline  

• vitamins (2) 
pengorbanan. ngga ada pengorbanan coba jelaskan darimana fanbox bayar kite ? aneh bin  • web (1) 
arab. 
mungkin lebih baik ngga usah palm earning segala doh, murni bikin situs social kayak 	 • web site (1) 

facebook hanya tambahkan fitur2 yang beds dad facebook, misalnya ngeblog dan appreciate 	 • western union (1) 
blog yang lain. Baguanya fanbox sih same pada ngefan kits meski ngga kenal jug membuat 	 • white (1) 
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LE Anonymous Feb 10.2014,12:49:00 PM 
Akeady a member? Skra 

your a ling liar ive made more then you haven( seen a dime so stop with the lies fan box fag 

8/11/2015 	 Melee How 	, houL Is fanbox.com  scam, sparn, fraud or not? Do they, 	Nags? Questions, Answers. 

kits sepen punya banyak sahabat dan orang yang pedull sama Ida dan pemikiran idle ,meski 
sebenamya cuman supaya dapetclult dengan capat. 

Bertobat deh fanbox ngga usah ngegombal bayadn segala. mending uangnya bust 
memperbaild web anda yang lemot dan nage automatic update dengan cepal. 

Het Jangan misuh misuh meski ngga suka doss mas. 

Anonymous Mar 23.2013,5:08:00 AM 

Lot Idiot 
Your a big loser 
There are not your real earnings deduct fees deduct ipl 
you have eamt nothing 
they fanbox earnings not yours 
successful people work out when they being conned 

• white shirt(1) 

• winter (1) 

• woman (2) 

• yam (1) 

• yogurt culture (1) 

Search This slog 

Followers 

Join this site 0  
with Google Friend 
Connect 

di Anonymous May 26,2013,9:15:00 AM 

VVELL..SHOWUSTHATYOU GOT PAID111 

Members (2) 

Et 'Ea 7  ,74, 

f 3 . 	Anonymous Feb 24,2014,7:45:00 PM :$  

And the Mile girl walts1... no show no goes © Anonymous. 

rail Anonymous Jul 9, 2014,1:10:00 AM 

U113 The legit site who pays for viewing adds 

http://vww.probux.comOreumeet35  

IMRAN Aug 24,2014, 729:00AM 

Fanbox I worked there its a real scam they owe me 4500 dollar but they did not give ma my 
money as I was everyday claiming my money to them they were oblige to cancel my account 
than asked me to create another account so that I work again with them what I have refined, I 
said them that you just show me how fanbox is a scam im not crazy again to waste my time 
creating post to make you rich. I invite every new users who just start with them please dont 
waste your time they wont never give you a penny of dollar that only a virtual money be aware 
to avoid johny cash and his ganster here is the message they sent to me Iwo month before 
They cancel my account 

Barry James May 1,2015,1227:00 AM 

HI everybody, I am Barry James ,currently living in canada. I am married at the moment with 
two kids and I was struck In a financial situation and I needed to refinance and pay for my son 
medical piim tried seeking loans from various loan firms both private and corporate but never 
with auccess,and most banks declined ray credit But as God would have IL I was Introduced to 
a private loan lender by a blend and I got a loan sum of 30,000USD and today am a business 
owner and my kids are doing well at the moment. So dearg you must contact any turn with 
reference to securing a loan with low Interest rate of 2% and better repayment plans and 
schadde,please contact Elvin Morrison he doesn't know that am doing this but am so happy 
now end Ldeeided,to let people know mom about him, he offers all lands Of loans to both 
Individuals and company and also I want God to bless him more. You can contact his company 
through this email elvirdoancompany@yahoo.com  

cal Anonymous May 25,2015,8102:00 AM 

d I have no account with Fanbox an no Nog whatsoever and holala... I earned more than $5000 
so far. 
Common guys.... That is dearly seam. Just give them your name and address. 
And about Lady Gaga? She or he Is one of them (spammer) 

isa1 	Anonymous Jul 18,2015,4 05:00AM 

Then tell us hovvto cash outthe EARNINGS that fanbox issayingl 

Reply 
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rotexino@gmall.com  Jun 7, 2012,4:2600AM 
• 

ajiten,I am not In support of your comment......the writer is not saying we should stop biogging with 
fanbox but rather talking about fanbox users complaln.actually,it happen to me °Isom earning was up to 
5300 .1 said to myself that me try and cash out weither this thing really works but to my supdse,I wait for 
person fanbox promised to process the payment,In nothing to showAnd gating to my fanbox account,' 
discovered that the amount I requested to cash out Is no mom there.Whatwill you call Mists not scam? 

Reply 

Replies 

la

ill Anonymous Nov 16,2012,7:16:00 AM 

me too Im not support 

John Anderson Jun 25, 2014, 12:23:00 PM 

I do a paid for surveys site and I make around $300 a month. It won't make you rich built 
covers my electric and water bill lel. ifs realty not hard. Here Is the link check it out, 
ht4:/Nnvw.cashcrate.com136213426/10 

Et Anonymous Jul 9, 2014, 1:11:00 AM 

The legit site who pays for viewing adds 

htlp:/Mww.probux.cornnmumee86 

Reply 

rim bonnifor Jul 7,2012, 1019:00 PM 

Jiten fuck youelli I have many top performers friends from fanbox and sell not being payed by those Idiots. 

Reply 

Replies 

Anonymous Nov 16, 2012, 7:13:00 AM 

yep Jaen Is gay as fuck 

Anonymous Mar 23,2013,4:53:00 AM 

Fanbox never used to be a scam. 
but now it Is since MI has been introduced all fees Involved 
by erne you pay ipl back that you borrowed and deduct fees you have measly few dollars 

kat
,, - 	Anonymous Jul 9, 2014, 1:11:00 AM 

" 	The legit site who pays for viewing adds 

htip:/Mww.probux.cornt7mumee85 

Reply 

Anonymous Sep 24, 2012, 7:32:00 PM 

I have been on Fa nBox- Fakebox since 2010 and been paid twice —.Its Smoke and MirrorsIlThey pay you 
Just to stay on when they pay you It takes 90 days to receive a payment. This Is ran by petty women and a 
geek name Johnny Cash 

Reply 

Replies 

Anonymous Sep 24, 2012, 733.00 PM 

They changed there name _they were sued they are even on 1V for the same crap - Not 
paying people 

Its not a lob or business its money laundering! 
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;17 . Anonymous Jan 27, 2013.1:13:00 AM 

Hmmm setuju Mae, lid pasti money laundry, jangandangan Ini silos unluk curl uang korups1 
den rampokan hehe 	- 

ran Anonymous Jun4.2013, 928:00 PM 

tdM Hello can you please invite me auleves27gyahoo.com  

Thank you. 

ist.1 Anonymous Jul 1.2015.5:45:00 PM 

' I already have $3277.59 In my fanbox. I wonder how to cash It clot 

Reply 

Lit Lepntmate Love Oct 19, 2012,12:23:00 AM 

Beware of scams ... 
Do not cheat anyone specially your loved ones...I 
Do not deceive your tovers...I 
Maintain Legitimate Love... 

PI visit and add your comments: 
http://love-datemedialogspotint  

Reply 

Replies 

Anonymous Nov 16.2012.7:15:00 AM 

right! 

Reply 

lovallve Oct 19, 2012.12:2500 AM 

Please visit this Wog and add your comments below the posts: 

Thanks and Regards, 

http:filove-date-wedblogspoLcom/ 

Reply 

Replies 

rdia Anonymous Nov 16,2012, 7:15:00 AM 

I love u so much babe 

rai Anonymous Oct 27, 2014, 4:48:00 PM 

Lis Yeah, visit this one too http://monthlyyouth.comMref=605239 

Anonymous Feb 1, 2015, 920:00 PM 

This is also A scam> DO NOT TRUST. I DID FT when I requested My $700 there no reply no 
answer. I TRIES FOR MONTHS NEVER GOT MY MONEY. THERE ARE SOME COLD 
FUCKEAS IN 'NIS WORLD I I.MSH THOSE PEOPLE THE WORST THINGS THAT COULD 
EVER HAPPEN TO THEMill 

Barry James May 1,2015.1:50:00 AM 

HI everybody, I am Barry James sapiently living In canada. I am married at the moment with 
two Fdds and i MS struck In a financial situation and I needed to refinance and pay for my son 
medical Dill.! tried seeking loans from various loan firms both private and corporate but never 
with success,and most banks declined my credit But as God would have it, I was Introduced to 
a Private loan lender by a Mend and I got a loan sum of 30,000USD and today am a nosiness 
owner and my kids are doing well at the moment So dearjf you must contact any firrn with 

• 
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reference to securing a loan with low Interest role of 2% and better repayment plans and 
schedule.please contact Elvin Morrison he doesn't know that am doing this but am so happy 
now and I decided to let people know more about him, he offers all kinds of loans to both 
Individuals and company and also I want God to bless him more. You can contact his company 
through this email elvinioancompanytltliyahoo.com  

Reply 

di Anonymous Nov 9, 2012, 8:59:00 AM 

I have been a member of FanBox for over a year, but I now believe It is a scam. Here's why: 

A The money lhatyou earn on FanBox is not available to you forgo days. 

B, The money that you owe them (Interest tees, etc., see below), they want paid monthly with real money 
from yaw credit card or PayPal account, lór example. 

C. To get you In that posSon, they set up a credit line for you and then charge whatever they wish to your 
credit line.The member is neither notified nor has control over the amount charged. 

D. The credit One program (called IPL — I'll Pay Later) was described so obscurely as to hide its real 
nature. The Implication was that It would increase your earnings a great deal and you'd pay a small 
amount for promotion. The cost and promotion, of course, could come out of your eamings. It was 
described as a complete win-win situation. 

E. Their charges, In my case, are only slightly below my earnings. By the time my earnings have matured, 
the amount owed could exceed the amount earned. 

Below Is a more detailed account of my experiences with FanEtom 

I posted some blogs which earned me a small amount of money added to my FanBox account Then 
when They started the FL (ii Pay Later) program, In which they advance you money to promote your 
blogs, I signed up for it as they said It would Increase my earnings greatly. They did not, at that time, ask 
for a credit card number, or other financial Information. However, there was a small startup fee which I 
paid using PayPal. 

Over the next three weeks my earnings rose to over $950 — added to my FanBox account. I was elated. 
However, a little later, I found that they had bIlled my IPL account for over $900. The charges were for 
boosting' and 'ads', which are not detailed — and none of which were approved by me specifically. 

Basically, they gave me a credit line of over $2500 and then made charges (aver which I had no 
knowledge or control) for their services. 

In their descriptions of their products and services, they word things in a very ambiguous way. They tend 
to tell what something does In terms of the benefits to you without describing exactly what It is and how It 
works. 

In their favor, they do allow members to 'pause" their PL program, which freezes both earnings and 
charges, except for the monthly Interest fee. I put my PL account on pause, hoping that I could cash out 
when my earnings had matured. 

They did not ask Immediate payment, but they charged interest on the amount I owe to them, which Is 
about 515.00 monthly. 

The problem Is that they want that $16.00 paid with real money (not FanBox Funny Money) when It Is due 
every month. I cannot pay them using the money I have earned on FanBox because that money does not 
'mature' for 90 days. 

Another problem is that when I tried to pay the monthly Interest fee using PayPal, they asked for my 
PayPal password and other personal information, such as full address, social security number and date of 
birth. 

There have been a couple of postings on FanBox In which members have said that their account was 
hacked and they lost their earnings. Were that to happen to me, I would be obliged to pay the over $900 
FanBox had advanced me for using their boosting and ad programs. 

As alluded to before, I had no control over the amount I was being charged, never saw an ad that I was 
paying for and had no clear idea of what -boosting' th. 

Reply 

Replies 

A Anonymous Nov 16,2012,7:15:00 AM 

I felt sad for this.., Its a scam super really.. damn these fanfuchers...Its not fanbox fanfucks ills 

Anonymous Jan 28, 2013.7:16:00 AM 
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Thank you very much for your effort and time .We all appreciated 
Apparently those are f.....Idng scams 
Thank you for warning the people 

For everyone here 
Any site want to glve money the should only get the swift no. To give the money to the users. 
They should not get the card no. And password and steel your real money instead 
Thank you 

Anonymous Feb 3,2013, 5:33:00 PM 

Thank you for your detailed sharing informallorie.about your experience Anonymous Nov 9, 
2012. Very much appreciated. lam given a final notice to update my account by giving: 1) my 
mobile number 2) my credit card details 3) my security answer 

And they told me that I vdll lose my account and what money I have amounting to $500 in total 
If I dent reply and update what they wanted above. Of course no one Is f000lish enough to 
provide all those sensitive Infonnafions to people or company you are not very sure of. So, 
here lam making a research about FanBox of this woddill Thank you you guys for sharing your 
blog that FanDox could be a scammer??? a big time scammber?? 

Anonymous May 12,2013,1223S0 PM 

Jaen lady gaga are family or relatives of fdends of fanbox employees.....only they cam and 
cash out...rest are all fools or being made foot 

Johnny cash makes electronic money called PLif It was real it should have come to borrowers 
credit card account 

Johnny has no federal permission to create such electronic money and this Is a crime 
punishable with Imprisonment 

they are clever they create fake money and charge real dollars on It...somebody should 
complain to police and federal banking authorities. 

their famll and friends become success coaches..all others are rejected 	these SCs cam 
money for doing nothing_on face of It they claim they have 1000s under them 

fanbox Is a a sucking fraud 

Anonymous Jul 0.2014,1:12:00 AM 

The legit site who pays for viewing adds 

http://www.probux.comfkr-umee8t3  

Anonymous Sep 26,2014,827:00 AM 

Thank youforwarning stupid peoplel 

Reply 

Eig Sam Nov 21, 2012.821:00AM 

this was the ONLY post that made me NOT want to be on fanbox. I am in the same position, wondering If 
• 	should pay the $15 they are asking, In order to get my $1500 In my account. But.. why wont they just lake 

It from my account' doesnamake sense. Thank you, I wont be giving them myinformation 

Reply 

Replies 

El
Ian christlan May 22, 2014, 9:35:00 PM 

Absolutely..III there is 1710p3 than $1400 In my accauntand I have about $12Q0 loan (IPL) that i 
need to pay,but fanbox want real money,they refused when I pay them through money In my 
account. I &Ira use IPL again but i still need to pay mentally fee and fine,. It's so ridiculous, no 
one will give you $ 1300 In cash and expects to take a $ 1400.including me, even though I 
have $ 1,400 In my account but I am not going to give thorn $ 1,200 In cash. They should 
accept my payment through money In my account Mats more than $1200 In It 	Y THEY . 	. 	. 	. 	. 	 VVH TH.  
WANT REAL MONEY??? . . . 	• 	• 

. 	. 	• 

Reply 
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Anonymous Nov 22, 2012, 3:52:00 AM 

They are trying the same thing with roe, I have a Supposed $968 in my 'account now they want a 
processing fee??? 

Really. I have been talking to my Mentor who for some reason Is getting involved. I have simply said that 
IF the money In my account !areal take It out of Mal or when It Theatres' I will cash out minus the fee. 

She has more chance of sprouting wings and Dying up her own arse than getting anything from mel 

Martin 

Reply 

Anonymous Nov 24, 2012, 10:14,00 PM 

Omg, nbox Is such BS. I am surprised that people fall for the oldest trick in the book. It reminds me of the 
old Amway gimmicks. 

Reply 

Sweet CHRIZ Nov28,2012, 5:18:00 AM 

YOU CAN CHECK THESE PROOF OF PAYMENTS VIA PAYPALBANK CHECK 
Let me know If you need more proof.. 

Allah- PayPal 
httpdlposts.fanbox.conV81nr4 

Dave -PayPal 8 Check 
httpl/posbianbox.comM1414 

Jon. PayPal 
httpd4posts.fanbox.corniske15 

Candyz - PayPal 
http://posts.fanbox.corni28vt4  

Rim - Check 
hap:/4posts.fanbox.corn413pn4 

Paula -PayPal 
htlpostslanbox.com9gmm4 

Chdz- Check 
http1posts.fanbox.conV63mf4 

ErlIca - Check 
http://posts.fanbox.comlvk9s3  

Mane - Check 
httpd/posts.fanbox.com/z4tt3  

Mill- Check 
httpdlposts.fanbox.comDivr3 

Jenny Lee -Check 
hap2posts.fanbox.comffnkw3 

Annette -Check 
http://posts.fanbox.comMtht3  

Glenda -Check 
htlp://posts.fanbox.com/xlm3  

Sudha - PayPal &Check 
httpdlposts.fanbox.cornfiz9t3 

Katherine Check 
ht4pliposts.fanbox,comfrIsq3 

Reply 

Replies 

a, . Anonymous Jan 2, 2013, 3:07:00 AM 

Seems rather convenient that all 'check' payouts you've listed there were done for May 2011. 

nfl 
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I'm also surprised they would send check payments, as they're a US company, to places like 
the Philippines and Kuwait (prime locations for scammers I might add) which starts to ring 
alarm bells for me because It could take anywhere up to 28 days for said check to clear and 
can be stopped quite easily. It makes absolutely no sense why they would not Just do a bank 
transfer. 

Some of those payouts you've listed there are quite simply text, easily fabricated. 'Hey look I 
Just received my first check'. Yet there's no proof of any kind. 

The PayPal payments also look dodgy because the poster conveniently only blocks out 
everything up to the agmailkOyahoo.com  
There's too much continuity and replication in all these payout posts. Its almost as If they're all 
told to do the same thing. You probably DO get paid for putting on a Ile. 

Lt71- Anonymous Jan 19,2013,8:52:00 AM 

" 	It's there own web site with proof of earnings I could put up a website with anything on it Don't 
mean Ps km 

Anonymous Mar 23, 2013, 5;02:00 AM 

Yes they your payments before they started the ipl 
and haw much you invest in fanbox to make that I was with tanks two years and Ifs a scam 
by time you pay back MI and fees you have nothing 
so stop misguiding people to get in debt 	, 
take all Iles off here who supporting fanbox just so you can con people becoming your 
students so you can con them too 

Anonymous Jul 8, 2015,4:3500 PM 

Oh Sweet Baby CHRIZ, I was born way before you, definitely not In the last couple of days. You 
want to prove FanBox is not a scam by using links to FanBox pages? That's totally naive! 

But then again, maybe you best asset does not Involve brain power or reasoning. I am sure 
that YOU'RE cashing In ahlght Maybe In and out with Johnny. 

Reply 

Anonymous Dec 7,2012,2:43:00 AM 

Beware of FanBox, Banbox.com  Is a fraud 	bsite. I have better experience. 

Reply 

Arif Deco, 2012,6:43:00 AM 

Hi, 

I have an account on Fa nbox,everyday I have been earning and few days earlier the website demanded 
my credit card number to secure my earnings. All the facts seem to me scam. 

Reply 

Replies 

Anonymous Dec 20,2012, 120:00 AM 

Yes, It is a scam. Never give your credit card or any other personal Info. Stay away -stay safe 

Anonymous Jan 27, 2013, 1:19:00 AM 

Mas MI yang budiman mending Jangan ngaslh nomor credit card ke orang yang rumahnya 
aJa kite ngga tau. Hacker mereka blsa nyadot dan bikin Anda Jungldr batik kalo tau tiba2 ada 
taglhan 100 luta mendadak. Was leren waa linImbang kebacut gent info anda kalo pedu 
email Its dibuang aJa. 

Reply 

tib Anonymous Dec 10, 2012, 2:03:00 AM 

First, I want to ask some people who tell fanbox.corn Is spam, scam or fraud web. 

I. If FanBox indicates spam, scam or fraud web. 
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2. For anybody who's telling Fanbox Is spars, scam or fraud. Vvhy you dont report It to Internet Fraud 
Crime?. Proof It your evidence, your words if you think fanbox see nun you and all. Theres no cost for 
reporting It But beware If you give they fake report. 

If your report proved that fanbox Is deceiving you. They will Investigate and shut fanbox website. 

If you cant proof IL. So you are Just competitor who hate Fanhofc 

•httpfivwnvibi.govfficams-safely/traudfintemet fraud 
2. htpi/www.fraudwatchers.orgf 
3. hipfriwww.interpolInVCrime-areasinnandat-crimecraud 
4. hipifwww.sec.govicomplainilseleasherd 
5. htiallsecudngourecity.orgfreport-a-cybercrime 
6. Report to local police in your place. They will help you to contact division who handle cyber alma. 

Do you dare to prove? 

Reply 

Replies 

FM Anonymous Dec 13,2012,5:35:00 AM 

EM,  Son, learn a lithe bit of English and then you won't and yourself falling for such scams as 
ffinbox In hopes of making a million but actually getting paid Just a few cents a day. 

I'M Anonymous Mar 6.2013,224:00 AM 

Mf: WAD/ ©Anonymous. 

ttal Anonymous Mar 23.2013.5:05.00AM 

Lol 
Fent= I was with two years its a scam 
pay back lel pay back fees you have nothing loft 
people that support Fanbox are uneducated 'Metall 

tiLl Anonymous Sep 22,2013, 1:55:00 PM 

LCL, !always love the new employees of FanBox, they are so dedicated, loyal, and will defend 
to the end. Give him a few weeks and he will be like the rest of the people that get scammed. I 
cashed out 2 months ago and am sill wailing. 

Reply 

Anonymous Dec 19,2012.7.57:00 AM 

Well I never signed In to be a fan box member and I keep on getting messages to pay money to secure my 
account arid earning and trust me if I dlcin t sign in to this site and I didn t blog or make any activities and 
yet they keep sending me entails to pay them money, this definitly a scam and they want to take my 
money, a good scam Is to convince you that you are making money from nothing, do they think people 
are Idlots...lhope they catch them and take them ' 

• • 	 • 

Replies 

.Anonymous Dec 20.2012.1:17,00 AM 

Fanbox Is on a mission to make every person that has an email address into a millionaire. And 
yeah, they find enough idiots to keep their business profitable. 

If you never registerd with fanbox, but still receive emalis from fanbox and suspect Mat they 
have registered an account for you, there's only one way to delete: that account 
Log Into your fanbox account end upload hardcore pornography (profile pictures etc.). Now go 
around the site talk to some brainwashed troll women and comment on fanbox's offidal posts 
(written by their con artist n amed Johnny cash). Spend sometime doing that and your account 
Is guaranteed to be permanently deleted.' 

If you try any other way to delete your account for eg. by reaching out their customer service, 
they'll only put your account in hibernation, but never permanently delete it You'll still keep 
getting seam enmity and as soon as you click a link, your account will be activated 

Reply 
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it.," 	Anonymous Feb 2,2013,11:56:00 MI 

' 	Fanbox Is NOT scam _ 

Fanbox is slick and there Is a difference, 111 make a long story short, first you join Dram tricked into joining, 
now nothing scam about that right? after all no one held a gun to your head and told you to join. 

Next the webslte shows you people who are 'making money" from the leaderboard and also shows you 
what people are doing to make "money' so off you go to start your blog also, again nothing wrong with 
thatright? 

Next you sit and wait then your first email comes saying you have earn some cash and now that gets your 
blood flowing so you feel good now the emails keep coming saying you earn more money and this 
conffnues fore a few weeks. 

Now like most human beings we start to make plans for this money after the 'money matured" in 90 days, 
then you are sent an email to pay a processing fee of course you have to pay real hard cash b ut you have 
made so many plans for this that a few dollars In processing fee cant hurt but remember the money that 
you have "earned' is not real then you are left feeling like a loser. 

Lucky for me I knew thatwebsite was a Joke from the start. 

Reply 

Replies 

ill Anonymous Jun 4,2013,9:31:00 PM 

Can you Invite me auleves27(43yahoo.com  

ral Anonymous Jun 7,2014,2:46:00 MI 

kik My foolish uncle got trapped in this scam and then leaked mine and several other people's 
email address to them. I knew the damn webslte was an outright scam so I never signed up, 
but fanbox while not even knowing my name and Just with my email address Is always 
&gemming me rubbish about how l have thousand dollars In my account and how they would 
like me to secure this funny money by signing up. • 

The strangest thing I am yet to figure out is why has this scam not been shutdown by FBI or 
another agency. Are people not Ming complaints at their local police stations or are there too 
many gullible fools in places like Middle East using these sites, so much so that they cannot 
file a complain to a local authority for there is no such authority to be found In the Middle East, 
as the despots their are not about law and order. 

Oh well! People do not get that there is no easy way to make money but millions of easy ways 
to lose money. 

Reply 

Anonymous Feb 8, 2013, 12:55:00 PM 

I am terminate my fanbox account now 2/8/13 after reading this blog 

Reply 

Replies ,  

Anonymous Nov 30, 2014,13:51:00 PM 

I'mdoing the same 

Reply 

Anonymous Feb 28, 2013, 8334:00 AM 

How on this planet anybody gives you free money/ One day I received an email from fanbox dot corn 
saying that I have earned $3.60. How I earned that amount? It says one of my Mend did invited me at the 
time beta lunch Of a program of this site. I have totally no communication with this Mend. I have no Idea 
how he invited me to this site. 

Attar some time money started to grow. It was growing by boosting, which I noverdia. 

Wien the money reached over $100, one super coach came, Introduced herself, and welcomed ma. 
. 	, 

Next week she send me a urgent email saying that my profile is Incomplete, and I should complete as fast 
as possible to save my account from hackers. 

• 
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Them is a secret question, credit card verification, and mobile phone number. 

There was money available to advertise through PL. IPL means I will pay later after I my money matures. 

Up to this time, Ills ok. You aM earning every day. How you are earning? Only Heaven know. 

Than comes the axe, either complete your profile or your account will be blocked. Completing profile 
means giving access to your credit card or PayPal account. 

I am walling my free lunch (free money) stop to flow. There Is no way to know, doing nothing but earning 
money. 

Do anyone knows relation between yahoomail and fanbox? 

Reply 

1,1  grads Mar 2,2013, 728.00 PM 

Its a scam now don't waste your time In fanbox they change rules every month and the members ending 
up earn nothing at all ...especially the IPL (111 pay later) works Just like credit card/ use it and pay charge 
monthly • all are bulishits_they will make you pay the credit and use it until you earn much and much and 
equal to all you have gained during IPL they will ask a monthy payment which Is processing fee off IPL.... 

In the event you will not able to pay you monthly due they will deactivate your account and cant get back 
everything you spent before and all that you have invested... 

they are cleaver that they change rules monthly in order to mislead the members, we have all wasted a lot 
of time their ...and now I am done with them...ifs a SCAMIIII 

Reply 

IN Anonymous Mar 6,2013, 2:56:00 AM 

I'm from the Philippines and I have met a lot of their brainwashed members promoting fanbox on our local 
online forums like its the holy grail of making money online. I pity the people who get sucked into IL 
Especially those who took loans Just to pay the ddicuious charges hoping they'll receive the money they 
thought they eamed. 

Reply 

f1 	Anonymous Mar 9, 2013, 2:49:00 AM 

Thanks to all who gave their time explaining what they have experienced on fanbox. I received 2 courtesy 
'notices which nearly prompted me to sign In my payee! account" In fanbox. communicated with my 
success coach several times on how my hubby who rarely goes online but not on fanbox, no biog on 
fanbox have earned and boosted daily. The answers of my success coach were vague— a churned out 
words of whatwere stated In fanbox about boosting, ads, etc. 
Today,Idecided to complete my security account (because my processing fee payment of 2.52$ was due 
on mar. 6 and gave me extended time til mar.16 or else wl have to pay 15$ from then on) but I stopped. I 
researched "Is fanbox scam" and landed on this site. 
In my 4 years in fanbox- I wrote 1 article a year after I Joined, forgot fanbox, and by december last year, 
ws surprised to see °mails of fanbox earnings. I signed in to fanbox, failed few times because I forgot the 
password. Then succeed at last then upon seeing earnings, I added 1 article, and from Men on I ddnt knw 
howl got earnings from boosting. 
Reasons why fanbox Is scam for me: 
1. Earnings and Boosting-Resides my hubby and his friend, I see names with ZERO BLDG in my fanbox 
accountwho earned and boosted. 
2. Security account- I cam trust when they ask me for It and keeping on reminding me to complete It so 
that my account won't be hacked. 
3. Fanbox rules that may change monthly. 
By the way, when I started out In fanbox 4 yrs ago, it is not a bloggIng site yet- ifs shod< full of slut profile 
pies. 

Reply 

s Anonymous Apr 15.2013, 11:41:00 PM 

Frncunentiyamemberofthis 
yes relearning but I'm not doing anything 
I already have 470dollam still increasing but who cams 
Iheyre still sending me emalls butlim tread of reading them 

Reply 

a bright the all man Apr 19,2013,10:09:00 PM 

hi my name is bright and I just spoke with one of the most successful woman on fanbox and here is her 
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reply 

Bright Yes, I can assure FanBox Is real and not a scam! Some people have asked me how I made so 
much money In such a short length of time (over $17,000 In 8 months and climbing) and if, In fact, I had a 
secret? Yes, Indeed there Is a secret. The only secret I know and am In possession at Ifs unadulterated 
passion! You must be passionate about what you are going to offer the community. IF you have read any 
of my Wogs, you will see that I am thoroughly vested In the Esoteric Ms and Sciences. Following Passion 
Is dedication end commitment you must be willing to dedicate yourself for a few hours a day on FanBox. 
Next, you must believe In what you do. Meaning: you have to WANT to sham something of yourself 
whether that be In the way of blogs. products and seMces, C&R, (categodzIng and rating) other people's 
posts, Boosting finvesfing) or writing ad, yours or someone else's. FanBox Is about finding. exposing and 
sharing your talent. Yes, talent. Ifs the hidden part of you that has not yet been expressed In other ways 
that needs to be shared. 
So. you want to know IF I have a proven method. Yes, I do have a verifiably profitable method, I use. IF 
you are Interested and Inclined, I suggest that you write or find at least 3 articles on subjects that you are 
Wily Interested In sharing, as blogs, each day. (Total 90 biogs in a month) In the beginning, I posted 10- 
15. No need for you to do that, though. Place an ad value of $3.00 on each ad, and 45 cents click rate. 
C&R at least 600 points, working up to a 1000 a day; do not get lazy. IF it's going to work, you've got to 
work it! Do this every day since II increases your amount of IPL funds with which you make mom money. 
I will tell you something right here and new, IF you are going to make a lot of money on FanBox you must 
think like a rich man, No poverty consciousness will do. Every rich person has two laws they operate from 
and depend upon without fall! Brand these two top-secrets into your memory like a mantra: Use OPL 
[Other people's Money] and use THAT money to make money. 
Don't be afraid to use the IPL funds; and, pay the small processing fee on time. 
Remember You must give your ads time to earn you money] You would not expect a green salesman to 
make sale after sale until he has become seasoned and skilled. Your ads are timid, shy and uncertain 
right now but will become strong, sure and forceful In time. You are NOT going to see an Immediate return 
like you do with guaranteed boostIng.The ads you run will pay off but you must glve them time to scout for 
Increments of added attracted cash to bring home to you. Also, don't forget, with the C&R, you will also 
earn additional ad credits (which convert into more cash). 
Boost, at least $10.00 a day every day choosing the 'I want FanBox to Choose For me' option. And, then 
'Advanced' option Is the one you want From there you will choose live people you want to boost 
Including yourself, Do NOT take dawn your ads. After a month, the amounts can be Increased, should you 
decide. Of course, the more you team more about the system, you will build your own method of play. 
Regarding Boosting: like the articles you post, and ads you create, you must believe In the people you 
Boost, enough to invest In them. Yes, it will take reading what they submit to decide. 
This brings me to the next thew' feature added to the FanBox community! VVe are now able to pay our IPL 
processing fees by purchasing products and services from each other. That's right Simply by our 
purchasing any product and/or service form the FanBox list of P&S Items for sale, 33 % of the purchase 
price goes right back Into our FanBox Balance account which can be used to pay outstanding IPL 
processing fees once the money matures 90 days. Isn't that simply marvelous? 
Have you visited the Learning Center? There are some marvelous videos located there that can really 
help you. 
if you have any other questions, let me know. 

Reply 
- 

Replies 

di
Anonymous Jun 4,2013,9:30:00 PM 

Hello, can you please Invite ma to fanbox? Email to auteves27@yahoo.com  

Thanks! 

11 Anonymous Oct 15.2013,3:1700 PM 

Lles111111 
All are lies 
I have al ready claim that site 
hahahahahahah 
!twat want moneyget a serious work. 
Come on... 
who Is gona pay you fora copy paste or looking man?? 
hahahahahhahhahaha 
You dont need any InvItationtrn hahahhahaahahaah 
Just login and you find out a lot 01Hr -195111 
hahahaahahahahaha 
Have a good work there III 
hahahhahahahahahahaahahahahaahahaahahahahalmahahahaahahahahahaha 

Anonymous Jul 8, 2015, 527:00 PM 

Bright enough to know that Afi Day is a FanBox affiliate or ringer. So what is the suggestion? 
(1) use FanBox ads....pay. (2) Use FanBox IPL pay. (3) Be sure you did #1 and 82 then use 
FanBox eamings from 3 months ago to pay. (4) Buy stuff (pay) and watch your balance grow. 

ahahahahahhaahhahahhaahahahahahahah 

OK, pay for 3 months to get to that Initial balance, but wait, there have been fees assessed 
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against that amount and anything else you've earned Is nal available yet, but don't forget to 
Pay! 

Notice Bright All Day never said what they earned either. then the final slap - go watch these 
sales pitch videos praising FanBox, 

ni let yo u know All Day. 

Reply 

ral Marvin M. Jun 8.2013, 5:15:00 AM 

UralI think this is interesting and I'm Invited loo but I dictritloined right away. 

Reply 

Anonymous Jul 17,2013, 5:11:00 MI 

I started with Fanbox when it was still merely a social Networking site, long before I joined Facebook, but I 
lostinterest around the time the "paid for Wagging" thing started. 

I got another e-mail a week or so ago - I guess as part of a campaign to reel In fanner users, and had a 
little look around. Suddenly, without doing much - I haven't even done a blog there - I find I am "earning" 
money, according thee-mails I have started getting—. 

... but I shall leave It there. I have no desire to get caught in this trap again. I was involved with BuxTo a 
few years ago, and I "earned" a lot of money with them; butt started to realise that after several months, 
long after !should have been paid, nothing happened, and It was time to move on. 

Fact is, you don't get money for nothing. Its sad that with many countries - like here in the UK - so many 
are out of work, and struggling to pay bills, that sites like this keep springing up.... 

and I suggest you ignore any comments from people saying 'Wet, I have been paid". If people have 
accumulated earnings on a site, have bean told that They will receive the money after a certain period, and 
have not broken any Terms and Conditions, why have they still not been paid, and why would they say 
that they hadn't been paid? 

Avoid like the plague I say. 

Reply 

Anonymous Jul 28, 2013, 11:41:00 AM 

@Anonymous July17- I guess as part eta campaign 
to reel In former users, and had a 
little look around. Suddenly, without 
doing much - I haven't even done a 
blog there - I find I am "earning' 
money, according the e-malis I have 
started getting.... 

bull shall leave inhere. I have no 
desire to get caught in this trap 
again. 
I was surprised too. I havnt checkd d website for d past 1yr+ and when i reunited back wt my old e-maltia 
one Is used for Clem) some weeks back, i found lots of their mails wt staggering amount of Dollars - even 
without doing nothing, not a single Wog. I had to laugh. 
Guys this Is a real 'Fool's GOLD'. 

Reply 

Anonymous Aug 2,2013,533:OD PM 

M. 	I never sighed up for this and Mey say I owe money how do I opt out for something that I did not order 

Reply 

Anonymous Aug 14,2013,6:13:00 PM 

LOOK AT THIS WARNING FROM FANBOX I 
WARNING: FanBax Is an experimental site as indicated by the word 'Alpha" that appears under the 
FanBox logo at the top left of this web page. This means that its content and functionality Is changing 
daily. 
Please use FanBox for entertainment purposes only. In particular, your use of FanBox may never 
materialize or result in any direct or Implied benefit. Any content, Earnings, lime, payments, and 
relationships associated with your use of FanBox may be subject to modification or termination as 
described In the FanBox terms below. 
If you wish to use FanBox at a time when we can provide more certainty In any aspect of the site or its 

• 
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services, please check back for updates as FanBox continues to progress and mature. 
As If that weren't enough to scare you away: Proceed at your own caution as you may lose lime, money, 
friends, and potentially even your flrst•bom child, Just kidding about your first born. Although as you can 
see, our lawyers want us to make it clear that you should not use FanBox and come back later If you are 
uncomfortable with FanBox's current experimental status. 

Reply 

Replies 

fJ Anonymous Oct 19, 2013.7:13,30AM 

YeslUIThls was fun. Nice meeting you all. Time to go another social network...like TB". Have 
funl 

Reply 

Anonymous Aug 21, 2013, 3:05:00 AM 

Fa nbox Is real, it Is one of the best opportunities to make some money. But you have to learn and follow 
your balance and the system how II works. The problem is that most people now (As I did) start with IPL 
and one or more ADS running (THIS ISA enTRICK to get people starting wronglill and that Is the ground 
reason why there are 90 many complaints). FIRST you stop and remove all your IPL (loan) boosting and 
Ads, If your are unlucky you have to pay off your debt It will take some months. If you do not know the 
system DC/ NOT USE 1PL by BOOSTINGS, ADVERTISING and buying POWER LEVEL, this COSTS real 
MONEY) PLS DO NOT USE If you do NOT KNOW the system. Try to build a fan and fdendbase first This 
will be key to you succes. Do NOT clicker the click, do not write useless comments If you do not know the 
system. II is a WASTE OF 11MEI . 
Try to learn the system step by step. My second tip: Post everyday something you are specialized in or 
use particular news from the Internet Upload every day 1 to 3 good interresling photo's. See what is 
happening In your balance, YOU WLL EARN MONEY from the pool and people who do not want to learn 
the system. I earned in 6 month an net average 100$ with Just playing around, I have been number 1 on 
the ieaderboard In Indonesia and number 99 worldwide In 3 month. TAKE YOUR time to learnt Payments 
can occur after 5 to 9 month depending how you started (most have to pay their 1PL debt first that Is the 
reason why they not get paid). 
I am not very happy with FanBox, did cost me a lot of time to analyze. 
There is a lot of BS from (senators (are lb paidgand (fake?) coaches and some (fake?) members hard 
supporting FB. Most am not honest giving REAL personal earning information and costs, not answering 
hard questions. And some even IN11MIDATINGI I have been kicked out the system because the 
Monitoring system seems to Judge me as a computer? FanBox management does not like hard questions 
and remarks! The JO credo Is: IT IS ALL ABOUT CONTROLI sounds familiar? The designed workings of 
software (functions) Is crap or not user transparent like more of the FanBox workings and provided 
informationiThere Is TO MUCH HIDDEN for starters! 

Reply 

Replies 

Anonymous Oct 15,2013, 3:10:00 PM 

HAHHAHAHAAHARAHAHAHAHAHAHAH0000HHHHHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAA0OHOHOH 
OHHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOOHOHOHHOOHOHOHOOHOHOHOHOHHHAAHAHAHAHA 
HA 
Look my friend stop the sitting 
I was success coach 	too 

	

You will loose money 	 
hahahahahahah you are PI 4)1.1111 

Reply 

Ananymotis Sep 6,2013,827:0D AM 

CM You're full of tiffs a scam from the start and I'm going through Paynel of gelling my money back... 

Reply 

JoLynn Potocki Sep 19,2013,2:07:00 PM 

This comtnent has been removed by the author 

Reply 

Replies 

0  Tina needs a miracle A,or 2,2014,1121:00 AM 

I agree after reading the inflammatory reports of this site ive deleted my account ask payeel to 
refund my money! it Is a scam 
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R Peralta Jun 2,2014,12:16:00 AM 

This is Lucy Fer, one of the most controversial names In FanBox, and one of the bioggers 
there. HI there Jelynn (Nieves . ). 

I stopped reading this forum when I came across Ms.Potodcra comment here. Now I am certain 
that Fanbox Is a scam. Coming from an ex-Success Coach, what else could be more credible? 

By the way, 2 months ago (before rye read this forum) I got an email from Fanbox saying that I 
have earned $934 that will go straight to my Paypal In DO days'. I took a chance, and typed In 
my Payee! email. 

Good thing I am using a prepaid card In that Paypal account with only $4 In iL 

The next day when I checked my [prepaid] card, the balance went to $0. 	. 

Reply 

rale Anonymous Oct 14, 2013, 7:54:00AM 

Liu How do I make it STOPIII 

Reply 

Anonymous Cd 15, 2013 3:05:00 PM 

avoid avoid 5 P A M 	 I was there for 6 monthslillhoppIng that I will earn 
sornethingillhahahahahahahahahhah 
Lets say I gave them money...I 
I didat get one scan! 
All are Iles ilido not believe them.hahahahahahah, Just rememberilithho is going to pay you for a copy - 

paste an article MT 
oh I brit— 
You have to see a lot of ads every day and you will receive 1 cent 
hahahaahahhaliahahehhahehahahahaahahehahhhhhhhhehahahahhahahhaohhhhhohohohohohohoh 
ohheahahahahahahahahahaahhaha 

Reply 

Anonymous Nov 16, 2013, 7:51:00 AM 

Fanbox Is not a scamli Here Is a link of PROOF OF CASH OUTSII 

https://www.facebook.comrphoto.php ? 
rold=102010671342296433sefra.41443915222252149940.105686764334ipe=384theater 

Reply 

Anonymous Dec 10,2013,437.00 PM 

I noticed one thing that gave me a red flag right away : was the amount of Arab and kidian names on the 
list. Something not right here. !wouldn't trust it as fares I can through It 
Nothing against Nab and Indians like them, but their ETHICS In their country are not in OUR best 
interests. Ft ernember : Do Unto Others .a you would have them do to YOU' Is a Christian belief. Thelr 
allegiance Is to ALLAH, not YOU He comes first always. They don't care about YOU your western ways, 
beliefs, nothing. They don't even like you and would kill their own daughter If she was to adapt a liking or 
lifestyle of the west-VVhy would they want us westerners to make money? 

Reply 
• • 

Replies 

it  .Nr. 	Anonymous Jul 8, 2015, 5:43:00 PM 
, 

Buddy,'Do onto others 'Is a Catholic system, many other Christians do not abide by, _ 	 . 	. 
• . 	 . 

Also, your not really sure what Muslims believe because your being bombarded by the 
Fundamentalist types of Muslims that don't represent their religion, It would be like Judging all 
Christians as being like Jimmy Swagged or something .,be doesn't represent' 	' 

Now rm not saying that ills very difficult to deal with this kind of cultural difference. But then 
again, you don't exactly follow a Catholic way and, apparently were both Christians. Maybe 
Judging others in a, personal way is Part of your Christianity, at which point I wish your weren't 
associated with decent Chdstians in anyway because you are acing In an Arab way, 

- . 

Reply 
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Totally Scam cheating with Innocent peoples donl by guys. 
Watch UK, USAWorldwide LIVE HD TVChannels online Visit Filarnx 7V 

Reply 

ItE fanboxbd Apr 25,2014,6:03310 AM . 

Na‘l VISA CODE: 19C7-P14-G4Q2-QTJG5-8SJMX-V62MC 

Friend I have a fanbox auto worker full vershion Software 

•you can do under those work by my softvvare 	' 
• , 	 • 
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JoLynn Potoc kl Jan 15. 2014, 3:09:00 PM 

Ms comment has been removed by Me author.  

Reply 

Replies 

[i] Anonymous Jul 8, 2015, 5:48:00 PM 

I wonder If she's been threatened or paid by FanBox to remove her very enlightening 
commentary. 

Reply 

Mr Jones Feb 10.2014,6:16:00 PM 

Just dosed my Account after a year of charges and no profit!!! 

Reply 

Hendyann Mer4, 2014.12:32BD AM 

Men will people ever learn that there's no such thing as a free lunch with setups like this? Nobody 
makes money without some sod of payback In time, effort or investment. If It looks too good to be true, then 
be assured Illst Delete the emalis and gat on with making a proper living Instead of banking on non-
existent miracle schemes. 

Reply 

Tina needs a miracle Apr 2,2014, 11:17:00 AM 

Fanbox is a scam and the fees are all you pay with nothing In return! So dont be fooled-success coach 
only reminds you of what you owe lye been a member two years and received no check so It Is the most 
confusing site ever and a. Clever way to steal money bravo! 

Reply 

Reply 

Princess Kaurvaki Apr 17, 2014, 8:52:00 AM 

I'm Just started Fanbox few weeks ago. I have earning for around $50 eventhough I dont do anything yeL 
It makes me confuse as some reviews said its legit and other said Ifs a big scam 

Auto likes Auto Comments Auto Add Fan Auto Add friend Auto picture Like Auto Blog category Post 

Al! of work are done by my software 

you can easily make so much boasting perday 

• Sollyrare price only :50$ 

interested person message me 

on facebook or Skype: tanboxbd 

payment: Papal ADkpay I moneybookers 

Reply 
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Replies 

Note to Americans: If the sandlgger doesn't know where to put the dollar sign, maybe this Is a 
bad omen, avoid at all costs. In fact, tell him to slick tin his dick so it comes up full of the same 
shit he's hying to sell you! You hearing this fanboxbd, !see that your corrrnand of the English 
language is edstant-non 

Reply 

da
Anonymous Jun 2, 2014, 8:32:00 AM 

I am in fanbox dine° a few years. I do not remember what I wrote In my bin? I never visited my biog. I 
forgot my user name and password. Still I am receiving malls from fanbox, stating learned 1500 usd. 
How? I think fanbox lc fake 

Reply 

Leo Osborn Jun 5, 2014, 1121:00 AM 

For anyone & Everyone who might be wondering IF FanBox IPL.(111Pay Later), & or 'Earnings' Is a SCAM 
or Legit, elms answer Mat question right now.FanBorEarnings*, & IPL Is 100% SCAMIIIII 

How do I know this? 

Because I have been a Member on that sue for approx. 8 months now. I have Dutifully paid my Stupid 
(SCAM) 1PL-fees' each & every month (tall now), I supposedly have some $4000+ In "Earnings' & at 
least $1500 which should be available for "Cash-out" (at this moment); yet everything I have tried or done 
FanBox has given me Bogus excuses for NOT allowing me to "Cash-our anythIngfill 

Plus I have found an entire LONG page of listings of Individuals such as myself on FenBox with EXACTLY 
the same Issues & problemsill 

Bottom line FanBox IPL" & "Earnings" is one BIG SCAM...IIII 

In fact I am currently planning a Class-Action Lawsuit against Fanbox. If you're interested In gelling in on 
this please let me know. Thanks, Leo 

Reply 

Anonymous Jun,9, 2014,9:00:00 PM 

So far I have received a Unicorn, a Dinosaur! thought extinct, a new leg, and my hair has grown back, 
and also best of all a recipe for Pumpkin Pie the like of which I have never tasted. Fanbox have sent me 
almost 3550 Spanish Doubloons and a berth on Christopher Columbus's voyage to America. 

Reply 

fl
markt hasbarger Jun 23,2014,2:09:00 AM 

VVELCOME TO NOEL BAGITA LOAN HOUSE 
Are you a businessman or woman? You are financially stressed or do 
you need funds to stanyour own business? Need to settle 
The debt era loan to pay off your bills or start a nice business? You 
Have a low credit score and you are finding it hard to the aedit 
Of the local banks and other financial Institutions? Do you need a loan 
or funding for any reason? 
Such as: 
a.) Personal Loan, Business Expansion 
b.) Business Start-up and Education 
c.) DebtConsolidafion. 
We offer loans at low Interest rale of 2%, and no credit check, you can 
OlTerpersonal loan, debt consolidation loan, venture capital, 
Business loans,education loans, home loans or loans for any reason! 
We offer any much of loan here in star company 
NOELBAGRALOANHOUSE@HOTMAIL.COM  
FILL THE LOAN FORM FOR DETPJLS, 

Borrower's Full Name: 
Country: 
State: 
Contact Address: 
Contact Cell Phone Number. 
Sex: 
Age: 
AmountNeeded As Loan: 

s Anonymous Jul 8, 2015, 5:54:00 PM 
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Duration for the Loan: 
Monthly Income: 
Purpose of the Loan: 
Best Regards, 
Mr. Noel Bag lie 
Loan Officer/CEO 
Reply via email: (NOELBAGRALOANHOUSE©HOTML.COM ) 

Reply 

Replies 

what_b_fanbox Sep 3. 2014.8:19:00 AM 

This comment has been removed by the author. 

Reply 

itm Chip 69 Jul 23,2014. 11:03 00 PM 

,LU• oh no, Mt can't payment by lagaxy :(( 

Reply 

Anonymous Aug 26,2014, 8:00:00 AM 

ohhh lord.....thanks for your post.....im a victim from 	was hoping to get some money from 
them....so I hallowed them lo charge my credit card 350 <toilers in real money and they did...all of a 
sudden they started charging for blogs and adds a did not requesL....I tryed to cash out my 2500 dollers 
funbox balance.... ens since 2010 my account still not mature 	my cash out money still on cam 0 
(Idlers... wow!!l they got me man I was stupid to fall Into 	thought paying them this money I get 
some good money back to pay my bills....but hey nothing 	 

my account used to increase in funbox dollers buy the day 	.but since I paid 350 dollers...1 barely get a 
message from them If they are note charging some really thought It was a real money .but I will 
said this guys are good and dont Think your smart enough to get their money...they vAlle get yours.....I will 
hope my bank will get me my money back since I will dame this wonderful scam 

Reply 

al Maurice finance Sep 16,2014,920:00 PM 

Are you are looking for a loan of any kind, in order to solve your. financial Instability? We wish to Inform 
you that we are here to help yoU In any way finandaly. Please E-mall us todaY to get your eniergency loan 
at an interest rate of 2%. 
EMAIL: famousloansegihotmallcom 

Reply 

N Anonymous Sep 27.2014.12:15:00 AM 

Guys I am sony about the people who were ditched, but myself i live to play with Them • Some time giving 
them Imaginary card number & giving them misleading info, Its really fun, I also would like every one to 
do them same for their Irritation. Me and my Mends compete on the money as score money in GTA series 
not actual one. Now I am third with 1400$+ score wile the first among us Is 2100$+ score I think I can beat 
him. 

Play it as an online game take money as score figures and u will enjoy 

Reply 

Replies 

Anonymous Jul 8,2015, 6:05:00 PM 

Typical sandlgger (orjust swap the d and the n) 

Roply 

co Fora Fund Manager Oct 3, 2014, 1228:00 AM 

It is advised to check for the authenticity of the site and ask people if what They claim is for real. If the 
promises sound too good they probably are scams. Beware of sharing your credit card number with them. 
TheyWill hick you psychologically, so better get a knOWietlge AbOUt latest scarn actIvIdes In the world. 

. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Reply 	 • 
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ria  Anonymous Oct 28. 2014, 310:00 AM 

US 

 

'loin This site befom 15 days ago. Kindly guide me that delete my account from this website or nor??? 

Reply 

Anonymous Nov 11.2014.11:18:00 PM 

I really thinks this fanbox is a scam site because you earn but cannot cash out 
real fake and scam donl visit that site anymore until they send your cheques. 
I have earned $3,070 yet I cannot cash out. 
Is a SCAMII 

Reply 

Erwin Anthony Dec 1,2014, 3:30:00 AM 

Fanbox Is really scam& fraud. I am one of the millions fanbox fictim. Fanbox charge to my payeel account 
without permission. 
After that I can not enter to my fanbox account Fanbox say 'wrong password'. I click the "Forget 
password" than tenter my email, till now no replay from fanbox. 

Reply 

Anonymous Dec 13, 2014, 12:18:00 AM 

If they want to help other people they wont ask u to pay anything..since your working In your account In 
sharing posting etc. ur the one who work for It so you need a salary right? thats the money posted In your 
account so u must not pay anything since your the one who work for ILI( any site asking oyu to pay money 
even 1 dollar Mats a scam..as you notice In promos, contest etc. they will give you the money tax free., so 
why fanbox asking for money? 

Reply 

Jo„..0. Anonymous Dec 13, 2014, 12:26:00 AM 

' If this Is for real why they are asking for money? If you won In any contest or promos why they give you 
your cash or gilts without asking money? It moans that fanhox Is a scam... certified a scam If they really 
make people money why its not flash on television?. why Is it not famous WI now If they give money In an 
easy way? why there are some bad experience dealing with fanbox? if this is for real I know it will flash on 
W, Internet, magazine, newspaper, and it will scream on the radio... and it will be famous on all the people 
In the world., all people needs money so If you are huly winner in fanbox or if they were true that May are 
giving away those money then I know all of the peple will have their account right away.. 

Reply 

0  Mate Flora Dec 18. 2014, 2:09i30 PM 

I WANT TO APPRECIATE MRS MC CLARA of zenithloartm30@lyahoo.com  for sincerely helping me with 
a loan of $14,260 after I was duped of MO BY THIS RECENT DAYS INTERNET FAKE LOAN LENDERS. 
life was so full of challenges even to the extend i thought I could never get a loan from any loan lender, 
until one morning saw a testimony about a woman that got her loan of $6.840 from mrs MC CLARA and 
due to that testimony I applied fare loan and today am so glad am leaving a better life with my kids, rare 
dam Is really one of a kind as I was able to obtain a loan with low stress from this loan company, AND 
PLEASE BE VERY VIGILANT NOT TO FALL INTO VICTIM OF THIS RECENT DAYS INTERNET FAKE 
LOAN LENDERS. 

and If In-case you are In need of an urgent loan to start up a business , to pay your bill or to consolidate 
your debts or for personal use, apply for a loan from zenithloanfirm30@yehoo.com . 

Reply 

Replies 

ffi
Anonymous Mar 2. 2015.1246:00 AM 

' No legitimate loan company uses a yahoo email, more spam. 
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jI
Anonymous Jul 8, 2015,6:11:00 PM 

 Another sandlgger running a screwed up scam In broken English. Swap the "N" and the 13' 
you sorry douche. 

Reply 

Mark Wormer Dec 18,2014, 7:45:00 PM 

Moshl Moshl, 
Saya Mark Winer, pemberl pinlaman !credit pdbadi 
merninlamkan kesempatan seumur hidup. 
Apakah Anda memedukan phlaman mendesak untuk melunasi utang Anda atau Anda membutuhkan 
pitman untuk menIngkatkan Wails Anda? 
Anda telah dItolak oleh 
bank den lembaga keuangan laInnya? 
Apakah Anda membutuhkan pinlaman konsaildasl atau hipotek? 
mencad lagi karma !cam' dl sinl untuk mernbuat semua masalah Iceuangan Anda sesuatu dad masa lain. 
Kami meminjamkandana untuk Indlvidu 
membutuhkan bantuan keuangan, yang memlilkl !credit buruk atau membutuhkan uang 
untuk membayar taglhan, untuk berInvestasi di bisnis di tingkat 2%. Saya Ingin menggunakan media MI 
untuk memberitahu Anda bahwa kami membedkan bantuan yang handat dan penerima dan akan 
bersedla unluk menawarkan loanSo menghubungl karat had Ini melalul email: 
(worldwIdetoanIntemattonal@gmaIlcom) 

pemlnjam DATA 

1) Nama Lengkar 	  
2) Negara: 
3) AIamat 
4) Negara: 

6) Status Pemikahaw 	  

8) Homer Telepon• 
9) Posts! Sant di lempat kerla: 	 
10)Pendapatan Bulanan: 	  
11) Jumlah Pinjaman Dibutuhkan: ................................ 
12) Duras! Pinjema n .  
13) Tujuan Prillaman' 	  
14)Agama• 	  
15) Apakah Anda menerapkan sebeium 	  

Terima !math, 
MarkIA/rimer 

Reply 

1141 Haking zoon Jan 15, 2015, 4:52:00 AM 

„ . 	if you want online purchased Software's any thing buy online I have avallablo virtual credit card if you 
want buy. contact on 00923153489292 
1. Buy verified Paypal account. 100% use In all world all counties. 
2. Buy Vac Virtual credit cards 
3. I have all vetted accounts available 100% 
4. buy payoneer account with use bank account 100% worldng paypal 
5. Buy Goo& Adsense account 100% warldng 
6. Make money YouTube with adsense 
7.sale your paypal limited account with $$ 

My name Is Mudasslr 
contact us.00923153469292 
Skype.mudassarkhanm138 
email. hblbank0@gmail.com  

Reply 

Replies 

Anonymous Jul 8,2015, 8:13:00 PM • 
Hey Mudshark, you a stupid sandigger too. Very improper English posting a sales pitch on a 
Wog about a scam. Sofa King Stupid. 

Reply 
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Shahid 52)u Feb 20.2015, 9:11:00 PM 

Legit Online Jobs (view mobile) (POSTED AT FANBOX) 
Fully Responsive And Optimized For All Devices. 550 Bonus For NewAffiliates. Geo Targeting, Follow Up 
Emalls, Upsells And Downsells, Get Commission On Other Product Promotions. Visit 
hUp1/3ef4bopyo5mrpa1M4qsdrp7k,hop.dickbank.netntid•PNEL 

Reply 

Replies 

Anonymous Jul 8, 2015.6:22:00 PM 

SCAM (clIckbanknet) 

SADNIGGER (read the next post to appreciate the English language skill level of the guy that 
Is sending you to a scam link) 

Reply 

Shahld Sap Feb 20, 2015, 9:14:00 PM 

I really appreciate the Information you have posted regarding worldng with fanbox.I da not have have real 
experience as I am still working on fanbox and have not been paid so far. But of course they have asked 
me to pay their IPt. fees which Is dollar 9. Could any one of you guide me shall I pay the IPL fees to the 
fanbox or not to pay. Please email me shaldradpost@gmailoom. Please remember one of the person 
already working for fanbox says that Ills a genuine site, 

Reply 

LE John Anderson Feb 22.2015, 10:05:00 AM 

Casticrate Is a site where you can eam free cash online. [(you are someone who needs more money and 
has some spare time, this site Is perfect for you. I have made dose to $3000 using this great Get Paid To 
Site. The amazing part Is Ate spent only about 6 hours a week on this site and I've earned $300 in 1 
month!! can't urge you enough to try It out for yourself. 
htip2Www.cashcrate.com/3626426/2  

Reply 

Replies 

Anonymous Jul 6, 2015,6:3100 PM 

If you were Jan Anderson, then YES. 

but you can't even write a proper sentence in English great 

Sandigger from another scam 

Reply 

ran  Anonymous Feb 24,2015,4:32:00 AM 

Thank you very much for your effort and time .VVe all appreciated thanks for sharing. 

Quickly and easily notif your Mandel Institution If your credit card has been lost or stolen at the push of a 
button. We, on your behalf, will contact your Issuer to advise them your credit card Is no longer In your 
possession Providing you with peace of mind that the window of time between loss and reporting, Is 
closed as , soon as possible. Far more information: 
htips*1lUnes.apple.condus1appkredItalannfid951081172 

Reply 

Anonymous Feb 28, 2015, 9 :58 :00  AM 

I was a fanbox user since the beginning and I also was A Success Coach, that is something like a 
customer service, helping other people 7 days on 7 Icon say that in the past Fanbox paid me and I got 
money v4M thls site, but since 1 years they start to not pay people, They have introduced the New User 
Boost that Is a feature that invest your earnings end you cannot control IL Or better you can put it off, but if 
you want cash opt your 90 days matured earnings you have to it In on position for at least 30 days. The 
New User boost start to Invest IPL credit mat is a credit that fanbox gives to all the user, to be used In the 
site and you have to pay the fee far it usage) and thelPL used by the system every time at the end of the 

	

, 	, 
30 days vvill be more of your 90 days matured earning; so you cannot cash Out it happened to me 3 
many times and I was not able to have my eamings.Fanbox is playing a bid game, as you will hope to be 
more he* the next month and then the next and so on Also do not sell anything In Fanbox you will 
never see Your earnings as happened to me  

• 
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Do not trust In Fanboic The positive review are made by Its Success Coach that are forced to write them 
by the president Brian Wooslay or they will loose their accounts and earnings 

Reply 

cc Anonymous Mar 7,2015, 9:40:00 AM 

Project Name :Nasdaq Trading 
Minimum Investment :525 (per share) 
ROI: 16% (paid each Friday) 
Earnings will be paid $1 per share every Friday. 
You can take your funds out every 1st of each month. 

Join Now 
httrylidcashprolecicomfreferral/646363ec 

whets up: +923218606801 

Reply 

O  FAN BOXER Mar 26, 2015, 6:11:00 PM 

Fan box is It bulislt No.   

Reply 

O  Puma SharegIstry Apr 15, 2015.2:00:00 PM 

My name Is Courtney Bienemen, a dtizen of USA; am 41 years of age.. I want to use this medium to Inform 
you all about the goodness of the lord for finally leading me to a really and genuine loan lender named Dr 
Purva Sharegistry, the managing director of Purva Shareglstry Loan Company after been scanned by 
other fake lenders, I was hopeless and didn't know who to tryst while he came and put a great smile on 
my face at my greatest surprise. Anyone of you that have also been a 14clirri of scam, you should bother no 
more cos, I have bring you good news and the only lender you can trust, Just contact them now via email: 
(urgantloa n22@gmall.com) for more info on how to get your loan. And once again thanks be to Dr Purva 
Sharegistry for giving me a loan of 154,000.00 USD... 

Reply 

Replies 

Anonymous Jut 8, 2015, 637:00 PM 

You are a douche bag for sure. IMial lord am you talking about you nasty Arab. scumbag? 
Onn't Mow about the dollar sign and you're American? NO NO and GO. 

Reply 

O  AM/00 OLUWATOYIN Apr 19,2015, 5:06:00 AM 

This commenthas been removed bytha author. 

Reply 

AMOO OLUWATOYIN Apr 19, 2015, 5:09:00 AM 	. 

httpsaww.facebook.comfgroups/1522189158023167/1573873539521415/7 
comment 1114157417130161576348notif frgroup_comment 

Reply 

Replies 

Anonymous Jul 8, 2015. 6:39:00 PM 

Don't give this idiot a click. The first link was totally wrong technically (comment removed by 
author), both that one and this one are wmng In terms of being scams 

Reply 

Ana Brindusa Angholus Apr 30, 2015,2:22:00 AM 
• 	 . 	. 	. 

IP: 	Hello, "Online fraud' is bncomi.  ng a global problem, with many new forms, and this article and very helpful, 
. .. • fate or even a blog with lots aide I https:INnevv.fraudawatch.com 	 • 	• 	• • 

Its Human Shill 
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Reply 

Ana BrIndusa Anghelus Apr 30, 2015,2:22:00 AM 

PTA- • Hello, 'Online fraud" Is becoming a global problem, with many new forms, and this article and very helpful, 
fate or even a blog with lots of info I hters://www.fraudswatch.com  

Reply 

Barry James May 1,2015,1:50:00 AM 

HI everybody, lam Bany James ,currently living In canada. I am malted the moment with two kids and I 
was struck In a financial situation and I needed to refinance and pay for my son medical bill. I Wed 
seeking loans from various loan firms both private and corporate but never vdth success.and most banks 
declined my credit But as God would have It. I was Introduced to a private loan lender by a friend and I 
got a loan sum of 30,000USD and today am a business owner and my kids are doing well at the moment. 
So deaLif you must contact any tirm with reference to securing a loan with low Interest rate of 2% and 
better repayment plans and schedule,please contact Elvin Morrison he doesn't know that am doing this 
but am so happy now and I derided to let people know more about him, he offers all kinds of loans to both 
individuals and company and also I want God to bless him more. You can contact his company through 
this email elvinloancompanyergyahoo.com  

Reply 

John Williams Jun 6, 2015, 8:18:00 PM 

Ale you looking for a business loan? personal loan, home loan, car loan, student loan, debt consolidation 
loans, unsecured loans, venture capital, etc .. Or has denied a loan by a bank or financial Institution for 
any reason. I am John Willams, a private lender, loans to companies and individuals at a low interest rate 
and affordable interest rata of 2%. if you Interested In? Contact us today at 
(lohnloanfirm101Goutiook.com) and gel your loan today 

Reply 

0 
 Mane Rosa Da Silva Jun 8.2015,11:46:00 PM 

HI, 
My name is Sane Da Silva 

If getting a legit loan online was that easy as stated in all this fabricated loan testimonies that I have bean 
reading through online • then why were my husband and I turned down for a loan online more than twice 
after been scammed of about $16,000 United State Dollars 7 VVe the loan seekers are the common 
regular victims of this fake loan storiesaimply because we are In dire needs we believe in theft stories out 
of desperation to get a loan, but at the end of it all we find 'out that ive have gained nothing but rather 
loosed the little we have Into the hands of this online scammers who claim to be real lenders .the lenders 
told us to pay some few amount for Insurance because they said that we were high riskli Howls that? I sill 
don't understand howll how can a lender be requesting several fees from a borrower If that borrower 
was having money would he or she have come along to ask for a loan 77 those lenders deceived my 
husband and I of getting a loan and we thought it was all real because we never believed that there was 
anytime as an online loan scam and they had all pay all we had to them and due to the way things were 
moving we had to close out our business over here as we could not meet up with the customers needs 
any longer because we sold all most every single goods we had and we could not replace Sham as we 
Thought that we could do so If we get our requested loan amount .., yes II we were scammed by two 
different lenders online I a customer who was also a closed friend to the family saw the way things were 
eo bad and decided to Introduce us to a loan company but we refused any further loan offer because we 
had concluded that all of them were scams but he Insisted as he opened up of getting a loan from them 
but we believed him at a spot after he opened up because we knew him from the onset to be a man of 
unquestionable character who was always known for his words and we applied with this company that he 
called CREDIT PREA4ER INTL but prior to our application with this email address : 
crecElpremlerintEgoutlook.com  ,that he provided to us we quickly lookup this loan company in Googie so 
that we could be sure that they were legit.. yes lilt was to my own satisfaction and I applied but God was 
so kind that he lead us through and we got our loan Oh well, I'm Just glad that we got our loan without 
been scammed or any stress . Email: creditpremiednnouttook.com  , Telephone: +1 619 478 6459, 
www.faceboolccom/creditpremierintl 

Elane Da Silva, you can reach me on my official email address elanerosadasilvaiDgmall.com . 

Reply 

	

ta- 	Anonymous Jun 14, 2015, 7:24:00 PM 
a 

	

' ' 	=DAM 

Reply 

anita zunon Jun 23, 2015, 2:17:00 AM 
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ID Hello Everybody, 
My name is Mrs Anita. I live In UK London and I am a happy woman today? and I told my self that any 
lender that rescue my family from our poor situation, I will refer any person that looking for loan to hlm, 
he gave me happiness to me and my family, I was In need of a loan of $250,000.00 to start my life an over 
as lam a single mother Wth 3 Idris I met this honest and GOD fearing man loan lender that help me with a 
loan of 5250,000.00 U.S.Dollar, he lea GOD fearing man, If you are In need of loan and you will pay back 
the loan please contact him tell him that Is Mrs Anita, that refer you lo him. contact MrRobertyla email: 
(roberffinanciaLloancompany@yahoo.com)Thank  you 

Reply 

Replies 

rg Anonymous Jul 8.2015.6:42:00 PM 

You need to learn English, maybe that's why your° not making out well In England. 

Reply 

Kelvin Rachel Jun 23, 2015, 225:00AM 

Hello everyone am here to testify how I got my loan from Mr Akisu. after I applied several times from 
various loan lenders who claimed to also testi& right In this forum,i thought the testimonies where real and 
I applied but they never gave me loan. I was In need of an urgent loan to start a business and I applied 
from various loan lendere who promised to help but they never gave,me the loan:Until a friend of mine 
Introduce me to MrAkisth who promised to help me and indeed he did as he promised without any form of 
delay.' never thought there are still reliable loan lenders until I met MrAkisu,who are indeed helped with 
the loan and changed MY bellef.1 dont know if you are In any way In need of a genuine and urgent 
loan,free feel to contact MrAkisu via his emall(Aldsuloancompanyagmall.com ) Thank you may God bless 
you 

Reply 

Anonymous Jun 25, 2015, 1:56:00 PM 

I have lose the money In fax box. I want do public this. Fanbox is not for you. 

Reply 

rin Anonymous Jul 1.2015, 5:37:00 AM 

"LW Avow I have 20,000 In savings too bad fanbox !Oust a scam :( 

Reply 

Expert English Jul 3, 2015, 11:37:00 PM 

Mad Investor/mitre pendanaan untuk usaha Wamet di Jalan HOS Cokroardnoto Yogyakarta. Sistem 
bagi hasiVsistem bunga dengan perhitungan investor mendapat 3-4 person perbulan (bisa 
dinegosiasikan). Untuk pertanyaan lain dan potensi pendapatan perbulan bisa langsung menghubungl 
kami,atau apablla Anda bertempat (Mugs] di Yogya, blsa mengobrol dan bertanya4anya dulu dengan 
kern' agar bin tahulebihJelas mengenal Investasi int. Tenmakasih. 

Andhi 
081578859506 

Reply 

0  Pk738 pkek Jul 9. 2015, 10:49:00 AM 

Total fraud scam flick It 

Reply 

JohnWilliams Jul 9, 2015, 827:00 PM 

No you looking fore business loan? personal loan, house loan, car loan, student loan,debt consolidation 
loan, Unsecured loans, venture capital. etc... Or have you been refused a loan by a bank or a financial 
Institution for any reasons. I arn John willIams, aprivate lender, lending to businesses and Individuals In a 
low and affordable Interest rata of 2% Interest rate. If Interested? Contact us today at 
(Johnloanfirm1016outiook.com)and getyour loan today 

Reply 

. Raft Herd,  Aug 8,2015, 2 ;55;00 AM 

HI, 
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0 Thanks for the Information about this Really nice Post : http://goo.gl/bBd7ob  

Reply 

0 Heather Aug 9, 2015. 8:31:00AM 
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2082findex3.himtapost88795 

The Fanbox goon of an attorney has listed this site In a screwball lawsuit designed to silence legitimate 
critics. Don't be Intimidated by these tactics! 

Reply 
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Fanbox - Horribly unethical company I Gas. 8/11/2015 

Talk to a local attorney 
today via phone/email. 

Easy & Confidential. 
There are newer employer reviews for Fanbox 	 Sea Most Recent. 

■■■■SIOIlmff••• 	 1•011.10 

44=1" 
SSI - Sr. Engineer Systems 
Software Storage Solutions - 
San Diego, CA 

Samsung Semiconductor — San 
Diego, CA 

Release Engineer 

Sony Playstation — San Diego, 
CA 

Joos 	(.01 , 1 allies 	-.;ala Search... Po it a Jr':,- 	74,411 Iii 

56 
Reviews 

Fanbox 
4M-'“ 173°X www.fanbox.com  

26 
Salaries 

11 
Interviews 

(1, 
Wrongfully 

Terminated? 

Work in HR or Recruiting? 

Get your free employer account 

Jan 3, 2013 

"Horribly unethical company" 

7 Former Employee -Anonymous Employee In San Diego CA 

Doesn't Recommend 	 CEO 

I worked at Fanbox kill-time (More than a year) 

Pros 
NONE except San Diego as a place to work 
Cons 
Highly unethical company with really shoddy business practices. Immoral and illegal activities 

, Helpful (11) 

Helpful (11) 

Jobs You May Like 

Dell Campus Representative - 
Military base program - Naval 
Base 

Mosaic Sales Solutions — San 
Diego, CA 

I worked at Fanbox as an intern (Less than a year) 

Pros 
Good internship because I was actually doing an actual employee's lob 
Cons 
Lawsuits left and right, company never ended up paying half of their employees, and terrible upper 
management 
Advice to Management 
Take care of your employees first 

Helpful(7) I 

Apr 19.2012 	 Helpful (1) 

"Extremely passionate employees who strive to make a positive impact on 

peoples' lives." 

• Former Employee - Anonymous Employee in San Diego, CA 

Recommends 	 CEO 

Pros 
Friendly and passionate staff, open communication lines, company provided lunch and dinner, 
opportunities for growth, motivated to improve the lives of others through opportunity, and a growing 
company. 
Cons 
No health or dental insurance offered, understaffed, some holidays are working, and some of the 
computers could use an update. 

http://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/Employee-Review-Fanbox-RWV2246885.htm  1/2 

■■• 

-40 

Job Seekers Also Viewed 

ernpowr Reviews 

54 Reviews 

Underground Elephant Reviews 

56 Reviews 

Helpful (7) 

U. 
111111 Doesn't Recommend 

'1411UCIFLION' 

Other Employee Reviews for Fanbox 

Sep 5.2012 

"Overworked, underpayed, never compensated" 

✓ Former Intern -Biz Sales Dev in San Diego, CA 

Negative Outlook 	 CEO 

Software Engineer 

SunGard Public Sector — San 
Diego, CA 

Vice President, Client Relations 

Key Benefit Administrators — 
San Diego, CA 

Support 
Any System, 
Any Device, 
Anywhere! 
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Keep instilling your passion to succeed on your staff and you will soon achieve what you set out to. Try 

doing the energy event more often, its a great way to end the week and enjoy the company of your 
peers. 

ID Analytics Reviews 

19 Reviews 

Classy Reviews 

19 Reviews 

Sponsored Jobs 

Advertising Sales Representative 
(Premise) 

YP — San Diego, CA 

Helpful (1) 

Staff Software Engineer 

Walmart eCommerce — San Diego, 

CA 

Reviews > Fanbox 

There are newer employer reviews for Fanbox 	 Soo Most Recent  

Related Job Search 
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Sales salaries ($61k) 

Graphic Designer jobs 
Graphic Designer salaries (S46k) 

Teacher jobs 
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Reviews 
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43ox WNW. fanbox.com  

26 
Salaries 

11 
Interviews 

Wrongfully 
Terminated? 

Work in HR or Recruiting? 

Get your free employer account 

Jobs You May Like 

Dell Campus Representative - 
Military base program - Naval 
Base 

Mosaic Sales Solutions — San 
Diego, CA 

SSI - Sr. Engineer Systems 
Software Storage Solutions - 
San Diego. CA 

Samsung Semiconductor — San 
Diego, CA 

Software Engineer 

SunGard Public Sector — San 
Diego, CA 

Vice President, Client Relations 

Key Benefit Administrators — 
San Diego, CA 

Release Engineer 

Sony Playstation — San Diego, 
CA 

110 

8/11/2015 
	

Fanbox - Horribly Unethical I Glassdoor 

-- 
orvani. 	 11) le -0e,PiS 

	
Search.. 	 4-, 

There are newer employer reviews for Fanbox 	 Sue Most Receia 

Talk to a local attorney 
today via phone/email. 

Easy & Confidential. 

   

Jan 21. 2014 
	

I lelpful (5) 

"Horribly Unethical" 

V Former Employee - Anonymous Employee in San Diego, CA 

Doesn't Recommend 
	

Negative Outlook 	 CEO 

I worked at Fan'oox full-time (Less than a year) 

Pros 

Located in San Diego, lunch and dinner provided, fun social events 
Cons 
Where do I begin? Extremely long hours, expectations from management are a moving target, 
extremely unprofessional working environment, unethical business practices, no work/life balance, cult-
like devotion required of all employes, no benefits, uncompetitive pay, zero training. The list goes on 
and on 
Advice to Management 
Learn to conduct yourselves in a professional manner, treat your employees better, pay them 
competitive wages and start offering benefits 

Helpful (5) I  

Other Employee Reviews for Fanbox 

Jan 10. 2014 	 H010.11(6) 

"This company is notorious for changing their name to avoid their bad 

reputation, and angry customers." 

V Former Employee -Anonymous Employee in San Diego, CA 

Doesn't Recommend 	 Negative Outlook 	 CEO 

I worked at Fanbox full-time (Less than a year) 

Pros 
Located in downtown San Diego 
Cons 
Extremely long hours CEO has the tendency to loose his patience and yell at his employees Parking in 
downtown is expensive if you do not live there, no company compensation CEO tends to get out of 
hand at company outings, and drinks more than his employees Unprofessional working environment 
Advice to Management 
My advice to management is to invest more in the employees, and to keep Mike away from them. Mike 
is the CEO, but he is also the reason why the company is failing. 

Helpful (6) i Li 

   

Job Seekers Also Viewed 

Jan 13. 2014 	 Helpful (5) 

"Was Not a Good Experience" 

Former Contractor -Anonymous Contractor 

Doesn't Recommend 	 Negative Outlook 	 CEO  

empowr Reviews 

54 Reviews 

Underground Elephant Reviews 

56 Reviews 
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Dell Campus Representative - 
Military base program - Naval 
Base 

Mosaic Sales Solutions — San 
Diego, CA 

SSI - Sr. Engineer Systems 
Software Storage Solutions - 
San Diego, CA 

Samsung Semiconductor — San 
Diego, CA 

Software Eng;neer 

SunGard Public Sector — San 
Diego, CA 

•V Vice President, Client Relations 
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Work In HR or Recruiting? 

Get your free employer account 

Fanbox 
aBox www.fanbox.com 	 Wrongfully 

56 
	

26 
	

11 
	

Terminated? 
Reviews 
	

Salaries 
	

Interviews 

There are newer employer reviews for Fanbox 	 See Most Recent 

Talk to a local attorney 
today via phone/email. 

Easy & Confidential. 

   

Jan 16,2C15 
	

Helpful (3) 

"It seemed ok, then the curtain was pulled back." 

V Former Employee - Systems Administrator in San Diego, CA 
	 Jobs You May Like 

Pros 
Pay was alright comparatively. They fed you. 
Cons 
CEO busted for Mat Fraud kind of made me exit quickly as to keep my own security clearance. Long 
hours, terrible parking that costs you a days pay every week just to go to work. Traffic downtown sucks. 
Terrible benefits. The weekly meetings with the entire company where people stood up and said "when 
I'm a millionaire" got fairly old quick and felt like a "cult" following rather than an employee-employer 
relationship.... and no one but the head honcho became a millionaire anyway. Oh and the weirdo 
speed walking Olympic guy... the one who kept track of how many high fives you gave people around 
the office.., that was just spooky. Being in my role I had access to strange documents on the network 
shares and the spreadsheet showing when you will be laid off was strange. It kept tally of your high 
fives and "enthusiasm". Place was just weirded out like a cult. 
Advice to Management 
fire yourself. 

; Helpful (3) I 

Other Employee Reviews for Fanbox 

Oct 26, 2014 

"I like working for Fan box, great experience!" 

Current Contractor- Marketing Assistant in Detroit, MI 

Recommends 	 Positive Outlook 
	

CEO 

I have been working at Fanbox as a contractor (More than a year) 

Pros 
I have ability to use my skills and talents. Company supports me in everything. I have ability to work in 
a great team and to learn many things from others. Its very friendly and I'm very happy to belong here. 
Cons 
I can't think of anything at this moment. 
Advice to Management 
You are doing a great job! Just continue such! 

I Helpful _J 

 

Doesn't Recommend 
	

Negative Outlook 	 CEO 

Job Seekers Also Viewed 

May 19 2014 	 Helpful (I) 

"Great growth potential surrounded by smart and supportive people" 

Current Employee -Customer Support in Detroit. MI 

Recommends 
	

Positive Outlook 	 CEO 

empowr Reviews 

54 Reviews 

• Underground Elephant Reviews 

56 Reviews 

1/2 http://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/Employee-Review-Fanbox-RVW5711910.htm  
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Military base program - Naval 
Base 

Mosaic Sales Solutions – San 
Diego, CA 

SSI - Sr. Engineer Systems 
4azIZ, Software Storage Solutions - 

San Diego, CA 

Samsung Semiconductor –San 
Diego, CA 

Software Engineer 

ttt"a-T21. SunGard Public Sector – San 
Diego, CA 

Vice President, Client Relations 

Key Benefit Administrators – 
San Diego, CA 

Release Engineer 

Sony Playstation – San Diego, 
CA 
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Best Interview Answers 

Top Interview Questions 
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In terview Questions & Answers 

Job Seekers Also Viewed 

8111/2015 	 Fanbox - This corn, 	a notorious for changing their name to avoid their bad rel. 	and angry customers. I Glassdoor 
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Work in HR or Recruiting? 

Get your free employer account 

Fanbox 
- c"(  www.fanbox.com 	

Wrongfully 
56 
	

26 
	

11 
	

Terminated? 
Reviews 
	

Salaries 
	

Interviews 

There are newer employer reviews for Fanbox 	 See Most Relent 

Talk to a local attorney 
today via phone/email. 

Easy & Confidential. 

   

Jan 10, 2014 
	

Helpful (6) 

"This company is notorious for changing their name to avoid their bad 

reputation, and angry customers. " 

Former Employee -Anonymous Employee in San Diego. CA 

Doesn't Recommend 
	

Negative Outlook 	 CEO 

I worked at Fanbox full-time (Less than a year) 

Pros 

Located in downtown San Diego 
Cons 
Extremely long hours CEO has the tendency to loose his patience and yell at his employees Parking in 
downtown is expensive if you do not live there, no company compensation CEO tends to get out of 
hand at company outings, and drinks more than his employees Unprofessional working environment 
Advice to Management 

My advice to management is to invest more in the employees, and to keep Mike away from them. Mike 
is the CEO, but he is also the reason why the company is failing. 

F Helpful (6) 

Other Employee Reviews for Fanbox 

Jan 13 2014 	 Helpful (5) 

"Was Not a Good Experience" 

Former Contractor - Anonymous Contractor 

Doesn't Recommend 	 Negative Outlook 
	

CEO 

I worked at Fanbox as a contractor (More than a year) 

Pros 
All the good things I was told turned out to not be grounded in reality. 
Cons 
Constantly changing metrics on quality assessment of work done often with no notice, little to no 
communication from management regarding expectations or changes. Little to no real customer 
service for members. Extremely long hours per day expected in exchange for little compensation. This 
is because if you work long hours laying the groundwork that's been going on for 7 years, you will have 
the chance to maybe get included in stock options! Despite the promises of "Open Communication" 
you're only allowed to agree that FanBox is awesome and it's not a scam. Even their Instagrarn 
account has a photo of a sign on a cubical that reads, "Drink the Kool-Aid." And I did until 
commonsense showed me this is just a lot of smoke and mirrors to part people front their money. 
Definite unsavory practices. 
Advice to Management 
Saying you're doing it for charity doesn't make doing anything okay. 

empowr Reviews 
Helpful ts) 	 Prnpowr 

	
54 Reviews 

Feb 27, 2013 	 Helpful (7) 

 

Underground Elephant Reviews 

66 Reviews 
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19 Reviews Former Employee -Anonymous Employee 

Doesn't Recommend 	 Negative Outlook 	 CEO 

Pros 
Free lunches and dinner, group outings, casual dress code 
Cons 
Very low pay for the amount of responsibility they put on you, no benefits, very high turn over rate, zero 

	" 
training 
	

Related Job Search 
Advice to Management 
If you want your employees to stay then maybe give up the free lunches and dinners and try paying 
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There are newer employer reviews for Fanbox 	 f:we Most Recent 
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Jan 13, 2014 
	

Helpful (5) 

"Was Not a Good Experience" 

Former Contractor - Anonymous Contractor 

Doesn't Recommend 	 Negative Outlook 
	

CEO 

I worked at Fanbox as a contractor (More than a year) 

Pros 
All the good things I was told turned out to not be grounded in reality. 
Cons 
Constantly changing metrics on quality assessment of work done often with no notice, little to no 
communication from management regarding expectations or changes. Little to no real customer 
service for members. Extremely long hours per day expected in exchange for little compensation. This 
Is because if you work long hours laying the groundwork that's been going on for 7 years. you will have 
the chance to maybe get included in stock options! Despite the promises of "Open Communication" 
you're only allowed lo agree that FanBox is awesome and it's not a scam. Even their Instagram 
account has a photo of a sign on a cubical that reads, 'Drink the Kool-Aid." And I did until 
commonsense showed me this is just a lot of smoke and mirrors to part people from their money. 
Definite unsavory practices 
Advice to Management 
Saying you're doing it for charity doesn't make doing anything okay. 

Helpful  (5) I 

Other Employee Reviews for Fanbox 

Feb 27. 2013 
	

Helpful (7) 

"There's a lot of work that needs to be done" 

ir Former Employee -Anonymous Employee 

Doesn't Recommend 	 Negative Outlook 
	

CEO 

Pros 
Free lunches and dinner, group outings, casual dress code 
Cons 
Very low pay for the amount of responsibility they put on you, no benefits, very high turn over rate, zero 
training 
Advice to Management 
If you want your employees to stay then maybe give up the free lunches and dinners and try paying 
them more. 

Helpful (7) 
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"Horribly unethical company" 

Former Employee - Anonymous Employee in San Diego, CA 
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I worked at Fanbox full-time (More than a year) 

Pros 
NONE except San Diego as a place to work 
Cons 
Flighty unethical company with really shoddy business practices. Immoral and Illegal activities 
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Daniel J. Navigato, Esq. (SBN 164233) 
Michael W. Battin, Esq. (SBN 183870) 
Travis M. Bray, Esq. (SBN 235763) 
Stephanie J. Sciarani, Esq. (SBN 279760) 
NAVIGATO & BATTIN, LLP 
755 West A Street, Suite 150 
San Diego, California 92101 
Tel. (619) 233-5365 
Fax (619) 233-3268 

Attorneys for Plaintiff SMS.AC, INC. 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO — CENTRAL DIVISION 

UNLIMITED CIVIL 

CASE NO.: 37-2015-00025687-CU-DF-CTL 
Judge: Hon. Eddie C. Sturgeon 
Dept.: C-67 

DECLARATION OF BRIAN WOOSLEY IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S EX PARTE 
MOTION FOR EXPEDITED DISCOVERY 
OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE AN ORDER 
SHORTENING TIME 

[IMAGED] 

Hearing: 
Date: September 22, 2015 
Time: 8:30 a.m. 
Dept: C-67 

I, Brian Woosley, declare as follows: 

1. I am the President of SMS.AC, 1NC. ("SMS"), Plaintiff in the above-entitled action. 

2. If called upon to provide testimony, I am willing and able to testify to personal 

knowledge alleging the following facts. 

///// 

1 

FILED 
SAN DIEGO SUPERIOR COURT 

SEP 09 2015 

G. 
MACEDO Deputy 

SMS.AC, INC., a Delaware corporation 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

JOHN DOE and DOES Ito 100, 

Defendants. 
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is promoted on the company's social network, www.frmbox.com , and sold through the company's mobile 

billing infrastructure. Content providers, as well as SMS community members, promote the content 

themselves and earn revenue from content sales. To promote content, community members can send 

emails through Fanbox to the contacts in their address books, encouraging them to join FanBox and 

support content other community members have posted. 

4. Since 2004, SMS has done business under the trade name "FanBox" and is the owner and 

operator of  www.fanbox.com . Over the past eleven years, SMS has established a good reputation as an 

innovative, customer and employee friendly company in the global digital marketplace. 

 

 

5. Recently, SMS has become the target of a series of defamatory posts on the interne, the 

contents of which are displayed in Exhibits A-C attached to the Declaration of Michael W. Baffin. The 

content of the posts are untrue. SMS does not "provide fake earning reports", "compromise[] personal 

and financial detail" "phish" passwords or "spam" users' friends or conduct any of the other untruthful 

and potentially criminal acts the posts assert. Furthermore, contrary to the statements of ex-employees, 

SMS does not require a "cult-like devotion" of its employees and has never failed to "pay[] half of their 

employees." SMS prides itself in the treatment of its employees and strives to maintain an open 

relationship with its employees as part of its company culture, 

6. As a result of the defamatory posts, SMS's business reputation has been tarnished. Potential new 

members of FailBox, existing FanBox members, and employees have informed SMS that they have read 

the posts. SMS has had difficulty persuading new members to join FanBox, retaining existing members, 

all of which have caused SMS to lose revenue. Furthermore, the defamatory posts have deterred 

potential employees from seeking employment with SMS. 

7. Up tmtil February 2013, all SMS employees were required to execute a written "Nondisclosure 

and Confidentiality Agreement" ("Agreement"). A true and cotrect copy of said Agreement is attached 

hereto as Exhibit "D." It is my opinion and belief that many of the ex-employees making the defamatory 

Statements at issue were employed during the lime period this Agreement was used and therefore are 

bound by its terms. 

///// 
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EXHIBIT D 



d. 

NONDISCLOSURE, CONFIDENTIALITY, AND INNOVATIONS-ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT 

Thi .  agreement Is entered into as of the date set forth on the signature page between ServHost, a Delaware LLC 
CC' titan?), and the undersigned Employee of CoMpany ("Employee"). 

lit.YING FACTS 
to .enaPlanployee to perform services on behalf 9f Company, Employee will be provided access to and 
become acquainted With certain Conlideritial/PrOPrietery Infer/nation which is used by Company in the operation 
Of .itie.busineiS Which gives Company certain :advantages Over its competitors and which has been and will 
dontinue to be:aCquited and developed by Company and Company personnel. 
While performing Services for Company, Employee may develop Innovations that are related to or useful to 
Cornpany's business. 
As a condition to and in consideration of Employee's employment or engagement by Company and the payment 
Of compensation, issuance of stock and stock options and/or provision of other benefits to Employee, as 
applic'able,. Employee shall safeguard the Confidential/Proprietary Information, protect the business interests of 
Cortinany from unfair business practices and unlawful competition and hereby tran.sfers and assigns any work 
procinet and Innovations created by Employee during the term of Employee's employment or engagement to 
Company in accordance with the terms and conditions df this agreement. 
The capitalizetherins In this agreement shall have the meanings set forth in attached Schedule A. 

2. CCNFIDENTIAL/PROPRIETARY INFORMATION 
a. Protection of Confidential/Proprietary Information. At all times during and after Employee's employment or 

engagement, Employee shall hold in trust, keep confidential and not disclose to any third party or make any use 
of any Confidential/Proprietary Information except for the benefit of Company. Employee shall comply with all 
procedures adopted from time to time by Company to preserve the confidentiality of Confidential/Proprietary 
Information. Except as required for Employee to discharge Employee's obligations to Company, Employee shall 
not at any time, whether before or after termination of Employee's employment or engagement with Company, 
either directly or indirectly, in any individual or representative capacity (I) duplicate, photocopy, transcribe, 
remove, forward or send any Confidential/Proprietary Information from Company's premises; or (ii) use, disclose 
or make known to any other person or business entity any Confidential/Proprietary Information , including any 
Confidential/Proprietary Information disclosed to or developed by or through the efforts of Employee or other 
Company personnel, without first obtaining the prior written consent of Company. In addition, during employment 
with Company, employee shall not use any type of wireless laptop computer while performing functions for the 
benefit of Company, unless to the extent and in the manner specifically authorized in writing by the an officer of 
the Company. It is acknowledged and understood that all of the Confidential/Proprietary Information belonging to 
Company is presumed to be valuable and capable of protection under the Trade Secrets Act. Employee 
acknowledges that these restrictions are reasonable and are premised upon the rationale that the insecure means 
by which information is transmitted to/from the wireless laptop computer poses a significant security risk for 
company. 

b. Ownership of Confidential/Proprietary Information. 	By providing Employee with access to the 
Confidential/Proprietary Information, neither Company nor its Affiliates are waiving any proprietary rights, 
confidentiality privilege or trade secret protection associated with such Confidential/Proprietary Information, nor is 
Company or its Affiliates granting or creating any license in favor of Employee to use the ConfidentiaVProprletary 
information. Employee acknowledges Company or its Affiliates, as the case may be, retain the sole and exclusive 
rights, title and interest in and to all Confidential/Proprietary Information. 

c. Return of Confidential/Proprietary Information. 
I. All original versions and copies of Confidential/Proprietary Information and all Company Records in the 

possession or control of Employee shall be returned to Company promptly within twenty-four (24) hours of 
Company's request, or upon the termination (voluntary or otherwise) of Employee's employment or 
engagement with Company. Employee shall not retain any Company Records or other written or tangible 
materials of Company or its Affiliates. 

ii. Upon termination of Employee's employment or engagement with Company. Employee recognizes Company 
may deem it advisable to notify Employee's new employer or customers that Employee has had access to 
Confidential/Proprietary Information and that Employee is under a continuing legal obligation to not disclose 
such Confidential/Proprietary Information. By execution of this agreement, Employee authorizes Company to 
send such notice. In addition, if the employee has utilized a laptop computer in performance of Employee's 
employment, Employee specifically agrees that the Company is entitled to examine said laptop computer prior 
to Employee's termination and further agrees to voluntarily surrender such laptop computer to Company upon 
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demand, and that Company may delete and/or transfer any or all -files, which Company may determine, in its 
sole discretion, contains the Confidential/Proprietary information, either in whole or in part, of the Company. 

Authorized Disclosure. If Employee is *required to disclose any Confidential/Proprietary Information under the 
terms of a valid and effective subpoena or order issued by a court of competent jurisdiction or regulatory 
administrative body that has the power to compel Employee to disclose Confidentiat/Proprietary Information, 
Employee agrees (f) to notify Company immediately of the existence, terms and circumstances surrounding such 
request (Ii) to consult with Company regarding such request; (iii) to take those actions requested by Company 
that are legally available to resist or narrow such request (iv) to disclose Confidential/Proprietary Information only 
If such disclosure is required under law in the written opinion of Employee's counsel (a copy of which shall be 
provided to Company prior to any such disclosure) and then only to the minimum extent required by law; and (v) 
to exercise Employee's best efforts to assist Company in obtaining a court order or other reliable assurance that 
confidential treatment will be accorded to any Confidential/Proprietary Information disclosed. 
Liability. Employee acknowledges the unauthorized taking of any Confidential/Proprietary Information which 
constitutes a trade secret of Company (i) may result in civil liability under Delaware Civil Code Title 6, Section 
2001 et seq.,and if willful, may result in an award for double the amount of Company's damages and attorneys' 
fees; and (h) may be a crime under Delaware Criminal Code Title 11, Section 857, punishable by imprisonment 
for a time not exceeding one year, or by fine not exceeding $5,000, or both. 
Judicial Relief. A breach by Employee of any of the promises or agreements contained herein will result in 
irreparable and continuing damage to ServHost for which there may be no adequate remedy at law. Accordingly, 
ServHost shall be entitled to Injunctive relief and/or a decree for specific performance to prohibit unlawful 
publication of Confidential/Proprietary Information. In addition, ServHost will be entitled to liquidated damages of 
one million dollars ($1,000,000) per individual violation, per each calendar day that said violation continues, as 
well as all attorney fees and costs incurred, relative thereto. Additionally, at the sole discretion of Company, an 
election may be made, at any time, to seek monetary damages, in lieu of the liquidated damages. Said monetary 
damages shall be subject to proof. 

3. P IOR KNOWLEDGE AND RELATIONSHIPS 
a, Prior Commitments. Employee has no other agreements, relationships or commitments to any other person or 

entity which conflict with Employee's obligations to Company under this agreement. 
Proprietary Information and Trade Secrets of Others. Employee shall not use or disclose to Company any 
proprietary information or trade secrets of any third party, including Employee's prior employers. If Employee 
believes Employee's job duties may lead to the use or disclosure of proprietary information or trade secrets of a 
third party, Employee shall notify Employee's supervisor of the situation immediately. Employee represents and 
warrants that Employee has returned all proprietary and Confidential/Proprietary Information belonging to all prior 
employers. Employee further represents and warrants that all services performed by Employee for Company and 
all work product and Innovations of Employee shall be of original development and shall not infringe upon or 
violate any patent, copyright, trade secret or any other property rights of any third party. 

NSOLICITATION OF BUSINESS CONTACTS 
Employee shall not at any time, directly or indirectly, in any individual or representative capacity, use Company's 
ConfidentiaUProprietary Information to: 
i. Solicit divert or take away from Company, or attempt to divert or take away from Company, any of 

Company's customers, venture partners, vendors, suppliers or manufacturers, Including, but not limited to, 
those that Employee provided services to, called upon or became acquainted with while employed or 
engaged by Company; or 

il. Induce, influence, advise or encourage any of Company's customers, venture partners, vendors, suppliers or 
manufacturers to withdraw, curtail or cancel their business with Company, to terminate, discontinue or not 
renew their engagement or agreement with Company or to violate or breach any agreement with Company. 

5. Nti/NSOLICITATION OF PERSONNEL 
a. For a period of 2 years following termination of Employee's employment or engagement, Employee shall not at 

any time, directly or indirectly, in any individual or representative capacity: 
I. Solicit, recruit, divert or take away from Company, or attempt to divert or take away from Company, any 

person who is engaged by Company as an employee, Employee, consultant, independent contractor or in any 
other capacity; or 

ii. Induce, influence, advise or encourage any person who is engaged by Company as an employee, Employee, 
consultant, independent contractor or in any other capacity to terminate, discontinue or not renew such 
employment or engagement with Company or to violate or breach any agreement with Company. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

4. N 
a. 
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6. NO COMPETITION. While employed or engaged by Company, EmplciYee shall not (i) engage or participate in or 
p de financial accommodations for the benefit of any person or business entity that is or may become a Competitor 
of ompany; or (ii) undertake planning for or the organization of any Competitor or conspire with any third party for the 
pu •ose of organizing any such Competitor. As a condition of becoming employed by Company, employee agrees 
not to compete with Company during the period of employment and for one (1) year following termination of 
em byment, unless employee can prove that such competition would not involve use or disclosure of trade secrets. 

7. N. NDISPARAGEMENT. Employee agrees not to make any statements that disparage the Company or its respective 
affi iates, employees, officers, directors, products, or services. 
a. Notwithstanding the foregoing, statements made in the course of sworn testimony in administrative, judicial or 

arbitral proceedings (including, without limitation, depositions in connection with such proceedings) shall not be 
subject to this Section. 

IGNMENT OF INNOVATIONS 
Disclosure. Employee shall promptly and fully disclose in writing to Company all Innovations made, conceived, 
reduced to practice or learned by Employee (either alone or jointly with others) during Employee's employment or 
engagement with Company. Employee shall maintain adequate and current written records of all Innovations. 
Upon termination of Employee's employment or engagement for any reason, or promptly at any time upon 
Company's request, Employee shall surrender to Company all Company Records. Except as disclosed on 
attached Schedule B, Employee has not developed or conceived of any Innovation as of the date of this 
agreement that is not owned solely by Company. 
Innovations Resulting from Confidential/Proprietary Information. Because of the difficulty of establishing when an 
Innovation Is first conceived by Employee or determining If an Innovation results from Employee's access to 
Confidential/Proprietary Information, an Innovation shall be deemed to have resulted from Employee's access to 
Confidential/Proprietary Information if: (i) the Innovation grew out of or resulted from Employee's work with 
Company or is related to the business of Company; (ii) during the term of this agreement or within 1 year after 
termination of this agreement, the Innovation is made, used, sold, exploited or reduced to practice; or (iii) during 
the term or within 1 year after termination of this agreement, the Innovation is the subject of or inspiration for an 
application, by Employee or by a third party with the assistance of Employee, for a patent, Mark, copyright or 
other form of Intellectual Property protection. Employee agrees Company shall be entitled to shop rights with 
respect to any Innovation conceived or made by Employee during the term of this agreement, which is not 
required to be assigned to Company by this agreement, if any. 
Ownership and Assignment of Work Product and Innovations. Employee acknowledges Company owns and 
holds all right, title and interest in and to all work product and Innovations created by Employee during the term of 
Employee's employment or engagement, including all registration rights which may subsist In the work product 
and/or Innovations, and where applicable, all work product and Innovations shall be considered works made for 
hire. Employee shall mark all work product and Innovations with Company's copyright or other proprietary notices 
as directed by Company and shall take all actions requested by Company to protect Company's rights in and to 
the work product and Innovations. Employee's failure to mark work product and Innovations with Company's 
copyright or other proprietary notices shall not be construed to result and shall not result in waiver of Company's 
Intellectual Property rights. To the extent any work product or Innovations are not deemed to constitute works 
made for hire, or if Employee should otherwise, by operation of law, be deemed to retain any rights to any work 
product or Innovations, in consideration for Company's payment of compensation, issuance of stock or stock 
options, and/or provision of benefits, as applicable, to Employee in connection with Employee's employment or 
engagement by Company, Employee hereby transfers and assigns to Company Employee's entire right, title and 
interest in and to each and every such work product and Innovation created by Employee during the term of 
Employee's employment or engagement with Company. I further agree that my name, voice, picture, and 
likeness may be used, commencing at the inception of my employment with ServHost and continuing thereafter, 
in perpetuity, for its' advertising, training aids, or in any other way (solely at the discretion of ServHost), without 
any payment or compensation whatsoever relative to such usage. At termination of Employee's employment or 
engagement for any reason, Employee shall execute all necessary documents and instruments, and take all 
necessary actions, to effect such assignment to Company. 
Waiver of Moral Rights. Employee irrevocably waives and agrees not to assert any Moral Rights Employee may 
now have or which may accrue to Employee's benefit in connection with the Innovations under United States or 
foreign copyright laws and any and all other residual rights and benefits which may arise under any other 
applicable law. 
Assistance in Obtaining Registration. Employee shall assist Company in obtaining and shall execute all 
documents and instruments and do all things necessary and appropriate for Company to obtain patent, Mark, 
copyright and other applicable registrations for work product and Innovations and to transfer all rights, title and 

8. AS 
a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e.  
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interest in and to the work product and Innovations to Company or itfi Affiliates or any other person specified by 
Company. 
Power of Attorney. If Company is unable for any reason to secure Employee's signature in a timely manner on 
any document necessary to apply for, prosecute, obtain or enforce any patent, Mark, copyright or other right or 
protection relating to any Innovation, Employee hereby irrevocably designates and appoints Company and each 
of Its duly authorized officers and Employees as Employee's Employees and attorneys-In-fact to act for and on 
Employee's behalf and stead to execute and file any such document and to do all other lawfully permitted acts to 
further the prosecution, issuance and enforcement of patents, Marks, copyrights or other rights or protections with 
the same force and effect as if executed and delivered by Employee. 
Labor Code Compliance. Employee acknowledges this paragraph and attached Schedule 7.1 constitute written 
notification pursuant to Delaware Code Title 18, Section 805 that this agreement does not require the assignment 
to Company of any Innovation, or any right or interest in any Innovation, that qualifies under Delaware Code Title 
19. Section 805, if Employee is an employee of company. 

9. VI !TORS. All Employees are required to: 

a. Obtain written approval from either Company's General Counsel, or Director of Human Resources prior to 
permitting any non-employee to enter the business premises of Company; 

b. Personally escort the visitor or delegate the responsibility of escorting the visitor to another employee of 
Company, at all times during which the visitor Is on the business premises of company; 

c. Personally confirm that the visitor has signed the Entry Log at the front desk; 
d. Personally confirm the identity of the visitor via at least one form of picture identification — (preferably a drivers 

license); and 
e. Personally confirm that the visitor wears a company guest tag at all times while visitor is on the business premises 

of company. 

10. 0 1EN HOUSE. Employee understands Company will occasionally hold an open house session with employment 
candidates. During such open house hours, Employee agrees to protect Company's Trade Secrets and other 
hit Ilectual Property by; 
a. Erasing all Whiteboards; 
b. Being mindful of the information which appears on Employee's Monitor and turn off any active program; 
c. Refrain from leaving Employee's Monitor's unattended; 
d. Removing and secure all Confidential Papers containing text, diagrams, or any Confidential Information; and 
e. Ensuring that all visitors wear a Company Visitor badge. 

11. R SONABLENESS. Employee acknowledges and agrees Employee's position with Company will give Employee 
access to ConfidentiaVProprietary Information important to Company and that the type, scope and periods of 
re triction imposed under this agreement are fair and reasonable, critical to the business success of Company and 
re sonably required for Company's protection and the goodwill associated with Company's business and are given as 
an integral part of Employee's employment or engagement with Company. Employee has consulted with or been 
giv n full opportunity to consult with Employee's own counsel in connection with entering into this agreement and the 
st tutory and common law regarding enforceability of the restrictive covenants contained in this agreement 
E ployee has carefully considered the restrictions imposed by this agreement and agrees the restrictive covenants in 
thi agreement will not interfere with Employee's ability to engage in other business for the purpose of earning a 
liv lihood following termination of Employee's employment or engagement with Company. 

12. P WER TO LIMIT COVENANTS. Each provision of this agreement is independent, separate and divisible, and if any 
pr vision of this agreement is found by the final order of an arbitrator or a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, 
un nforceable or In contravention of any applicable federal or state law or regulation, such provision shall be deemed 
no to be a part of this agreement and shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remaining provisions, which 
sh II be given full effect without regard to the Invalid portion. If all or any part of any covenant contained In this 
ag eement is held to be unenforceable because of the duration or scope of such provision, the parties agree the court 
m king such determination shall have the power to reduce the duration and scope of such provision, and in its 
re uced form, such provision shall then be enforceable. Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed so as 
to equire the commission of any acts contrary to laW, and wherever there is a conflict between any provision of this 
ag eement and any present or future law or regulation, such provision shall be limited to the extent necessary to make 
it omply with such law or regulation. 

f. 

g. 
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13. RE 
Co 
Co 
per  
be 
re 
ca 
Or 
eat 

VIEDIES. 	Employee understands and acknowledges any disclosure, use or misappropriation of any 
fidential/Proprietary Information or Innovations or violation of the provisions of this agreement may cause 
pany irreparable harm, the amount of which may be difficult to ascertain. Company will be entitled to specific 

ormance and injunctive relief, both preliminary and final, as remedies for any such breach. Such remedies will not 
deemed to be the exclusive remedies for Employee's breach of this agreement, but will be in addition to all other 
edies available to Company at law or in equity, including, without limitation, seeking such damages as Company 
show it has sustained by such breach. Employee expressly waives any requirement that Company post security 
bond in connection with obtaining any injunction or other equitable relief and Company will not be required to 

blish its remedy at law is Inadequate. 

14 G NERAL PROVISIONS. All notices under this agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed duly given (i) on 
th date of delivery if personally delivered or if delivered by overnight courier, telegram or facsimile (with receipt 
co firrned), or (ii) three (3) business days after mailing if mailed by first-class mail, postage prepaid, to the parties at 
their addresses set forth below, or such other address designated from time to time in writing by such party to all other 
pa ties. No waiver or amendment of this agreement shall be binding unless made in a writing signed by a duly 
au orized representative of Company. This agreement shall be binding on and shall inure to the benefit of the 
pa ties and their respective heirs, beneficiaries, legal representatives, successors and assigns. This agreement, 
to ether with all other documents executed by Employee at Company's request, contains the entire understanding 
be een the parties and supersedes all prior representations, agreements, arrangements and understandings 
be een them respecting the subject matter of this agreement. The validity, interpretation and performance of this 
ag eement shall be controlled by and construed under Delaware law. All proceedings to enforce or Interpret this 
ag eement shall be commenced and maintained only in the Wilmington Judicial District, New Castle County, 
De aware. Employee shall execute all other documents necessary to effectuate and carry out this agreement. The 
ob gations of Employee under this agreement shall survive termination of Employee's employment or engagement 
wit Company. Nothing in this agreement shall alter or limit Employee's "at-will employment or engagement with 
Company; in the absence of a written agreement between the parties to the contrary, either party may terminate 
E ployee's employment or engagement with Company at any time with or without notice and with or without cause. 

If 4ither party commences or is made a party to any legal proceeding to enforce, interpret or obtain a declaration of 
rights Iinder this agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover from the other party all attorneys fees and 
costs iticurred  in connection with such proceeding or any appeal or enforcement of any judgment obtained in any such 
procee ing. 

SERVITIOST 

By: 	I 	 

EMPLOYEE 

By: 
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SCHEDULE A 

DEFINITIONS 

The fol owing definitions apply to this Agreement: 

1. "A Mate," means any business entity controlling, controlled by or under common control with Company. For purposes 
of is agreement, control (including, with correlative meanings, the terms "controlling," "controlled by' and "under 
co mon control with"), means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the 
m agement and policies of Company or such other business entity, whether through ownership of voting securities, 
by ontract or otherwise. 

2. "C mpany Records' means all tangible or intangible embodiments or compilations of Confidential/Proprietary 
In rmation, including, without limitation: 	(i) agreements, documents, memoranda, reports, minutes, studies, 
for casts, interpretations, flow charts, sketches, drawings, notes, files, letters, work papers, notebooks, diaries, 
su manes, records, manuals, books, data, and applications, including copyright, trademark and patent applications; 
(ii) prototypes, models, blueprints, specifications, plans, programs, technical data and designs; (iii) books of account, 
burness records, employee and consultant rosters, operating and financial reports, financial statements, cost 
summaries, tax returns and feasibility studies; (iv) any storage device containing electronic data, including, hard 
dri es, tapes, ZIP disks, JAZ disks, floppy disks, laptop computers, desktop computers and servers; (v) computer 
pr grams, software programs, screen reports or other manifestations of software design or realization computer 
Ian uage program source code, including HTML code, executables, dynamic link libraries and object code, active 
se4ver pages, XML pages, DHTML pages, HTML pages, JAVA, Visual Basic or any computer language scripts or 
m cros, designs or architectural implementation of a licensor's application service provisions; (vi) any audio, video, 
ph tographic or electronic recording; and (vii) any other item or thing that contains, reflects or Is derived from any of 
lhd preceding or that was used in creating, designing, inputting, processing, retrieving, storing or reporting any of the 
pr ceding, including anything that was generated, compiled or prepared by Employee, alone or in conjunction with 
ot er Company personnel. 

3. °C mpetitor means any person or business entity engaged in or about to become engaged in the research, 
de elopment, production, licensing, marketing, sale or distribution of any product or service which is similar to or 
dir ctly competitive with any product or service of Company or its Affiliates. 

4. °C nfidential/Proprietary Information ° is to be broadly defined and shall mean and consist of all Company information, 
or -I or written, relating to the actual or potential business of Company or its Affiliates, venture partners and customers, 
in uding, but not limited to, the following: (i) corporate opportunities, requests for proposals, bidding and pricing 
inf rmation, protocols, policies, procedures, methods, techniques and formulae, and actual and potential contract 
an lyses; (ii) customer, vendor and supplier lists, identities, purchasing characteristics, contact persons, 
tel phone/facsimile numbers, email addresses, records, demographic and economic information, and actual and 
po ential contractual negotiations or business opportunities with actual and potential customers, vendors and 
su pliers; (iii) financial information, including forecasts, projections, budgets, pro formas, business development, sales 
an marketing plans and business assumptions and strategies; (iv) Trade Secrets, Innovations, inventions (whether or 
no patentable or copyrightable), discoveries, improvements, algorithms, hardware configuration Information, research 
or evelopment tests, results, protocols, policies, procedures, methods, techniques, work in progress, work product, 
no ebooks, flow charts, working papers and works for hire of Company's personnel; (v) management systems 
op rating protocols, policies, procedures, methods and techniques, model forms, organizational charts, job 
de criptions, formats, know-how and any information from a negative know-how viewpoint; (vi) data collection, 
pr cessing and tracking protocols, policies, procedures, methods and techniques; (vii) employee, independent 
co tractor or consultant arrangements, including base and incentive compensation arrangements, and orientation, 
tra fling and education protocols, policies, procedures, methods and techniques; (viii) confidential filings with any state 
or federal agency; (ix) acquisition, affiliation, joint venture and research and development proposals, negotiations, and 
draft and final arrangements, and any materials provided to or by Company with respect to such matters; (x) all 
inf Nrnation generated or received in confidence by or for Company; (xi) information that Company possesses and will 
po sess that has been or will be created, discovered or developed, or has or will otherwise become known to 
C 
f 

mpany (including, without limitation, information created, discovered or developed by or made known to Employee 
du ing the period of or arising out of Employee's employment or engagement by Company), or in which property rights 
ha ,e been or will be assigned or otherwise acquired by Company; (xii) any information of commercial value or other 
utility in the business in which Company or its Affiliates engage or contemplate engaging; and (xiii) all information the 
un uthorized disclosure of which could be detrimental to the interests of Company or its Affiliates, whether or not such 
infprmation is Identified as Confidential/Proprietary Information by Company. 

5. °I novations" means and includes, but is not limited to, all Confidential/Proprietary Information, Intellectual Property, 
id as, processes, discoveries, work product, marketing and business concepts and ideas, all tangible or intangible 
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ma ifestations of the foregoing and improvements to any of the foregoing which are conceived, developed or created 
by mployee alone or with the assistance of others (whether or not conceived, developed or created during regular 
business hours) and which (i) relate to Company's business or proposed business; (ii) relate to Company's actual or 
de onstrabiy anticipated research or development; (iii) result from any work performed by Employee for Company; 
•(w) Involve the use of or are facilitated by the use of Company's financial assistance, personnel, equipment facilities, 
sugplies or Confidential/Proprietary Information or Intellectual Property; (v) result from or are suggested by any work 
done by Company or at Company's request or any work specifically assigned to Employee; or (vi) result from 
E Iployee's access to any of Company's Confidential/Proprietary Information or Intellectual Property. 

6. "In Ilectual Property" means and includes, but is not limited to, (i) inventions (whether patentable or unpatentable and 
wh ther or not reduced to practice), Improvements to inventions, and patents, patent applications, and patent 
dis losures, together with all re-issuances, continuations, continuations-in-part, revisions, extensions and 
re amlnations of patents; (ii) trademarks, service marks, trade dress, logos, trade names and Company names 
(co lectively, "Marks"), together with translations, adaptations, derivations and combinations of Marks and including all 
go dwill associated with Marks, and applications, registrations and renewals jn connection with Marks' (iii) works of 
authorship and copyrights in works of authorship, and applications, registrations and renewals in connection with 
wo s of authorship and copyrights in works of authorship; (iv) mask works and applications, registrations and 
re ewals in connection with mask works; (v) trade secrets and Confidential/Proprietary Information ; (vi) computer 
so are (including data, related documentation, source and object codes); (vii) other proprietary rights; and (viii) 
co ies and tangible embodiments of any of the foregoing as Company Records or in any other form or medium. 

7. "M ral Rights" shall mean any and all rights of paternity or integrity of the Innovations and the right to object to any 
mcdification, translation or use of the Innovations, and any similar rights existing under the common or statutory law of 
an country in the world or under any treaty, regardless of whether or not such right is denominated or referred to as a 
"m ral right" 

8. "Tgade Secret' shall have the meaning set forth in the Uniform Trade Secrets Act, codified at Delaware Civil Code 
Titlr 6, Section 2001 et seq., as amended. 
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SCHEDULE B 

PRIOR INNOVATIONS 

I acknowledge I have not made or reduced to practice (alone or jointly with others) any Innovations prior to 
ent with the Company, except as set forth below (if none, leave blank): employ 
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EXHIBIT "D" 



■.__ 
NONDISCLOSURE, CONFIDENTIALITY, AND INNOVATIONSXSSIGNMENT AGREEMENT 

Thi pgrgenient Is entered Into as of the date set forth on the signature page between ServHost, a Delaware LLC 
(m C MOW), and the undersigned Employee of Company ("Employee). 

1. U ERLYING FACTS 
a. la eriOle ge1iPicyae to perform services on behalf of Company, Employee will be provided access to and 

beeqmr.acquaintgri With certain Confidential/Proprietary Information which is used by Company in the operation 
df its bUsine0; Which gives Company certain advantages Over its competitors and which has been and will 
dontinue to be acquired and developed by Company and Company personnel. 

b. VI/hIle petforining Services for Company, Employee may develop Innovations that are related to or useful to 
Company's business. 

c. As a °Million to and In consideration of Employee's employment or engagement by Company and the payment 
Of compensation, issuance -of stock and stock options and/or provision of other benefits to Employee, as 
applicable, Employee shall safeguard the Confidential/Proprietary Information, protect the business interests of 
CornPany from unfair business practices and unlawful competition and hereby transfers and assigns any work 
prodpct and Innovations created by Employee during the term of Employee's employment or engagement to 
company in accordance with the terms and conditions Of this agreement. 

d. The capitalized terms In this agreement shall have the meanings set forth in attached Schedule A. 

2. C NFIDENTIALJPROPRIETARY INFORMATION 

ci 
. 

a. Protection of Confidential/Proprietary Information. At all times during and after Employee's employment or 
engagement, Employee shall hold in trust, keep confidential and not disclose to any third party or make any use 
of any Confidential/Proprietary Information except for the benefit of Company. Employee shall comply with all 
procedures adopted from time to time by Company to preserve the confidentiality of Confidential/Proprietary 
Information. Except as required for Employee to discharge Employee's obligations to Company, Employee shall 
not at any time, whether before or after termination of Employee's employment or engagement with Company, 
either directly or indirectly, in any individual or representative capacity (i) duplicate, photocopy, transcribe, 
remove, forward or send any Confidential/Proprietary Information from Company's premises; or (ii) use, disclose 
or make known to any other person or business entity any Confidential/Proprietary Information , including any 
Confidential/Proprietary Information disclosed to or developed by or through the efforts of Employee or other 
Company personnel, without first obtaining the prior written consent of Company. In addition, during employment 
with Company, employee shall not use any type of wireless laptop computer while performing functions for the 
benefit of Company, unless to the extent and in the manner specifically authorized in writing by the an officer of 
the Company. It is acknowledged and understood that all of the Confidential/Proprietary Information belonging to 
Company is presumed to be valuable and capable of protection under the Trade Secrets Act. Employee 
acknowledges that these restrictions are reasonable and are premised upon the rationale that the insecure means 
by which information is transmitted to/from the wireless laptop computer poses a significant security risk for 
company. 

b. Ownership of Confidential/Proprietary Information. 	By providing Employee with access to the 
Confidential/Proprietary Information, neither Company nor its Affiliates are waiving any proprietary rights, 
confidentiality privilege or trade secret protection associated with such Confidential/Proprietary Information, nor is 
Company or Its Affiliates granting or creating any license in favor of Employee to use the ConfidentiaVProprletary 
Information. Employee acknowledges Company or its Affiliates, as the case may be, retain the sole and exclusive 
rights, title and interest in and to all Confidential/Proprietary Information. 

c. Return of Confidential/Proprietary Information. 
i. All original versions and copies of Confidential/Proprietary Information and all Company Records in the 

possession or control of Employee shall be returned to Company promptly within twenty-four (24) hours of 
Company's request, or upon the termination (voluntary or otherwise) of Employee's employment or 
engagement with Company. Employee shall not retain any Company Records or other written or tangible 
materials of Company or its Affiliates. 

ii. Upon termination of Employee's employment or engagement with Company, Employee recognizes Company 
may deem it advisable to notify Employee's new employer or customers that Employee has had access to 
Confidential/Proprietary Information and that Employee is under a continuing legal obligation to not disclose 
such Confidential/Proprietary Information. By execution of this agreement, Employee authorizes Company to 
send such notice. In addition, if the employee has utilized a laptop computer in performance of Employee's 
employment, Employee specifically agrees that the Company is entitled to examine said laptop computer prior 
to Employee's termination and further agrees to voluntarily surrender such laptop computer to Company upon 
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demand, and that Company may delete and/or transfer any or arfiles, which Company may determine, in its 
sole discretion, contains the Confidential/Proprietary Information, either in whole or in part, of the Company. 

Authorized Disclosure. If Employee is required to disclose any Confidential/Proprietary Information under the 
terms of a valid and effective subpoena or order issued by a court of competent jurisdiction or regulatory 
administrative body that has the power to compel Employee to disclose Confidential/Proprietary Information, 
Employee agrees (i) to notify Company immediately of the existence, terms and circumstances surrounding such 
request; (ii) to consult with Company regarding such request; (iii) to take Those actions requested by Company 
That are legally available to resist or narrow such request; (iv) to disclose Confidential/Proprietary Information only 
If such disclosure is required under law in the written opinion of Employee's counsel (a copy of which shall be 
provided to Company prior to any such disclosure) and then only to the minimum extent required by law; and (v) 
to exercise Employee's best efforts to assist Company in obtaining a court order or other reliable assurance that 
confidential treatment will be accorded to any Confidential/Proprietary Information disclosed. 
Liability. Employee acknowledges the unauthorized taking of any Confidential/Proprietary Information which 
constitutes a trade secret of Company (i) may result in civil liability under Delaware Civil Code Title 6, Section 
2001 et seq.,and if willful, may result in an award for double the amount of Company's damages and attorneys' 
fees; and (ii) may be a crime under Delaware Criminal Code Title 11, Section 857, punishable by imprisonment 
for a time not exceeding one year, or by fine not exceeding $5,000, or both. 
Judicial Relief. A breach by Employee of any of the promises or agreements contained herein will result in 
irreparable and continuing damage to ServHost for which there may be no adequate remedy at law. Accordingly, 
ServHost shall be entitled to Injunctive relief and/or a decree for specific performance to prohibit unlawful 
publication of Confidential/Proprietary Information. In addition, ServHost will be entitled to liquidated damages of 
one million dollars ($1,000,000) per individual violation, per each calendar day that said violation continues, as 
well as all attorney fees and costs incurred, relative thereto. Additionally, at the sole discretion of Company, an 
election may be made, at any time, to seek monetary damages, in lieu of the liquidated damages. Said monetary 
damages shall be subject to proof. 

IOR KNOWLEDGE AND RELATIONSHIPS 
Prior Commitments. Employee has no other agreements, relationships or commitments to any other person or 
entity which conflict with Employee's obligations to Company under this agreement. 
Proprietary Information and Trade Secrets of Others. Employee shall not use or disclose to Company any 
proprietary information or trade secrets of any third party, including Employee's prior employers. If Employee 
believes Employee's job duties may lead to the use or disclosure of proprietary information or trade secrets of a 
third party, Employee shall notify Employee's supervisor of the situation immediately. Employee represents and 
warrants that Employee has returned all proprietary and Confidential/Proprietary Information belonging to all prior 
employers. Employee further represents and warrants that all services performed by Employee for Company and 
all work product and Innovations of Employee shall be of original development and shall not infringe upon or 
violate any patent, copyright, trade secret or any other property rights of any third party. 

4. NC NSOUCITATION OF BUSINESS CONTACTS 
a. Employee shall not at any time, directly or indirectly, in any individual or representative capacity, use Company's 

Confidential/Proprietary Information to: 
i. Solicit, divert or take away from Company, or attempt to divert or take away from Company, any of 

Company's customers, venture partners, vendors, suppliers or manufacturers, Including, but not limited to, 
those that Employee provided services to, called upon or became acquainted with while employed or 
engaged by Company; or 
Induce, influence, advise or encourage any of Company's customers, venture partners, vendors, suppliers or 
manufacturers to withdraw, curtail or cancel their business with Company, to terminate, discontinue or not 
renew their engagement or agreement with Company or to violate or breach any agreement with Company. 

5. NlINSOLICITATION OF PERSONNEL 
a. For a period of 2 years following termination of Employee's employment or engagement, Employee shall not at 

any time, directly or indirectly, in any individual or representative capacity: 
•i. Solicit, recruit, divert or take away from Company, or attempt to divert or take away from Company, any 

person who is engaged by Company as an employee, Employee, consultant, Independent contractor or in any 
other capacity; or 

H. Induce, influence, advise or encourage any person who is engaged by Company as an employee, Employee, 
consultant, independent contractor or in any other capacity to terminate, discontinue or not renew such 
employment or engagement with Company or to violate or breach any agreement with Company. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

3. P 
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6. NONCOMPETIT1ON. While employed or engaged by Company, EmplOYee shall not (0 engage or participate in or 
prolvide financial accommodations for the benefit of any person or business entity that is or may become a Competitor 
of company; or (ii) undertake planning for or the organization of any Competitor or conspire with any third party for the 
pu ose of organizing any such Competitor. As a condition of becoming employed by Company, employee agrees 
not to compete with Company during the period of employment and for one (1) year following termination of 
em loyment, unless employee can prove that such competition would not involve use or disclosure of trade secrets. 

7. N NDISPARAGEMENT. Employee agrees not to make any statements that disparage the Company or its respective 
affi fates, employees, officers, directors, products, or services. 

. a. Notwithstanding the foregoing, statements made in the course of sworn testimony in administrative, judicial or 
arbitral proceedings (including, without limitation, depositions in connection with such proceedings) shall not be 
subject to this Section. 

8. AS IGNMENT OF INNOVATIONS 
a, Disclosure. Employee shall promptly and fully disclose in writing to Company all Innovations made, conceived, 

reduced to practice or learned by Employee (either alone or jointly with others) during Employee's employment or 
engagement with Company. Employee shall maintain adequate and current written records of all Innovations. 
Upon termination of Employee's employment or engagement for any reason, or promptly at any time upon 
Company's request, Employee shall surrender to Company all Company Records. Except as disclosed on 
attached Schedule B, Employee has not developed or conceived of any Innovation as of the date of this 
agreement that is not owned solely by Company. 
Innovations Resulting from Confidential/Proprietary Information. Because of the difficulty of establishing when an 
Innovation is first conceived by Employee or determining If an Innovation results from Employee's access to 
Confidential/Proprietary Information, an Innovation shall be deemed to have resulted from Employee's access to 
Confidential/Proprietary Information it (i) the Innovation grew out of or resulted from Employee's work with 
Company or is related to the business of Company; (ii) during the term of this agreement or within 1 year after 
termination of this agreement, the Innovation is made, used, sold, exploited or reduced to practice; or (iii) during 
the term or within 1 year after termination of this agreement, the Innovation Is the subject of or inspiration for an 
application, by Employee or by a third party with the assistance of Employee, for a patent, Mark, copyright or 
other form of Intellectual Property protection. Employee agrees Company shall be entitled to shop rights with 
respect to any Innovation conceived or made by Employee during the term of this agreement, which is not 
required to be assigned to Company by this agreement, if any. 
Ownership and Assignment of Work Product and Innovations. Employee acknowledges Company owns and 
holds all right, title and interest in and to all work product and Innovations created by Employee during the term of 
Employee's employment or engagement, including all registration rights which may subsist in the work product 
and/or Innovations, and where applicable, all work product and Innovations shall be considered works made for 
hire. Employee shall mark all work product and Innovations with Company's copyright or other proprietary notices 
as directed by Company and shall take all actions requested by Company to protect Company's rights in and to 
the work product and Innovations. Employee's failure to mark work product and Innovations with Company's 
copyright or other proprietary notices shall not be construed to result and shall not result in waiver of Company's 
Intellectual Property rights. To the extent any work product or Innovations are not deemed to constitute works 
made for hire, or if Employee should otherwise, by operation of law, be deemed to retain any rights to any work 
product or Innovations, in consideration for Company's payment of compensation, issuance of stock or stock 
options, and/or provision of benefits, as applicable, to Employee in connection with Employee's employment or 
engagement by Company, Employee hereby transfers and assigns to Company Employee's entire right, title and 
interest in and to each and every such work product and Innovation created by Employee during the term of 
Employee's employment or engagement with Company. I further agree that my name, voice, picture, and 
likeness may be used, commencing at the inception of my employment with ServHost and continuing thereafter, 
in perpetuity, for its' advertising, training aids, or in any other way (solely at the discretion of ServHost), without 
any payment or compensation whatsoever relative to such usage. At termination of Employee's employment or 
engagement for any reason, Employee shall execute all necessary documents and instruments, and take all 
necessary actions, to effect such assignment to Company. 
Waiver of Moral Rights. Employee irrevocably waives and agrees not to assert any Moral Rights Employee may 
now have or which may accrue to Employee's benefit in connection with the Innovations under United States or 
foreign copyright laws and any and all other residual rights and benefits which may arise under any other 
applicable law. 
Assistance in Obtaining Registration. Employee shall assist Company in obtaining and shall execute all 
documents and instruments and do all things necessary and appropriate for Company to obtain patent, Mark, 
copyright and other applicable registrations for work product and Innovations and to transfer all rights, title and 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e.  
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interest in and to the work product and Innovations to Company or itt- Affiliates or any other person specified by 
Company. 
Power of Attorney. If Company is unable for any reason to secure Employee's signature in a timely manner on 
any document necessary to apply for, prosecute, obtain or enforce any patent, Mark, copyright or other right or 
protection relating to any Innovation, Employee hereby irrevocably designates and appoints Company and each 
of Its duly authorized officers and Employees as Employee's Employees and attorneys-in-fact to act for and on 
Employee's behalf and stead to execute and file any such document and to do all other lawfully permitted acts to 
further the prosecution, issuance and enforcement of patents, Marks, copyrights or other rights or protections with 
the same force and effect as if executed and delivered by Employee. 
Labor Code Compliance. Employee acknowledges this paragraph and attached Schedule 7.1 constitute written 
notification pursuant to Delaware Code Title 19, Section 805 that this agreement does not require the assignment 
to Company of any Innovation, or any right or interest in any Innovation, that qualifies under Delaware Code Title 
19, Section 805, if Employee is an employee of company. 

9. VISITORS. All Employees are required to: 

a Obtain written approval from either Company's General Counsel, or Director of Human Resources prior to 
permitting any non-employee to enter the business premises of Company; 

b. Personally escort the visitor or delegate the responsibility of escorting the visitor to another employee of 
Company, at all times during which the visitor Is on the business premises of company; 

C. Personally confirm that the visitor has signed the Entry Log at the front desk; 
d. Personally confirm the identity of the visitor via at least one form of picture identification — (preferably a drivers 

license); and 
e. Personally confirm that the visitor wears a company guest tag at all times while visitor is on the business premises 

of company. 

10. 0 EN HOUSE. Employee understands Company will occasionally hold an open house session with employment 
ca didates. During such open house hours, Employee agrees to protect Company's Trade Secrets and other 
lot Ilectual Property by: 
a. Erasing all Whiteboards; 
b. Being mindful of the information which appears on Employee's Monitor and turn off any active program; 
c. Refrain from leaving Employee's Monitor's unattended; 
d. Removing and secure all Confidential Papers containing text, diagrams, or any Confidential Information; and 
e. Ensuring that all visitors wear a Company Visitor badge. 

11. REASONABLENESS. Employee acknowledges and agrees Employee's position with Company will give Employee 
access to Confidential/Proprietary Information important to Company and that the type, scope and periods of 
rea,triction imposed under this agreement are fair and reasonable, critical to the business success of Company and 
reasonably required for Company's protection and the goodwill associated with Company's business and are given as 
anjintegral part of Employee's employment or engagement with Company. Employee has consulted with or been 
given full opportunity to consult with Employee's own counsel in connection with entering into this agreement and the 

tutory and common law regarding enforceability of the restrictive covenants contained in this agreement 
E ployee has carefully considered the restrictions imposed by this agreement and agrees the restrictive covenants in 
thi agreement will not interfere with Employee's ability to engage in other business for the purpose of earning a 
liv Iihood following termination of Employee's employment or engagement with Company. 

12. P BWER TO LIMIT COVENANTS. Each provision of this agreement is independent, separate and divisible, and if any 
pr vision of this agreement is found by the final order of an arbitrator or a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, 
un nforceable or in contravention of any applicable federal or state law or regulation, such provision shall be deemed 
no to be a part of this agreement and shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remaining provisions, which 
sh II be given full effect without regard to the Invalid portion. If all or any part of any covenant contained In this 
ag eement is held to be unenforceable because of the duration or scope of such provision, the parties agree the court 
m king such determination shall have the power to reduce the duration and scope of such provision, and in its 
re uced form, such provision shall then be enforceable. Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed so as 
to equire the commission of any acts contrary to law, and wherever there is a conflict between any provision of this 
ag cement and any present or future law or regulation, such provision shall be limited to the extent necessary to make 
it omply with such law or regulation. 

f. 

9. 
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13. REMEDIES. 	Employee Understands and acknowledges any disclosure, use or misappropriation of any 
Co fidential/Proprietary Information or Innovations or violation of the provisions of this agreement may cause 
Co pany irreparable harm, the amount of which may be difficult to ascertain. Company will be entitled to specific 
peitomiance and Injunctive relief, both preliminary and final, as remedies for any such breach. Such remedies will not 
be eemed to be the exclusive remedies for Employee's breach of this agreement, but will be in addition to all other 
re edies available to Company at law or in equity, including, without limitation, seeking such damages as Company 
ca4 show it has sustained by such breach. Employee expressly waives any requirement that Company post security 
or bond in connection with obtaining any injunction or other equitable relief and Company will not be required to 
est blish Its remedy at law is Inadequate. 

14. G NERAL PROVISIONS. All notices under this agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed duly given (i) on 
the] date of delivery if personally delivered or if delivered by overnight courier, telegram or facsimile (with receipt 
co firmed) or (ii) three (3) business days after mailing if mailed by first-class mail postage prepaid to the parties at 
their addresses set forth below, or such other address designated from time to time In writing by such party to all other 
parities. No waiver or amendment of this agreement shall be binding unless made in a writing signed by a duly 
authorized representative of Company. This agreement shall be binding on and shall inure to the benefit of the 

to ether with all other documents executed by Employee at Company's request, contains the entire understanding 
pates and their respective heirs, beneficiaries, legal representatives, successors and assigns. This agreement, 

between the parties and supersedes all prior representations, agreements, arrangements and understandings 
between them respecting the subject matter of this agreement. The validity, interpretation and performance of this 
ag eement shall be controlled by and construed under Delaware law. All proceedings to enforce or Interpret this 
ag eement shall be commenced and maintained only in the Wilmington Judicial District, New Castle County, 
De aware. Employee shall execute all other documents necessary to effectuate and carry out this agreement. The 
oh gations of Employee under this agreement shall survive termination of Employees employment or engagement 
wit Company. Nothing in this agreement shall alter or limit Employee's 'at-will" employment or engagement with 
Company: in the absence of a written agreement between the parties to the contrary, either party may terminate 
Erdployee's employment or engagement with Company at any time with or without notice and with or without cause. 

If 4ither party commences or is made a party to any legal proceeding to enforce, interpret or obtain a declaration of 
rights ynder this agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover from the other party all attorneys fees and 
costs i icurred in connection with such proceeding or any appeal or enforcement of any judgment obtained in any such 
procee ing. 

SERVHOST 	 EMPLOYEE 

By: 	 By: 
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SCHEDULE A 

DEFINITIONS 

The fol owing definitions apply to this Agreement: 

1. "A dHate," means any business entity controlling, controlled by or under common control with Company. For purposes 
of is agreement control (including, with correlative meanings, the terms 'controlling: "controlled by" and "under 
co mon control with"), means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or cause the direction of the 
m agement and policies of Company or such other business entity, whether through ownership of voting securities, 
by ontract or otherwise. 

2. "C mpany Records" means all tangible or intangible embodiments or compilations of Confidential/Proprietary 
In( rmation, including, without limitation: 	(i) agreements, documents, memoranda, reports, minutes, studies, 
for casts, interpretations, flow charts, sketches, drawings, notes, files, letters, work papers, notebooks, diaries, 
su manes, records, manuals, books, data, and applications, including copyright, trademark and patent applications; 
(ii) prototypes, models, blueprints, specifications, plans, programs, technical data and designs; (iii) books of account, 
bu Mess records, employee and consultant rosters, operating and financial reports, financial statements, cost 
su manes, tax returns and feasibility studies; (iv) any storage device containing electronic data, including, hard 
dri es, tapes, ZIP disks, JAZ disks, floppy disks, laptop computers, desktop computers and servers; (v) computer 
prcgrams, software programs, screen reports or other manifestations of software design or realization, computer 
language program source code, including HTML code, executables, dynamic link libraries and object code, active 
server pages, XML pages, DHTML pages, HTML pages, JAVA, Visual Basic or any computer language scripts or 
m cros, designs or architectural implementation of a licensor's application service provisions; (vi) any audio, video, 
ph tographic or electronic recording; and (vii) any other Item or thing that contains, reflects or Is derived from any of 
th preceding or that was used in creating, designing, inputting, processing, retrieving, storing or reporting any of the 
pr ceding, Including anything that was generated, compiled or prepared by Employee, alone or in conjunction with 
ot er Company personnel. 

3. "C mpetitor means any person or business entity engaged in or about to become engaged in the research, 
de elopment, production, licensing, marketing, sale or distribution of any product or service which is similar to or 
dir ctly competitive with any product or service of Company or its Affiliates. 

4. "C nfidential/Proprietary Information" is to be broadly defined and shall mean and consist of all Company information, 
or I or written, relating to the actual or potential business of Company or its Affiliates, venture partners and customers, 
In uding, but not limited to, the following: (i) corporate opportunities, requests for proposals, bidding and pricing 
inf rmation, protocols, policies, procedures, methods, techniques and formulae, and actual and potential contract 
an lyses .  (11) customer, vendor and supplier • lists identities purchasing characteristics contact persons 
tel phone/facsimile numbers, email addresses, records, demographic and economic information, and actual and 
po ential contractual negotiations or business opportunities with actual and potential customers, vendors and 
su pliers; (di) financial information, including forecasts, projections, budgets, pro formas, business development, sales 
an marketing plans and business assumptions and strategies; (iv) Trade Secrets, Innovations, inventions (whether or 
no patentable or copyrightable), discoveries, improvements, algorithms, hardware configuration Information, research 
or evelopment tests, results, protocols, policies, procedures, methods, techniques, work In progress, work product, 
no ebooks, flow charts, working papers and works for hire of Company's personnel; (v) management systems, 
op rating protocols, policies, procedures, methods and techniques, model forms, organizational charts, job 
de criptions, formats, know-how and any information from a negative know-how viewpoint; (vi) data collection, 
pr cessing and tracking protocols policies, procedures, methods and techniques .  (vii) employee, independent 
coptractor or consultant arrangements, including base and incentive compensation arrangements, and orientation, 
training and education protocols, policies, Procedures, methods and techniques; (viii) confidential filings with any state 
or ederal agency; (ix) acquisition, affiliation, joint venture and research and development proposals, negotiations, and 
dr ft and final arrangements, and any materials provided to or by Company with respect to such matters; (x) all 
inf rmation generated or received in confidence by or for Company; (xi) information that Company possesses and will 
po sess that has been or will be created, discovered or developed, or has or will otherwise become known to 
Ccjmpany (including, without limitation, information created, discovered or developed by or made known to Employee 
du ing the period of or arising out of Employee's employment or engagement by Company), or in which property rights 
ha ,e been or will be assigned or otherwise acquired by Company; (xii) any information of commercial value or other 
uti ity in the business in which Company or its Affiliates engage or contemplate engaging; and (xiii) all information the 

uthorized disclosure of which could be detrimental to the interests of Company or its Affiliates, whether or not such 
lnf'prmation Is identified as Confidential/Proprietary Information by Company. 

5. ,ovations" means and includes, but is not limited to, all Confidential/Proprietary Information, Intellectual Property, 
id4as, processes, discoveries, work product, marketing and business concepts and Ideas, all tangible or intangible 
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ma ifestations of the foregoing and improvements to any of the foregoing which are conceived, developed or created 
by mployee alone or with the assistance of others (whether or not conceived, developed or created during regular 
business hours) and which (i) relate to Company's business or proposed business; (ii) relate to Company's actual or 
deionstrably anticipated research or development, (iii) result from any work performed by Employee for Company; 
(Iv) involve the use of or are facilitated by the use of Company's financial assistance, personnel, equipment, facilities, 
supplies or Confidential/Proprietary Information or Intellectual Property .  (v) result from or are suggested by any work 
do e by Company or at Company's request or any work specifically assigned to Employee; or (v1) result from 
E ployee's access to any of Company's Confidential/Proprietary Information or Intellectual Property. 

6. in Ilectual Property" means and includes, but is not limited to, (i) inventions (whether patentable or unpatentable and 
wh ther or not reduced to practice), Improvements to Inventions, and patents, patent applications, and patent 
dis losures, together with all re-Issuances, continuations, continuations-in-pad, revisions, extensions and 
re aminations of patents; (fi) trademarks, service marks, trade dress, logos, trade names and Company names 
(co lectively, ''Marke), together with translations, adaptations, derivations and combinations of Marks and including all 
go •dwill associated with Marks, and applications, registrations and renewals jn connection with Marks; (iii) works of 
au orship and copyrights in works of authorship, and applications, registrations and renewals in connection with 
wo ks of authorship and copyrights in works of authorship; (iv) mask works and applications, registrations and 
re ewals in connection with mask works; (v) trade secrets and Confidential/Proprietary Information ; (vi) computer 
so are (including data, related documentation, source and object codes); (vii) other proprietary rights; and (viii) 
co fez and tangible embodiments of any of the foregoing as Company Records or in any other form or medium. 

7. "M ml Rights" shall mean any and all rights of paternity or integrity of the Innovations and the right to object to any 
mcdification, translation or use of the Innovations, and any similar rights existing under the common or statutory law of 
an? country in the world or under any treaty, regardless of whether or not such right is denominated or referred to as a 

ral right," 
8. "Tr de Secret" shall have the meaning set forth in the Uniform Trade Secrets Act, codified at Delaware Civil Code 

Titl 6, Section 2001 et seq., as amended. 
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SCHEDULE B 

PRIOR INNOVATIONS 

acknowledge I have not made or reduced to practice (alone or jointly with others) any Innovations prior to 
-nent with the Company, except as set forth below (if none, leave blank): employ 

  

   

Bole 


